



The advent of 5G networks – what do you need to know?
Undoubtedly, the advent of 5G networks will permanently change the future of telecommu-
nications, affecting the professional work of every engineer. In light of the above, a brief
outline of the standard’s details is presented herein to emphasize the significance of the new
concept.
Fifth-generation networks have been, until recently, an unclear future prospect, as no specific
details concerning their operation were available. Answers to the “what is 5G?” question
were merely speculations.
Although many technical aspects of the 5G architecture and even of the 5G technologies still
remain unclear, some technical solutions have been assuming a more specific shape over the
past few years. The most probable paths along which the 5G technology will be developing
(with some of them not confirmed and subject to potential change) are described below.
From the technical point of view, the type of modulation used is of primary importance, and
a lot of attention has been devoted to this specific aspect. Selection of the modulation type
was preceded by a detailed analysis of the pros and cons of various techniques. The stan-
dardization body finally decided that cyclic prefix orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(CPTD) will be used in fifth generation networks, with QPSK, 16-, 64- or 256-QAM sub-
carrier modulation. Such a choice was based on the numerous advantages of this particular
solution.
The OFDM technique has been known since the 1960s and started to evoke some serious
interest in the late 1980s, when research concerning GSM networks was conducted, and later,
when the UMTS standard was developed. However, OFDM failed to be implemented in any
of the abovementioned cases, as the computing power of processors available at that time
was insufficient.
The technical progress in this area has enabled the popularization of OFDM in, inter alia,
the following: digital audio and video broadcasting systems (DAB, DVB), asymmetric
digital subscriber line data transmission technology (ADSL) and data transmission via power
lines (PLC). The popularity of OFDM results from the fact that it provides high data rates,
simultaneously eliminating signal distortion caused by the phenomenon of multipath inter-
symbol interference (ISI). Doing away with that type of interference is a serious issue in
other types of modulation.
In OFDM, a data stream with a high bitrate is split into several slower substreams that
are transmitted simultaneously using multiple carriers, which extends the duration of one
symbol. As a result, signals that are reflected by multipath phenomena and reach the receiver
with a delay, exert a smaller impact on the quality of received signal. In addition, in the
CP-OFDM modulation variant, inter-symbol interference is prevented by the interval between
consecutive symbols, the so-called cyclic prefix (CP). CP is a copied symbol end inserted
at its beginning. Thanks to its application, if the delay between the original signal and the
reflected signal does not exceed its length, the transmitted information can be easily retrieved
at the receiver.
Thanks to the fact that OFDM is not a new method, solutions have been developed for LTE
networks that will now reduce the cost of its adaptation to the needs of the 5G standard. The
possibility of implementing multi-antenna transmission systems (MIMO-OFDM) is a con-
siderable advantage as well. Furthermore, the plans assume that the multi-user (MU) version
of the multi-antenna MIMO transmission protocol will be implemented in 5G networks.
New beamforming techniques that will be introduced in 5G NR networks will additionally
maximize the strength of the signal sent towards the receiver, simultaneously reducing, to
the minimum, the strength of signals disseminated in other directions. Future NR systems
are also expected to rely on the Massive MIMO technology, where the number of antennas
is increased to several hundred.
It is worth noting that OFDM has a few drawbacks, too. One its limitations is the high peak-
average power ratio (PAPR). At higher values, the operating point of the RF power amplifier
shifts to the linear part of the characteristic to avoid signal distortion. This causes a reduction
in efficiency. In the case of base stations, higher power consumption is not a big issue, but in
the mobile, battery-powered user devices, this is an unfavorable phenomenon. Therefore, in
the case of 5G uplink, the DFT-S-OFDM technique is used with the following modulations:
pi/2-BPSK (a novelty), as well as 16-, 64- or 256-QAM. The advantage of DFT-S-OFDM
is its ability to achieve a low PAPR coefficient, while simultaneously ensuring multipath
immunity.
The importance of mmWave
5G networks will operate on numerous frequencies, both higher and lower. The range of
below 1 GHz will be used, e.g. 600, 700 and 800 MHz bands. As far as the range between
1 and 6 GHz used in China, Europe, South Korea and Japan is concerned, the 3.3–3.8 GHz
section is of particular interest. Great hopes are also related to the millimeter wave (mmWave)
band, especially 52.6 GHz, although research is already conducted on relying on 64–71 GHz
and 71–76 GHz bands in wireless communication. Examples of bands that have been pre-
reserved for 5G NR networks in different parts of the world include: 24.25–27.5 GHz
and 40.5–43.5 GHz (Europe), 27.5–28.35 GHz, 37–38.6 GHz and 38.6–40 GHz (USA),
24.75–27.5 GHz and 37–43.5 GHz (China).
The transition to higher operational frequencies will have its consequences. The higher the
carrier frequency, the greater the phase noise. The narrower the spacing between subcarriers
(subcarrier spacing, SCS), due to phase noise, the higher is error vector magnitude (EVM)
which characterizes the quality of modulation. Also, the higher the carrier frequency, the
higher the Doppler shift. With the user’s speed of several km/h and the frequency of several
dozen GHz, it can reach up to several percent of the space between subcarriers.
On the other hand, the larger the SCS, the shorter the OFDM symbol, and, therefore, the
CP prefix. This, in turn, results in a greater impact of the multipath phenomenon on the
quality of transmission. Therefore, the choice of the width of the gap between the subcarriers
requires a compromise solution. That is why a decision has been made that it will be scalable
in 5H NR networks. The multiples of 15 kHz are allowed: 15, 30, 60, 120 and 240 kHz.
This basic value has been chosen to allow the coexistence of 5G and 4G networks, where
SCS equals 15 kHz. With the change of the subcarrier gap, the cyclic CP prefix is also
shortened or extended, respectively. This will enable to adjust its length to propagation
conditions prevailing in a given communication channel. The scalability of the frame is also
a consequence of SCS’ flexibility. This feature will ensure compatibility of 5G NR networks.
5G networks will also introduce a completely new concept of dividing the channel into
parts, the so-called Bandwidth Parts (BWP). Each BWP will consist of a group of adjacent
PRB blocks and will have an SCS and a CP assigned thereto. The individual BWPs will
be allocated to different users according to their needs and capabilities, which will ensure
energy savings.
Undoubtedly, the 5G technology will be a key factor in creating a commonly available
ecosystem of the future. Due to its breakthrough functionality, this subject will certainly be
the focal point of numerous research papers, and the findings thereof will also be presented
in our Journal.
I would like to take this opportunity to declare the era of next generation telecommunication
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Abstract—Numerous practical engineering applications can
be formulated as non-convex, non-smooth, multi-modal and
ill-conditioned optimization problems. Classical, determin-
istic algorithms require an enormous computational effort,
which tends to fail as the problem size and its complexity in-
crease, which is often the case. On the other hand, stochastic,
biologically-inspired techniques, designed for global optimum
calculation, frequently prove successful when applied to real
life computational problems. While the area of bio-inspired
algorithms (BIAs) is still relatively young, it is undergoing con-
tinuous, rapid development. Selection and tuning of the ap-
propriate optimization solver for a particular task can be chal-
lenging and requires expert knowledge of the methods to be
considered. Comparing the performance of viable candidates
against a defined test bed environment can help in solving such
dilemmas. This paper presents the benchmark results of two
biologically inspired algorithms: covariance matrix adapta-
tion evolution strategy (CMA-ES) and two variants of particle
swarm optimization (PSO). COCO (COmparing Continuous
Optimizers) – a platform for systematic and sound compar-
isons of real-parameter global optimization solvers was used
to evaluate the performance of CMA-ES and PSO methods.
Particular attention was paid to the efficiency and scalability
of both techniques.
Keywords—benchmarking, black-box optimization, CMA-ES,
global optimization, PSO, stochastic optimization.
1. Introduction
Many issues related to real-life problems require that the
optimal solution be calculated. Traditionally, optimization
problems are solved using deterministic solvers which nor-
mally assume that the objective function and the set of
admissible solutions are convex and known in an analytical
form. In practice, however, there are many problems for
which an algebraic model is missing. Either, we lack the
insight into the system to be optimized and the model is
entirely unavailable, or its analytical form is too compli-
cated and intractable to conventional optimization solvers.
In the latter case the load of mathematical and practical
knowledge fed into the optimization model usually results
in numerous formulas the solution of which can be ob-
tained only numerically. In general, problems for which
algebraic conventional optimization solver models are un-
suitable or entirely unavailable, are referred to as black-box
problems. Thereby we assume that the black-box can be
queried through a simulation, experimental measurements
or the so-called surrogate model to provide crucial perfor-
mance characteristics [1]–[5] for specified values of system
inputs. Practical applications in network system design,
cybersecurity, large scale systems modeling, optimization
and control, etc. are discussed in [6]–[11].





subject to: xmini ≤ xi ≤ x
max
i , i = 1, . . . , dim , (1)
where f is the real-valued, dim-dimensional function. In
general, f can be a non-convex, non-smooth, ill-condi-
tioned or multi-modal. It is assumed that in the above
problem the function values of the evaluated search points
x are the only accessible information. The search points to
be evaluated can be freely chosen. Hence, the search cost
is equal to the number of function evaluations executed in
order to reach the target solution.
This paper addresses issues associated with the black-
box optimization benchmarking (1) for the comparison of
two biologically-inspired global optimum calculation al-
gorithms, i.e., the covariance matrix adaptation evolution
strategy (CMA-ES) [12], [13] and particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO) [14]. CMA-ES and PSO have already proved
successful in solving various black-box problems. The aim
of the research was to examine how well CMA-ES and
PSO perform on both well- and ill-conditioned optimiza-
tion problems, and how strongly the efficiency of both al-
gorithms depends on the complexity of the problem and on
the prescribed accuracy of the solution.
All experiments were conducted with the use of the black
box optimization benchmarking (BBOB) test bed [15] that
provides numerous testing problems with various character-
istics, dimensions and degrees of complexity. These prob-
lems are divided into groups, each with specific character-
istics of the objective function, i.e., separable, moderate,




The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
A short survey of black-box techniques is presented in
Section 2. A brief description of two bio-inspired algo-
rithms, CMA-ES and PSO in their local and global ver-
sions, is presented in Section 3. The overview of implemen-
tation, organization and usage of the benchmark COCO and
BBOB test bed platform is presented in Section 4. The ex-
perimental procedure and the performance measures are
presented in Section 5. The results of performance evalu-
ation of both optimization algorithms, conducted with the
use of various benchmarks, are presented and discussed in
Section 6. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. Related Work
Many optimization techniques that could be employed for
solving the black-box optimization problem (1) have been
reported in literature. The overview of various techniques
is presented in [2]–[3], [16]–[18]. The algorithms can be
classified into the following groups: stochastic approxima-
tion techniques (gradient-based approaches), sample path
optimization, response surface methodology, determinis-
tic search methods, random search methods, heuristics and
metaheuristics.
A stochastic approximation is the well-known gradient
search method that is similar to the steepest descent gradi-
ent algorithm. The procedure requires a gradient estimation.
A computer simulation is performed to obtain estimates of
the gradient. It seems that the simulation outcome has to
contain gradient evaluations. The advantages and disadvan-
tages of this technique are discussed in detail in [5].
Stochastic gradient algorithms need a simulation run for
every iteration in order to calculate the gradient value (K it-
erations require at least K experiments). In the sample path
method [5], the original problem is converted into an ap-
proximated deterministic problem. The approximation of
the objective function f in (1) is calculated based on simu-
lations performed for a randomly generated set of indepen-
dent observations. Then, standard optimization algorithms
are applied to locate the optimal solution.
Response surface methodology [5], [16] is a sequential
strategy based on local approximation F(x,α (k)) of the per-
formance f in the neighborhood of x, where the parame-
ters α are calculated using simulations performed every
k-th iteration. Next, the minimal value of F(x,α (k)) is
calculated. The process is repeated until the acceptable
solution is found.
Standard deterministic search techniques [18], [19], i.e.
algorithms developed by Hook and Jeeves, Rosenbrock or
nonlinear simplex (as Nelder and Mead) or complex meth-
ods can be applied to solve non-differentiable simulation
optimization problems.
As the capabilities of modern computers increase, we
can observe a growing interest in the development of the
global optimization methods. Global optimization algo-
rithms are linked with the computation of a global solu-
tion of non-convex, non-smooth, ill-conditioned and multi-
extreme problems. The greatest challenge in the process of
designing such algorithms consists in deciding whether the
local optimum is a global one in the absence of any local
criteria. Over the past decades, numerous theoretical and
computational contributions, whose results are described
broadly in literature, helped solve such problems. Many
of the developed and widely recommended techniques are
based on random searches [5], [17], [18], [20]. Pure ran-
dom search, multi-start local search and controlled random
search methods belong to this category. Many algorithms
utilize random search and are biologically- or heuristics-
inspired by biology or physics. Genetic algorithms, evo-
lutionary strategies, simulated annealing, swarm optimiza-
tion are all of the heuristic nature [13], [14], [21]–[23].
Randomized search algorithms are regarded to be flexible,
robust and less demanding in terms of problem prop-
erties than deterministic methods. Unfortunately, efficient
stochastic algorithms require a large number of iterations
and objective function evaluations, especially for high di-
mension problems. Therefore, the efficiency and scalability
of solvers is often a key issue.
3. Description of Optimization
Algorithms
3.1. CMA-ES
The Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy
(CMA-ES) [12] is an evolutionary algorithm based on
Gaussian mutation and deterministic selection. Evolution-
ary strategies are stochastic search methods inspired by the
principles of biological evolution typically using a multi-
variate normal mutation distribution. They operate on a set
of search points. CMA-ES is considered to be one of the
best choices against ill-conditioned, non-convex black-box
optimization problems in the continuous domain. The gen-
eral algorithm to solve the black-box problem (1) is to
sample a numerous independent points from a given dis-
tribution P, evaluate these points based on their perfor-
mance measures f and update the distribution parameters.
All these steps are executed until the termination crite-
rion is met. In the CMA-ES algorithm, P is a multivari-
ate normal distribution that is a generalization of the one-
dimensional (univariate) normal distribution to higher di-
mensions. Hence, a random vector is said to be n-variate
normally distributed, if every linear combination of its
n components has a univariate normal distribution. Normal
distribution is a good candidate for randomized searches –
its entropy for the mean values, variances and covariances
given is the largest of all distributions in ℜn and the coordi-
nate directions are not distinguished in any way. Therefore,
in CMA-ES, a population of new search points (set of in-
dividuals) is generated by sampling a multivariate normal
distribution. In every iteration k new individuals xki ∈ ℜn
are calculated as:
xk+1i = m
k +σ k×N ki (0, Ck), i = 1, . . . , I , (2)
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where mk and Ck denote the approximated mean value and
the n× n covariance matrix of the search distribution at
iteration k, σ k > 0 is the standard deviation – step-size at
the k-th iteration, N ki (0, Ck) is a normal distribution with
the mean 0 and I is a population size. Hence, the mutation
is performed by a perturbation with a covariance matrix
which is iteratively updated to guide the search towards
areas with expected lower objective values.
After generation of the population of individuals, they are
evaluated on f (1), sorted and transformed according to (2).
Upon every iteration, all distribution parameters (mk, Ck,
σ k) are updated.
3.2. PSO
The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [14]
is a simple population-based stochastic optimization tech-
nique that emerged from the simulations of the behavior of
bird flocks and fish schools. At each iteration a set of points
(a swarm of particles) evolve their position in the search
space with a velocity vector associated with each particle
to find the global optimum. A new population of parti-
cles is generated from the previous swarm using randomly
generated weights and parameters specific to the algo-
rithm. Hence, both positions and velocities of the i-th par-
ticle xki ∈ℜn (i = 1, . . . , I) are updated for every k iteration






where xk+1i and v
k+1
i denote the position and the velocity
of the i-th particle at the k +1 iteration, respectively. The















i ) , (4)
where w is the weighting parameter, ϕ1 and ϕ2 denote
weights of global and local information, U k1 and U
k
2 are
n× n diagonal matrices with elements randomly drawn
from a uniform distribution [0,1], xkiopt is the best posi-
tion of the i-th particle found so far and xkinopt is the best
position of all particles within the neighborhood of xki or
in the special case, within the swarm.
The first component in (4) makes a particle move in the
previous direction, the second one makes a particle return
to the best position calculated so far and the last component
makes a particle follow the best position in the current
iteration (within neighborhood or whole swarm). The main
disadvantage of the PSO algorithm is its sensitivity to a
velocity – if the velocity is too low the convergence speed
is low, if it is too high, the algorithm falls into the local
minimum.
In the research presented two versions of PSO with different
concepts of xkinopt in (4) were considered:
• Global-best PSO algorithm (PSO-glob) using a star
topology. Every particle compares itself with the
best-performing particle in the swarm.
Fig. 1. PSO variants and topologies: (a) star topology (PSO-glob)
and (b) ring topology (PSO-loc).
• Local-best PSO algorithm (PSO-loc) using a ring
topology. Every particle compares itself only with
its nearest-neighbors computed by applying the cho-
sen distance metric.
4. Implementation Overview
The COmparing Continuous Optimizers (COCO) [24]
benchmarking platform version 2.2.1 was used to evaluate
the performance of PSO and CMA-ES methods. COCO is
an integrated software environment that can be success-
fully used for systematic and sound comparisons of global
optimization solvers. It provides a set of benchmark func-
tions and tools for processing and visualizing results
of calculations. The COCO source code is available at
https://github.com/numbbo/coco. A detailed description of
the experimental procedure for conducting the experiments
using the COCO system is presented in [25]. The mea-
sures of performance assessment implemented in COCO
are described in [26].
The COCO platform offers Python language support to pro-
vide the implementation of optimization solvers. Therefore,
both CMA-ES and PSO algorithms implemented in Python
were adopted and incorporated in COCO. The CMA-ES
solver was taken from the pycma library [27], while the
PSO solver was taken from the pyswarms library [28].
The benchmark optimization problems were taken from the
black box optimization benchmarking (BBOB) [15] suite.
It provides numerous testing problems with various char-
acteristics, dimensions and complexities. All benchmark
functions to be minimized are divided into groups, each
with specific characteristics of the objective function, i.e.,
separable, moderate, ill-conditioned, multi-modal, weakly
structured multi-modal.
5. Experimental Procedure and
Performance Measures
Numerous experiments whose results are presented in this
paper were conducted. The experimental procedure was
executed within the COCO benchmarking platform, follow-
ing the best practices for the assessment of performance
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of optimization algorithms executed in a black-box sce-
nario [25]. The performance of the algorithms was mea-
sured based on the number of run times, i.e. objective
function evaluations, needed to reach one or several qual-
ity indicator target values. The details of the experimental
setup are presented below.
5.1. Experimental Procedure
The goal of each experiment was to find the global solution
of the problem (1) with the prescribed accuracy, i.e. the
point {x ∈ ℜdim : f (x) = ftarget} with ftarget defined as:
ftarget = fopt + εmin , (5)
where f (x) denotes the objective function, fopt = f (xopt),
where xopt is the solution of (1), and εmin = 10−8 is the
assumed precision. As mentioned above, the performance
assessment of each experiment was based on the num-
ber of the objective function evaluations. The evaluations
conducted by the algorithm were recorded for each target
f εtarget = fopt + ε that was reached for various precisions ε .
Precisions were chosen uniformly on the logarithmic scale
from the interval ε ∈ [10−8,102].
All benchmark problems, i.e. 24 noiseless unconstrained
optimization problems concerned with the minimization
of objective functions from the BBOB test suite Ω f =
{ f 1, f 2, . . . , f 24} were taken into consideration. Problems
were solved with the increasing number of decision vari-
ables (dimension), i.e. dim ∈ {2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40}.
Every single setup, i.e. the problem of optimization of
a given benchmark function and the dimension of the prob-
lem, was executed over Ntrial = 15 independent trial runs.
The performance was evaluated over all trials.
Three solvers were used and compared: CMA-ES, global-
best PSO and local-best PSO. Additionally, the performance
of the considered methods was confronted with that of the
artificial algorithm labeled best2009. The scores of the
best2009 algorithm are based on the results reached by
solvers submitted to the COCO 2009 competition. For each
of the setups the best performing algorithm’s results were
incorporated.
The calculations were stopped after reaching the target
value of the objective function ftarget defined in (5) or
depleting the budget Maxiter for the number of objective
function evaluations equal to 3000 · (dim + 2), where dim
denoted the problem dimension for a given setup (trial).
5.2. Performance Measures
Two measures were used to evaluate the performance and
to compare the efficiency of CMA-ES and two variants
of PSO algorithms. The aim of the first measure – the
average running time (aRT ) – is to show the successful
performance of the tested techniques. Average runtime is
an estimation of the algorithm’s expected runtime expressed
in the number of objective function evaluations. The smaller







f evalst , Nsuccess ≤ Ntrial , (6)
where aRT denotes the average runtime for Ntrial relevant
trials for a given setup. f evalst is the number of objective
function evaluations performed in the t-th trial until the
target value ftarget was reached. Nsuccess is the number of
successful trials, i.e., trials where ftarget was reached.
The second measure – an empirical cumulative distribution
function (ECDF) [29] – was used to display the proportion
of problems solved within a given limit of objective func-
tion evaluations. In general, the purpose of the measure is
to show and compare the speed of convergence of specific
optimization algorithms [25].
Let us consider a subset of the available benchmarking
functions ω f ⊆Ω f with a fixed number of dimensions dim.
We define S as the set of bootstrap executions, where each
element s ∈ S is denoted by a triplet s = ( fm, f εm,target , t),
fm ∈ ωt . f εm,target is the target solution with the required
precision ε . In this experiment, the solutions were calcu-
lated for 51 precisions chosen from [10−8,102]. t denotes
a trial index, t = 1, . . . , Ntrial .
Every triplet s corresponds to the number of function fm
evaluations performed by the optimization algorithm to
reach the target solution with f εm,target . This number is
denoted by Rs.
We calculate ECDF as follows:
FS(r) =
|{s | Rs ≤ r}|
|S|
, (7)
where the variable r denotes the number of function evalu-
ations, |S| is a number of all triplets from the set S. Hence,
FS(r) is the fraction of bootstrap executions for which the
target value of the objective function was reached after Rs
function evaluations, such that Rs ≤ r.
To provide a compact assessment of all tested algorithms,
taking into account both quality of the solution obtained and
efficiency of the optimization solvers, ECDF was computed
over subsets of multiple benchmark functions (ω f ). The
functions were grouped based on their characteristics. The
proposed groups are described in the Section 6.
6. PSO and CMA-ES Performance
Evaluation
Multiple experiments for 24 benchmark functions given
in [15], [30] were conducted. The results are presented
and discussed in this section.
6.1. CMA-ES and PSO Configuration Setup
The following values of parameters typical of the tested
methods were determined.
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Table 1
Number of particles in PSO for various problem
dimensions
Problem dimension (dim) Swarm size
dim ≤ 10 40
10 < dim≤ 25 60
25 < dim≤ 40 90
• The CMA-ES method was executed with the step size
of σ = 0.2.
• The hyperparameters of PSO solvers were consis-
tent across all tests. The following values were
used: inertial coefficient w = 0.9, acceleration coeffi-
cients c1 = 0.5, c2 = 0.3. For the local-best variation,
the Euclidean norm was used to measure the distance
between neighbors. The number of nearest neighbors
considered was equal to k = 2. The swarm size was
adapted to the size and complexity of the problem.
Hence, the number of particles was different for dif-
ferent tests (see Table 1).
6.2. Experimental Results
The global minima of 24 benchmark functions in the search
space [−5, 5]dim were calculated with the use of CMA-ES
and PSO methods. Test results were compared with the
reference solutions of best2009.
All experiments were performed on a unified hardware plat-
form: Intel Core i7-2640M CPU @ 2.80 GHz with 1 pro-
cessor and 4 cores.
The results, i.e. efficiency of all tested algorithms tested
for various test functions and problem dimensions are pre-
sented in Table 2 and Figs. 2, 3, 4. Different markers used
in all figures correspond to different algorithms:
• a circle – CMA-ES results,
• a square – PSO global-best results,
• a triangle – PSO local-best results.
Table 2
The average running time divided by the best aRT obtained for best2009; 24 benchmark functions (dim = 5), Ntrial = 15,
Maxiter = 21000. “–” denotes that the target solution was not reached.
Function
CMA-ES PSO-glob PSO-loc
ε = 100 ε = 10−2 ε = 10−5 ε = 100 ε = 10−2 ε = 10−5 ε = 100 ε = 10−2 ε = 10−5
f1 20 44 86 83 274 668 846 4361 –
f2 18 23 28 239 443 524 – – –
f3 21 – – 88 188 190 – – –
f4 – – – – – – – – –
f5 26 27 27 – – – – – –
f6 3.4 3.5 2.3 41 35 26 1343 – –
f7 3.1 2.4 2.5 60 – – – – –
f8 8.3 9.1 10 210 – – – – –
f9 3.9 5.7 6.2 131 40 5 – 710 – –
f10 3.3 3.5 3.2 – – – – – –
f11 6.6 1.7 1.5 – – – – – –
f12 12 14 6 1079 – – 1099 – –
f13 7.7 7.3 2.1 451 – – – – –
f14 5.3 7.6 6.8 23 44 – 295 – –
f15 7.9 – – 32 – – – – –
f16 2.6 1.1 1.3 26 – – 46 – –
f17 18 2.6 24 25 14 – 503 – –
f18 8.6 3 – 30 – – 374 – –
f19 741 0.4 1.2 9820 – – – – –
f20 19 2.9 2.7 18 – – 75 – –
f21 7.8 8.2 8.2 23 20 23 77 – –
f22 23 17 16 65 89 142 92 292 –
f23 7.2 1.1 0.99 39 – – 16 – –
f24 – – – – – – – – –
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Fig. 2. PSO and CMA-ES efficiency. The average running time divided by dimension (aRT/dim); 24 benchmark functions, ε = 10−8,
number of trials Ntrial = 15. Legend: © – covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy,  – global particle swarm optimization,
4 – local particle swarm optimization. Slanted grid lines indicate quadratic scaling with the dimension.
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Fig. 2 – continued.
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Fig. 2 – continued.
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The table shows the average running time aRT (6) divided
by the respective best aRT obtained for best2009, each for
one of 24 benchmark functions and the problem dimension
of dim = 5. The plots in Fig. 2 show the average running
time aRT (6) as log10 value divided by the problem di-
mension, i.e. log(aRT )/dim, each for one of 24 benchmark
functions and various problem dimensions. The experi-
ments were conducted for the following number of deci-
sion variables dim ∈ {2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40} for each function
and the prescribed accuracy of ε = 10−8. All tests were
executed Ntrial = 15 times. The meaning of the additional
symbols in all 24 plots are as follows:
• light symbols (circle, square, triangle) give the maxi-
mum number of function evaluations from the largest
trial divided by the problem dimension,
• black stars indicate a statistically better result com-
pared to all other algorithms.
The results obtained, as shown in Table 2 and Fig. 2, in-
dicate that PSO was unable to reach the target function
value ftarget for the problems with dim > 3 for most of the
benchmark functions. The best results were recorded for
the Sphere function, Fig. 2-1 – global-best PSO (PSO-glob)
was able to find the solution for a 20-dimensional problem.
In this case, the number of function evaluations decreased
until the number of dimensions reached 10, which sug-
gest that a better choice of the algorithm’s hyperparameters
could be made. For the Gallagher functions, Fig. 2-21, we
can observe that aRT grows on a nearly quadratic basis
until the number of dimensions is equal to 10. Local-best
PSO (PSO-loc) performed very poorly, reaching ftarget only
for Sphere and Gallagher functions with a small number
of dimensions.
As for CMA-ES, the results were much better. The method
succeeded in finding the target solution of 11 functions
from the benchmark set, even for dim = 40. In other cases
the results of CMA-ES were similar to PSO, e.g. they
failed completely for Lunacek bi-Rastrigin, Fig. 2-24. In
some cases like the Elipsoid function, Fig. 2-10, or Discus,
Fig. 2-11, the aRT was similar to the referential solu-
tions from best2009 (for bigger dimensions). However, in
general, CMA-ES did considerably better then both PSO
versions.
The goal of the second series of experiments was to test the
statistical significance of results. All benchmark functions
(f1–f24) listed in Fig. 2 were divided into 6 groups with
different characteristics:
1. Separable functions (f1–f5) – optimal value of
a given coordinate of the decision variable does not
depend on the choice of the remaining coordinates.
2. Moderate functions (f6–f9) – moderate dimension of
the decision variable vector.
3. Ill-conditioned functions (f10–f14) – different vari-
ables, or different directions in search space, show
a largely different sensitivity in their contribution to
the objective function value.
4. Multi-modal functions (f15–f19) – multiple minima
and maxima.
5. Weakly structured multi-modal functions (f20–f24) –
many solutions with similar values of the perfor-
mance measure.
6. All functions.
Multiple experiments for all functions, as well as PSO and
CMA-ES optimization methods were performed. The num-
ber of trials Ntrial = 15. Calculations were conducted for
51 values of ftarget with various precisions ε ∈ [10−8, 102].
Rank-sum test for a given target ftarget using, for each trial,
either the number of needed function evaluations needed to
reach ftarget (inverted and multiplied by −1), or, if the tar-
get was not reached, the best precision – ε-value achieved,
measured only up to the smallest number of overall func-
tion evaluations for any unsuccessful trial under considera-
tion. Problems with two dimensions were tested: dim = 5
(Fig. 3) and dim = 20 (Fig. 4). Both figures present the
cumulative distribution of the measure FS (7). The results
obtained for PSO and CMA-ES are compared with the ref-
erence solutions from best2009 (shown as a thick line with
diamond markers).
Figures depicting empirical cumulative distribution func-
tions (ECDFs) confirm that overall CMA-ES performs bet-
ter then both versions of the PSO method. For dimensions
smaller then 5 (Fig. 3), the differences in the optimiza-
tion of separable functions are not so significant, PSO-glob
performs rather well, compared to CMA-ES. On the other
hand, in the case of ill-conditioned functions, CMA-ES
hugely outranks PSO, with its performance nearly match-
ing the reference solution from best2009. A difference is
also noticeable for the larger dimensions, Fig. 4, especially
in the case of ill-conditioned and moderate functions. How-
ever, for the more demanding, multi-modal problems, the
results of all tested algorithms fall short compared to the
reference solution. PSO-loc clearly stands out as the most
ineffective of all tested methods.
As the final observation, it is worth mentioning that in
solving a given black-box problem, the choice of the proper
optimization algorithm and proper tuning of its parameters
are of crucial significance. In the presented experiments,
the best2009 solutions outclass, in all cases, the results
calculated by CMA-ES and PSO. This is to be expected, as
best2009 consists of the solutions of multiple algorithms,
each adjusted for a given set of problems.
6.3. Possible Improvements of CMA-ES
CMA-ES is a population-based stochastic technique. The
population size plays a big factor in the algorithm’s effi-
ciency, depending on the use case. With a default (small)
population size, CMA-ES is a robust and fast method in-
tended mainly for local search optimization. By increasing
the size of the population, the algorithm can be successfully
employed for more global search problems. Taking into ac-
count both of those principles, a modified version of this
13
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Fig. 3. Bootstrapped empirical cumulative distribution of the objective function evaluations divided by dimension ( fevals/dim), dim = 5,
ε ∈ [10−8,102].
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Fig. 4. Bootstrapped empirical cumulative distribution of the objective function evaluations divided by dimension ( fevals/dim),
dim = 20, ε ∈ [10−8,102].
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method, i.e. BI-POP CMA-ES was developed. It applies
two interlaced multistart regimes altering the size of the
population. One of them increases the population size by
the factor of two and starts with a higher initial step, while
the other decreases the population size and uses smaller
steps equal to σ in 2. The promising results of BI-POP
CMA-ES in global optimization are reported in literature,
i.e. [31].
7. Summary and Conclusion
The paper provides a short report on the efficiency and
availability of two biologically-inspired CMA-ES and PSO
methods that are designed to tackle non-convex and ill-
conditioned black-box optimization problems.
The worst performance was observed for the local version
of the PSO method. The global version was better in all of
the cases, while CMA-ES outranked both PSO methods.
This should not come as a surprise, as various modifica-
tions of the CMA-ES algorithm are currently considered
to be state-of-the-art in the field of black-box optimiza-
tion. The bare CMA-ES algorithm performs well, although
the numerous experiments confirmed that the reference
algorithm outclasses both PSO and the classic variant
of CMA-ES.
The final conclusion is that PSO techniques are very sensi-
tive to hyperparameters of the algorithms and tuning of
these parameters is a challenging task. A better choice
of the algorithm’s hyperparameters adapted to each func-
tion and dimension can seriously influence the final result.
Since the CMA-ES method does not require tedious pa-
rameter tuning, the choice of the strategy to be adopted
while setting the internal parameters is not left to the user.
Therefore, it is much more convenient then algorithms
such as PSO.
With the standard version of CMA-ES, there is room for
improvement. Modification of the original algorithm and
its adaptation to the optimization problem to be solved can
lead to better performance overall, making it a more re-
liable and versatile method. Therefore, we plan to com-
pare the performance of the original CMA-ES and BI-POP
CMA-ES mentioned in Subsection 6.3 in the future.
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Abstract—The paper addresses the issue of multiple criteria
rankings of infrastructural projects (buildings, roads, etc.).
Although the amount of literature devoted to this subject is
considerable, all methods proposed produce subjective rank-
ings, dependent on a direct or indirect definition of weighting
coefficients applicable to subsequent evaluation criteria. In-
frastructural projects are usually selected and approved colle-
gially, however, by a group of decision makers with preferences
that may potentially differ significantly. Therefore, an objec-
tified ranking, independent from subjectively defined weight-
ing coefficients, is needed for infrastructural projects. Such
a ranking is proposed, analyzed and applied by the authors
of this paper. This ranking depends originally only on the
multiple objective evaluation data, i.e. the values of evalua-
tion criteria related to decision scenarios or alternatives. Such
an approach does not render a fully objective ranking, since
one of this kind does not exist at all. Even the choice of the
ranking method is a subjective decision, but it is objectified
to the extent possible. The paper presents several examples of
multiple criteria evaluation of infrastructural projects, derived
from literature, and compares subjective rankings published
in literature with objectified rankings that are independent of
weighting coefficients.
Keywords—multiple criteria rankings, objectified multiple cri-
teria ranking, objectified ranking method, subjective rankings.
1. Introduction – Korhonen Paradox
We show, first, that a linear aggregation of criteria val-
ues leads essentially to wrong results, thus such methods
as the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [1], [2] should
never be applied in serious problems. This results from
the Korhonen paradox [3]: a young man considers three
candidates for marriage, evaluated based on such criteria
as “intelligence”1 and “sex appeal”. The first candidate
received 10 points for sex appeal and 0 points for intel-
ligence. The second one is evaluated at 0 points for sex
appeal and 10 points for intelligence. The third one is eval-
uated at 5 points for sex appeal and 4 points for intelligence.
1Pekka Korhonen used here the “ability to cook” criterion, but we
changed its name to “intelligence”, since we do not wish to be accused of
sexism.
Actually, any evaluation that is inside the convex cover of
two first evaluations can be used. The paradox is that when
applying linear aggregation of criteria, one of the first two
points would be selected only – never the third one. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1, where in addition to the linear criteria
Fig. 1. Graphical illustration of the Korhonen paradox and
the manner of overcoming it: (a) linear aggregation of criteria,
(b) nonlinear aggregation of criteria.
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aggregation method, its nonlinear counterpart is presented
as well (as defined in one of following sections).
Pekka Korhonen, the then chairman of the international so-
ciety of multiple criteria analysis, presented this paradox
to show the inadequacy of methods relying on linear ag-
gregation of criteria, in particular the AHP method. But
in literature concerned with evaluation of infrastructural
projects, no awareness of this difficulty is evident, and the
AHP method is widely used.
2. Collegial Selection and
Objectified Ranking
Another serious problem is the fact that infrastructural
projects are usually evaluated collegially – by groups of
decision makers usually representing quite varied and dif-
ferent preferences. Therefore, it is wrong to ask them at
the beginning of the evaluation, as required by the AHP
method, to define relative importance of subsequent crite-
ria. They much more prefer to be presented a ranking –
a list of preferred projects possibly with an objective justi-
fication of their selection – that they can later discuss and
evaluate.
In fact, the method of objectified ranking was devised pre-
cisely because of this particular reason. At a Japanese re-
search institute (actually, a university offering doctoral stud-
ies only), a questionnaire concerning diverse aspects of cre-
ative work and study organization was filled out by the ma-
jority of students, see [4]. The question was which aspects
are most important and the dean supervising this event –
a specialist in multiple criteria decision making himself –
refused to specify any weighting coefficients or aspiration
levels, because he wanted to present, to fellow professors,
results that were as objective as possible. Therefore, we
observed that the data from the questionnaire – the values
of criteria related to subsequent issues – suffice to define
a nonlinear achievement function that can be used to rank
these issues.
Specifically, we assume that we have a decision prob-
lem with K criteria, indexed by k = 1, . . . ,K (also de-
noted by k ∈ K), and J decision options also referred
to as alternatives or variants, indexed by j = 1, . . . ,J or
j = A,B, . . . ,J (also denoted by j ∈ J = {1, . . . ,J}). The
corresponding criteria values are denoted by qk j. We as-
sume that all are maximized or converted to maximized
variables. The maximal values max
j∈J
qk j = q
up
k are called
upper bounds for criteria and are often equivalent to the
components of the so called ideal or utopia point quto =
qup = (qup1 , . . . ,q
up
k , . . . ,q
up
K ) – except for cases when they
were established a priori as a measurement scale. The
minimal values min
j∈J
qk j = qlok are called lower bounds and,
generally, are not equivalent to the components of the so
called nadir point qnad ≥ qlo = (qlo1 , . . .qlok , . . .q
lo
K ); the nadir
point qnad is defined similarly as the lower bound point
qlo, but with minimization restricted to Pareto optimal or
efficient or nondominated alternatives. We recall that an
alternative j∗ ∈ J is Pareto optimal (Pareto-nondominated
or shortly nondominated, also called efficient), if there is
no other alternative j ∈ J that dominates j∗, that is, if we
denote q j = (q1 j, . . . ,qk j, . . .qK j), there is no j ∈ J such that
q j ≥ q j∗ ,q j 6= q j∗ .
In the objectified ranking method, see [5], [6] for more de-
tails, reference point approach is used while aspiration and
reservation levels ak and rk are determined by the following
equation. The assumption is made that the corresponding
criterion k is maximized. If it is minimized, we just reverse






rk = 0.5(qlok +mk) ,
ak = 0.5(q
up
k +mk), k = 1, . . . ,K . (1)
After determining these reference levels for all criteria, val-
ues of partial achievement functions for a given criterion







for qlok ≤ qk j ≤ rk
α+ (β−α)(qk j−rk)ak−rk for rk < qk j ≤ ak
β + (10−β )(qk j−ak)
qupk −ak




where 0 < α < β < 10, α is a parameter denoting the value
of the partial achievement function for qk j = rk, and β is
a parameter denoting the value of the partial achievement
function for qk j = ak. For minimized criteria (where the




β + (10−β )(ak−qk j)
ak−qlok
for qlok ≤ qk j ≤ ak
α + (β−α)(rk−qk j)rk−ak for ak < qk j ≤ rk
α(qupk −qk j)
qupk −ak




The overall achievement function for the alternative k,
whose values are used to determine objectified ranking
lists, is computed on the basis of partial achievement func-
tions, as:





J ∑k∈K σk j(qk j,ak,rk), j = 1, . . . ,J , (4)
where ε is a small parameter (e.g. ε = 0.1J ). The ranking
obtained on the basis of values σ(q j,a,r) for consequent
variants j ∈ J is referred to as objective or objectified,
rather, since it is based only on the data of the problem
(the values of qk j for j ∈ J and k ∈ K). Such a ranking
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S T Z U P
1 PM [m2] 2826 2920 2689.1 2689.1 3044
2 PZ 3.71 4.07 3.43 3.43 3.78
3 LM 60 78 67 62 78
4 KR [PLN·1000] 7714 8450 7350 7430 8490
5 CR [months] 12 18 14 15 11
6 PU 1 1 0.8 0.4 0.8
7 EE 1 0.6 0.8 1 1
8 DT 0.6 1 0.4 0.8 0.2
can also be subjectified, but in collegial decision making
it is always better to start by presenting the group of deci-
sion makers with the objectified ranking first, before asking
them whether they would also like to take into account the
importance of criteria. This is because it happens very sel-
dom that all decision makers agree on the importance of
criteria and a specially devised voting procedure is neces-
sary to achieve a consensus in this respect. However, if the
group of decision makers agrees to subdivide the criteria
into two sets K1∪K2 = K (K1 more important, K2 less im-
portant), then by assuming weighting coefficients α1 > α2
(e.g. α1 = 1, α2 = 0.1) for these two subsets of criteria we
can modify Eq. (4), e.g. to the following form:
σ(q j,a,r) = α1 min
k∈K1





J ∑k∈Kσk j(qk j ,ak,rk), j = 1, . . . ,J . (5)
In the following text, we apply the objectified ranking
method to several examples of multiple criteria ranking of
infrastructural projects found in literature, compare it with
subjective ranking presented in literature and with a sub-
jectification of the objectified ranking.
3. Example Case
We use the case published in [7], concerning the investors
selection of the best architectural and technological variant
of a multi-apartment residential building. The following
variants of architectural, technological and material solu-
tions are considered:
• S – four buildings with a single staircase, four storeys
and a steel frame,
• T – four buildings with two segments each, built with
the use of traditional technology,
• Z – one building of four segments with a monolith
reinforced concrete constructure,
• U – one building with four segments and four storeys,
traditional technology,
• P – one building with four segments and four storeys,
new raised decking technology.
These variants are evaluated according to the following cri-
teria:
• PM – living space (max),
• PZ – utilization of building space (max),
• LM – number of apartments (max),
• KR – full cost of realization (min),
• CR – planned realization time (min),
• PU – urban planning compliance (max),
• EE – esthetics of fac¸ade (max),
• DT – availability of technology (max).
The evaluation of criteria for subsequent variants, given
in [7], is contained in Table 1 (source: Table 10.75 in [7]).
When we apply the objectified ranking method, i.e.
Eqs. (1)–(4) with α = 3, β = 7, εJ = 0.1, we obtain the
following values of the overall achievement function, see
Table 2.
Table 2
Values of achievement function for Table 1 data
Variants
1 – S 2 – T 3 – Z 4 – U 5 – P
0.97396 0.93426 0.64526 0.63164 1.02908
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1 Length of road [km] 3.88 3.82 4.794
2 Number of junctions 1 1 2
Environmental
3 Interference with “Nature 2000” area [ha] 8.1 2.1 1.9
4 Length of route leading through a forest [km] 2.5 1 2.1
Economic
5 Construction cost [millions of PLN] 104.76 103.14 129.44
6 Economic net present value [millions of PLN] 32.4 27.5 19.5
Social
7 Number of houses to demolish 6 18 4
8 Number of people exposed to excessive noise 45 120 20
Thus, the ranking list based on the objectified method is:
5 – P I 1 – S I 2 – T I 3 – Z I 4 – U , (6)
where I denotes is better than. In [7], five different
subjective ranking methods are used, each resulting in
a variant of the ranking list ([7], Table 10.90):
AHP/ANP add.: 5 – P I2 – T I1 – S I3 – Z I4 – U
AHP/ANP mult.: 5 – P I1 – S I2 – T I3 – Z I4 – U
DEMATEL: 5 – P I1 – S I2 – T I3 – Z I4 – U
MUZ: 5 – P I2 – T I1 – S I3 – Z I4 – U
TW: 5 – P I1 – S I3 – Z I2 – T I4 – U
We note that the rankings obtained by all methods - both
objectified and subjective – are similar, and the objec-
tified method renders the same results as multiplicative
AHP/ANP and DEMATEL [8]. However, it is not a par-
ticular ranking list that is the advantage of the objectified
method, but the fact that it is not necessary to agree colle-
gially on the relative importance of subsequent criteria.
4. Road Infrastructure
This example follows the data from [9]. The choice con-
cerns the best variant of the selection of a route of a road.
The data for calculations are given in Table 3 (source: Ta-
ble 2 in [9]).
Maximized criterion is 6 – economic net present value.
Minimized criteria are 1 – length of road, 2 – number of
junctions, 3 – collision with “Nature 2000” area, 4 – length
of route through forest, 5 – construction cost, 7 – number
of houses to demolish, 8 – number of people exposed to
excessive noise. When applying the method of objectified
ranking as above, we obtain the following values of the
overall achievement function shown in Table 4.
This example follows the data from [9]. The choice con-
cerns the best variant of a path along which a road is to be
constructed. The data for calculations are given in Table 3
(source: Table 2 in [9]).
The maximized criterion is 6 – economic net present value.
Minimized criteria are 1 – length of road, 2 – number of
junctions, 3 – interference with “Nature 2000” sites, 4 –
length of route leading through a forest, 5 – construction
cost, 7 – number of houses to demolish, 8 – number of
people exposed to excessive noise. When applying the ob-
jectified ranking method, as presented above, we obtain the
following values of the overall achievement function shown
in Table 4.
Thus, the resulting ranking is V2 IV1 IV3. In the pa-
per [9] six subjective ranking methods and five preference
scenarios are considered, resulting in 30 different rank-
ings, in which V2 was ranked first 16 times, while V1
only 5 times, and V3 9 times. Therefore, objectified rank-
ing renders results that are not inconsistent with subjective
rankings, but all that is done in a much simpler way and
without the necessity to collegially agree on the scenario
of preferences.
Table 4



















1 Cost [PLN] 1943.20 1123.80 1566.10 1528.80 1485.30 2105.20 1249.40 1346.80
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Table 6
Values of the achievement function for Table 5 data
Variants
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0.45787 3.44978 2.78297 1.23442 0.286690 0.333333 4.669905 4.649105
5. Type of Ceiling Choice Case
This example is based on data given in [10] and concerns
the selection of the best technology for constructing a ceil-
ing. The data for calculations are presented in Table 5
(source Table 1 in [10]:
Minimized are criteria 1 – cost, 2 – time of construction.
Maximized are all other criteria: 3 – thermal insulation,
4 – acoustic insulation, 5 – fire integrity, 6 – simplicity of
execution, 7 – comfort of usage. The values of the overall
achievement function calculated according to Eqs. (1)–(4)
are given in Table 6.
Thus, the objectified ranking in this case is: V7 IV8 IV2
IV3 IV4 IV1 IV6 IV5. In paper [10], calculations us-
ing ideal point method resulted in a slightly different rank-
ing: V8 IV7 IV2 IV5 IV3 IV4 IV6 IV1. Variants
V7 and V8 are ranked best in both methods, although their
placing is reversed.
6. Choosing Best Logistics
Center Variant Case
This example is related to the choice of the best variant of
a building for a logistics center, or actually any industrial
building located in a big city. The data given in [11], [12]
express the knowledge of experts in this field by evalu-
ating numerous criteria with the use of values from the
range of <0, 1> and by applying weighting coefficients
to these criteria. We summarize this data in Table 7
(source: [11], [12]).
Criteria in group A were minimized, in groups B, C,
D, E they were maximized. While using the entropy
method [11], [13] and the ideal point method [12], [14],
the following two rankings were obtained from the data
presented in Table 7.
Ideal point method: V2 IV1 IV3 IV4 IV5.
Entropy method: V2 IV5 IV1 IV3 IV4.
The objectified method results in the overall achievement
values presented in Table 8.
Thus, the resulting ranking is:
Objectified method: V2 IV3 IV4 IV5 IV1.
While the best variant in all three methods is V2, the
remaining ones are ordered differently. The question is
whether this is the effect of taking into account the weight-
ing coefficients in the first two methods. Knowing that the
criteria from groups D, E are less important, we can apply
Eq. (5) with K1 = (A, B, C), K2 = (D, E),α1 = 1, α2 = 0.1,
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Table 7
Evaluation of five logistics center variants
Type and name
of criterion
Weight Evaluation of five variants
Basic criteria 0.89 V1 V2 V3 V4 V5
A. Technology of
construction
0.31 0.92 0.83 0.81 0.89 0.80
Time of construction 0.10 0.77 0.92 1.00 0.81 0.95
Cost of construction 0.10 1.00 0.80 0.70 0.90 0.70
Durability 0.03 1.00 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.00
Technological
complexity
0.07 1.00 0.80 0.60 1.00 0.60
Ecological value 0.01 0.80 0.60 1.00 0.60 1.00
B. Adaptability of
construction
0.36 0.80 0.87 0.68 0.62 0.85
Height utilized 0.12 1.00 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.80
Space between
structural elements




0.06 0.40 0.80 1.00 0.20 0.80
C. Functionality and
utility value
0.22 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90
Degree of fulfilment of
qualitive requirements
0.11 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80
Degree of fulfilment of
safety requirements
0.06 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Possibility of
repeated usage
0.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80
Additional criteria 0.11 V1 V2 V3 V4 V5
D. Placement of
structure
0.07 0.83 0.86 0.93 0.94 0.79
Proximity of city
railway lines
0.04 0.80 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.75
Proximity of trams
and buses
0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80
Proximity of
a throughway
0.01 0.60 0.80 1,00 0.60 0.80
Proximity of another
industrial site
0.01 1.00 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.80
E. Standard of veneer 0.04 0.79 0.90 0.94 0.95 0.83
External walls 0.01 0.75 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.80
Internal walls 0.01 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.80 1.00
Administrative rooms 0.01 0.80 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.60
Social rooms 0.01 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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which leads to the following modification of Table 8. It is
given as Table 9.
Table 8
Values of the achievement function for Table 7 data
Variants
1 2 3 4 5
0.33912 5.34933 3.29121 0.61894 0.42953
Table 9
Values of the achievement function
according to Eq. (5) for Table 7 data
Variants
1 2 3 4 5
0.33512 7.6816 3.87428 1.25894 0.38257
The resulting ranking is the same as one without weights:
Objectified method with weights:V2IV3IV4IV5IV1.
We conclude that the objectified ranking is quite robust and
is not strongly influenced by criteria with small weighting
coefficients.
7. Summary and Conclusions
This paper presented a comparison between the objecti-
fied ranking method and diverse subjective ranking meth-
ods used in various infrastructural applications. While the
results achieved (rankings) are very similar, the objectified
method is simpler and does not require the specification
of weighting coefficients. Therefore, we can conclude as
follows:
• The objectified ranking method renders good results
when compared with other methods, while it is sim-
pler in application and, most importantly, does not
require any collegial agreement on weighting coeffi-
cients or on the importance of specific criteria.
• If the weighting coefficients are known, they might
be used in a subjectified variant of the objectified
method. However, the presence of many criteria of
lesser importance does not necessarily impact the
outcome ranking.
• Each method has its advantages and disadvantages,
but subjective methods used in infrastructural prob-
lems are usually more complicated than the objec-
tified ranking method. They also utilize weighting
coefficients and often assume a linear combination
of criteria, which can lead to erroneous results.
The ranking of potential solutions is not always decisive
when selecting the variant of the investment project to be
followed, but other factors beyond the merits, such as polit-
ical factors, are taken into account as well. As a result, fi-
nancial resources, often originating from state budget, may
be wasted.
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Abstract—The past years have brought about a great variety
of clusters and clouds. This, combined with their increas-
ing size and complexity, has resulted in an obvious need for
power-saving control mechanisms. Upon presenting a basis
on which such solutions - namely low-level power control in-
terfaces, CPU governors and network topologies – are con-
structed, the paper summarizes network and cluster resources
control algorithms. Finally, the need for integrated, hierarchi-
cal control is expressed, and specific examples are provided.
Keywords—energy efficiency, green networks, resource alloca-
tion, HPC.
1. Introduction
Distributed computer systems – clusters and clouds – have
gained in popularity over the past years due to their versa-
tility and easily scalable processing power. The important
drivers of this are of economic nature: leased infrastructure
is usually cheaper than owned hardware, thanks to better
utilization and greater efficiency of high-end equipment.
On the other hand, the costs of running large installations
are tremendous. Therefore any improvement, negligible in
a small-scale scenario, is worth considering.
One of the major cost factors is energy consumption
[1]–[3]. It is important to note that energy consumed by
IT equipment is nearly fully transformed into heat. There-
fore, efficient cooling systems must be built – a task which
becomes more and more difficult and costly, as the packing
density increases.
The electronics industry has made a great effort to lower en-
ergy consumption of hardware: processors, memory, etc.,
but the demand for computing power grows so quickly that
the activities undertaken are insufficient to solve the prob-
lem [4]. The most viable strategy consists in the applica-
tion of power-aware control algorithms enabling to reduce
power consumption during periods of limited load. This is
possible, as lower level mechanisms, namely measurement
and power control interfaces of specific IT system compo-
nents, are readily available. Furthermore, the most popular
operating systems offer some power control functionalities
as well. The main challenge now is to orchestrate all these
mechanisms to build efficient and flexible power control
systems encompassing all elements of cloud infrastructure.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly summarizes hardware-related, low level
technologies, namely power-scaling, operating system level
controllers and power-aware functionalities and the design
of networks. Section 3 reviews a solution devoted to maxi-
mizing power efficiency of networks used to connect com-
puting nodes of clusters and clouds. Section 4 describes
selected resource allocation algorithms, and Section 5 pro-
poses some integrated systems controlling all aspects of
cloud operation. Section 6 concludes the survey.
2. Available Technologies
This section briefly presents technologies developed in re-
cent years, enabling to control power consumption of com-
puters and network equipment, and thus serving as a basis
for designing more complex solutions.
2.1. Power-scaling Techniques
With the growing computing power of processors1, the
problem of energy dissipation and efficient cooling be-
comes important. So, the first attempts to reduce power
consumption were more concerned with preventing the gen-
eration of excessive heat, rather than with energy savings.
However, both targets were addressed by ACPI specifica-
tion propositions. Now the ACPI standard [5] defines a rel-
atively large number of energy-aware states for the opera-
tion of processors. Performance states P, associated with
higher consumption levels, make it possible to choose the
computing power required for processing tasks by means of
decreasing processor clock frequency and supply voltage.
This technique, known as dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling (DVFS), is used by CMOS circuits which are con-
trolled by the potential present at transistor gates.
As energy is required only when this potential is to be
changed, lowering the clock frequency and voltage enables
to reduce the power consumed. Additional reduction in
power consumption is possible in the so-called C states,
where the processor may enter a temporary sleep mode –
i.e. may stop its operation and switch off some of its cir-
cuits. Figure 1 shows variations in computing power and
energy consumption for specific energy-aware states. The
1 Introduction of Intel 486 may be considered a time when the problem
became broadly recognized, as it was the first consumer-use processor
which needed fan cooling.
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higher the number of processor subsystems switched off,
the less energy is consumed, at the expense of a longer
transition time, however. Common adoption of the ACPI
standard has made it possible to implement processor power
control modules in the majority of operating systems (e.g.
Linux power governors) – see Subsection 2.2.
The adoption of similar techniques in network hardware is
a little bit slower. However, IEEE802.3az [6] may be con-
sidered to be the most important standard, formerly known
Fig. 1. Power consumption (a) and computation power (b) in
subsequent energy-aware states. States i3 to i1 are idle (C states).
States a1 to a5 are active (P states). For more detailed character-
istics, see e.g. [4], [7], [8].
as Energy Efficient Ethernet employing Low Power Idle
(LPI). It operates in a manner similar to C processor states.
Implementation of LPI for highly redundant links present
in typical cluster topologies may be the most natural way
of reducing power consumed by the network. It must be
also noted that some network devices are composed of hier-
archically connected subsystems (e.g. Mellanox InfiniBand
switches [9]) allowing to switch off some components, re-
ducing capacity but preserving connectivity). Furthermore,
modern routers and switches tend to use operating systems
stemming from the main line of universal OSes (FreeBSD
or Linux clones) running on PC-like equipment providing
their control plane functions. This allows to accompany
data plane-based techniques (e.g. 802.3az) with these in-
herited from baseline OS and data plane processors (e.g.
ACPI and power governors).
Successful and broad exploitation of power saving mech-
anisms requires standardized interfaces. The ACPI speci-
fication referred to above unifies control of the processor
and some other devices. A number of other standards, e.g.
RAPL for Intel processors [10] or PAPI specification [11],
and, to some extent, the IPMI interface [12], allow to ac-
cess power measurements related to some components of
a computer system2. Unified interfaces, such as the green
abstraction layer (GAL) [13], [14], are the next genera-
tion solution having the form of a generalized interface
providing the functionality of setting energy states for all
computer system components and also, which is another in-
2Running average power limit (RAPL) provides access to various pro-
cessor registers containing, inter alia, measurements of power consumed
by processor components, cache memory, etc. While the original aim
was primarily to provide power capping, these measurements are precise,
short term averages relevant for designing dynamic processor frequency
controllers [7].
novation, of querying energy-aware capabilities of the said
components.
2.2. Local CPU Power Control
The availability of power consumption statistics and fre-
quency scaling interfaces along with system load measure-
ments makes the operating system kernel an ideal location
to implement power saving processor control. In Linux,
the most popular controller – on-demand [15] power gov-
ernor – applies a simple yet robust mechanism responding
to load fluctuations by selecting CPU frequency.
The operation relies on two thresholds. When the proces-
sor load grows above the higher threshold, the controller
sets the maximum frequency value. If the load decreases
below the lower threshold, the frequency is lowered by one
step. As processor load is relative to frequency, this al-
gorithm leads to selecting the clock rate which should be
sufficient to handle the current tasks without causing ex-
cessive processor loads and delaying task execution. The
resulting power characteristic, i.e. the ratio between power
consumption and processor load, usually has the form of
a nonlinear function – see Fig. 2. It must be noted, how-
Fig. 2. Example of a power consumption curve for a processor
with an on-demand governor. For more precise measurement data,
see e.g. [4], [17].
ever, that even under the no-load condition, the processor
still consumes power. Intel p-state [16] may be an exam-
ple of a more complex governor, where the PI controller
is relied upon to keep processor frequency close to the
value ensuring optimized efficiency. Although these con-
trollers offer significant energy savings, there is still some
area for improvement, especially when the load character-
istics are known. In such a case it is possible to construct
specialized power governors suitable for specialized usage
scenarios, e.g. a web server, large scale computations or
network traffic filtering [7], [8], [17]. The savings achieved
by the algorithm presented in [7] are attained mostly by
exploiting identified dynamics of applications running, and
thus designing a control law that makes it possible to ade-
quately react to load changes. A discussion concerned with
the possibility of designing PI and PID processor frequency
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controllers may be also found in [18]. Similar mechanisms
may be applied to control network devices, either soft-
ware (Linux)-based routers implemented on general grade
PC-class machines [19], [20] or specialized network de-
vices – see, for instance, [9].
2.3. Data Center Interconnect Network
Networks connecting machines that operate in clusters are
usually designed to maximize throughput between any
two components while providing extremely low latency
and high availability. As a result, typical topologies are
highly regular, usually hierarchical. Dominant technolo-
gies for machine-to-machine networks are Ethernet 1 Gbps,
10 Gbps and higher speeds or InfiniBand [21]. The use
of a consistent technology across the data center enables
to build a switched network limiting delays and complex-
ity. Traditional topologies include two or three layers of
switches with the lowest level switches installed on top of
the rack (ToR) in the cabinets housing the servers (Fig. 3).
To attain high reliability and to multiply bandwidth, the
computers may use more than one network interface, con-
nected to different switches. Similarly, ToR switches are
interconnected with upper level devices [23]. It must be
noted that providing full bandwidth between any pair of
hosts requires that links connecting the individual levels
offer capacity being at least equal to the sum of lower level
links connected to the node. Such a topology requires using
costly high-end switches to provide appropriate switching
capacity and the number of ports needed, e.g. a 24-port
10 Gbps switch requires six 40 Gbps uplinks terminated at
the upper level switch, to provide full bisection bandwidth.
The example demonstrates the high cost involved, which
grows exponentially as the network expands. In practice,
based on the available size (i.e. number of ports) and the
switching capacity of devices, it is possible to build clus-
ters of up to several thousands of nodes using two levels
of switches: ToR and core [22]. For larger installations, it
is necessary to use at least three levels: ToR, aggregation,
and core. The cost may be reduced by oversubscription, i.e.
by connecting more nodes to ToR switches than their ag-
gregated uplink bandwidth allows in the base, fully provi-
sioned scenario. However, it also reduces the bandwidth
available to hosts3.
Fig. 3. Traditional topology of a cluster interconnect network
[22], [23].
3At least in the worst-case scenario, when all nodes communicate si-
multaneously. In scenarios in which statistical multiplexing is possible,
oversubscription is viable, provided its level is properly calculated.
While oversubscription makes it possible to shift the limit,
it does not allow to scale the network economically. To
lower the cost and provide scalability, a number of topolo-
gies using baseline switches have been proposed (see
e.g. [22]). They all exploit, to some point, the concept
of a Clos network [24] to build a mesh network of a large
number of simple devices having the same number of in-
puts, i.e. links connecting to the lower level of the tree,
and outputs (uplinks). As the cost of higher class devices
rises rapidly, it is possible to build a cheaper network, at
the expense of more complex wiring4. A number of simi-
lar topologies attempting to solve some of the complexity-
related issues have been proposed, with fat tree [25], [26]
being the most common of them (along with some varia-
tions – see, e.g. [27] – flattened fat trees or [28], [29] –
numerous variants of butterfly networks).
Fig. 4. Example of fat tree topology of a cluster interconnect
network [22].
Regardless of which class of equipment is used, the result-
ing multiple tree topologies are substantially redundant, as
they tend to provide full mesh connectivity and an equal
level of service to all nodes. However, as the traffic pattern
depends on the type of tasks performed by the cluster, it is
often possible that the load is not spread equally across the
network, so a substantial amount of energy may be saved if
some of the devices are switched off or can operate with re-
duced performance. Provided they are equipped with some
of the mechanisms mentioned in Subsection 2.1, it is possi-
ble to incorporate power saving functions into the network
management system. Furthermore, as the entire network is
managed by the same institution, application of the central-
ized controller is possible and in many aspects favorable.
On the other hand, the large number of nodes and links
makes the task of mathematical programming (e.g. known
from [30]) formidable. Section 3 contains some proposals
on how to solve this problem.
3. Energy Efficient Network Control
The power saving mechanism described in Subsection 2.1
may be helpful for constructing a local control mechanism
that is relevant for a single device. However, especially
when a whole network is considered, it may be more bene-
ficial to rely on global, network-wide control. Such a mech-
anism, apart from acting reactively by setting the speed of
4Which, in turn, may also be relatively cheap, as simpler copper cables
may be used.
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a single device in response to load, may reconfigure traffic
paths to optimize energy levels of all devices within the
network. Results of recent studies considering general pur-
pose networks suggest that the overall energy consumption
may be considerably reduced by the application of appropri-
ate control mechanisms [31], [32]. In short, the proposed
solutions may be divided into two major groups:
• distributed algorithms,
• centralized controllers.
The first group of algorithms is typically built on the base
of existing routing protocols. Their main advantage is good
scalability and relative robustness achieved by decomposi-
tion. Therefore, they are supposed to be correct (if not the
sole feasible) approach in the case of large, general pur-
pose networks. However, networks connecting machines
within a cluster are very specific. Not only is their topol-
ogy specialized (see Subsection 2.3), but they often use
homogenic equipment and, more importantly, they are usu-
ally controlled by a single organization with the help of
dedicated software. All these characteristics make it more
acceptable to build a centralized controller in a scenario
involving a free topology network.
Techniques used in this case are mostly related to traffic
engineering and provisioning and require solving complex
optimization tasks. However, as most large installations use
some kind of a network management system, implementa-
tion of control may be relatively easy.
Both approaches are based on the obvious observation that
redundant links, so abundant in cluster topologies, could
be switched off or could operate at a limited rate during
periods of lower loads. An additional source of redundancy
present in cluster networks has the form of bundled links
used to multiply their bandwidth. Typically, distributed
power saving algorithms rely also on distributed sensing of
the network load and react to it by increasing or decreasing
the set of active paths. Centralized algorithms may rely on
the monitoring system (if present) and request load statistics
or even try to forecast traffic patterns based on historic data.
The problem that most centralized algorithms suffer from is
the availability of a traffic matrix necessary to define target
demands between network nodes and to assess QoS. A sit-
uation in which the traffic matrix is provided by upper con-
trol level (e.g. tasks scheduling, see Section 5) and reflects
the real needs of end users is beneficial, but not common.
Deriving the traffic matrix from on-line measurements – an
activity performed by many distributed controllers – may
lead to an oscillatory behavior of flows due to interference
with low level flow control mechanisms, e.g. TCP. Decou-
pling control by using different time scales (much longer
for traffic engineering then for flow control) may be a so-
lution here. A more detailed discussion is presented, for
instance, in [33]–[36].
3.1. Centralized Power Save Network Control
Before offering specific, cluster-related formulations, some
general proposals will be presented. Typically, they tend
to formulate an optimization problem similar to the net-
work design problem [30] or to the QoS provisioning
task [34], [37], but with a cost function defined as total
energy consumed by all components of the network. Such
mathematical programming tasks are presented in [2], [33],
[38], [39] and [40]. In [38], Chiaraviglio et al. uses inte-
ger linear programming to identify network nodes and links
that can be switched off. Chabarek et al. proposes, in [2],
reducing power consumption by finding links and line cards
that can be switched off when a large mixed-integer linear
problem is solved for a given traffic matrix. Similarly, [41]
tries to scale link rates by selectively switching the fibers
they are made of on and off. Optimization of a two-level
structure with an IP network built with the use of optical
equipment is covered in [42].
Optimization of an energy-aware network involves more
difficulties than in the case of typical shortest path calcula-
tions, as paths are not independent but should be typically
aggregated on a subset of links to allow switching off the
remaining ones. Furthermore, energy consumption of de-
vices often depends, in a non-convex way, on their load
due to intrinsic nonlinearities and must be modeled using
binary variables. All this makes the fully formulated prob-
lem NP-complete and large. Relaxing some constraints to
simplify the solution may result in suboptimality or insta-
bility [43] of the system. In [44], the following variants of
the mathematical programming task were presented, from
an exact mixed integer programming (MIP) formulation,
including complete routing and energy-state decisions, to
simplified, continuous formulations:
1. complete network management problem with full
routing and energy state control – MIP task,
2. energy state control with predefined paths – simpli-
fication of above MIP task,
3. continuous relaxation of formulation 1,
4. continuous relaxation of formulation 2.
Unfortunately, formulation 1 is a complex, NP-complete
problem, so finding the solution for larger networks is usu-
ally impossible. Avoiding routing, like in the case of for-
mulation 2, makes the computation easier, at the cost of the
earlier path generation procedure referred to earlier5. Ap-
plication of continuous relaxation variants yields multipath
solutions, which are typically avoided due to the unaccept-
able jitter level and packet reordering.
Application of heuristics to eliminate some paths and to
consolidate flows may be the solution here, at the ex-
pense of power efficiency or QoS. However, in some data
center network topologies (e.g. fat tree), multipath rout-
ing is a must to balance the load of multiplied links, so
the continuous solution may be easier to apply (although
5The resulting mechanism is usually suboptimal and, depending on net-
work complexity, path generation may be a difficult and a time consuming
task. On the other hand, for highly regular topologies, preparation of some
predefined sets of paths seems viable.
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some rounding off to meet equipment capacities may be
necessary).
To demonstrate its complexity, the definition of the full MIP














































bepued ≤ xc , (4)
∀r=1,...,R,
c=1,...,C



















bepued = 1 , (6)
∀ d=1,...,D,
r=1,...,R






















































where: Wc and Tr are power consumption values of the card
c and the router r, respectively, Mek is throughput and ξek
power consumption of link e in the state k, yek = 1 if the
energy state of link e is set to k (0 otherwise), zr = 1 if
router r transmits any flow (0 otherwise), xc = 1 if card c
transmits any flow (0 otherwise), lcp = 1 if port (one of link
endpoints) p is on the card c (0 otherwise), ued = 1 if path
d leads through the link e (0 otherwise), binary constants
aep and bep are used to define ingress and egress links (e)
of port p, grc is set to 1 if card c belongs to the router r.
The complexity of the problem results from the fact that
authors have combined the routing task - see flow continuity
constraints (6)–(8) and link capacity constraint (9) – with
hierarchic layout of the network node (router) – constraints
(3)–(5) and the multiple energy state model of a link –
constraint (2).
An efficient solution of such a complex task is possible by
relying on heuristics, usually built as repetitive solving of
simpler (usually relaxed) mathematic programming tasks.
Relevant examples may be found in [41], [48], where the
algorithm is run for a predefined set of links or in [49],
[50], where the solution of a full routing task is replaced
by the selection of paths from a set provided. Similarly,
Garroppo et al. [51] solves a relaxed task to determine the
use of links, and then runs heuristics to find out which
links within the bundle may be switched off. Aggregation
of nodes and demands may provide a precise solution by
mathematical programming. However, one must remember
that additional operations are needed to de-aggregate the
results [38].
As it was explained in Subsection 2.3, the topologies used
in cluster networks are highly regular and redundant. Al-
though they provide full mesh connectivity, active links
form a relatively sparse tree during periods of limited load.
Such behavior allows to aggregate link loads, easily lead-
ing to reduced power consumption. The design of heuristics
may be greatly simplified as well. The most popular strate-
gies are greedy algorithms, attempting to pack as many
flows as possible within a limited number of switches, mov-
ing from the lower layer up, to reduce power consumption.
In typical two-layer fat tree topologies, the upper layer (i.e.
aggregation) switches form a full mesh. Therefore, after
consolidating flows to reduce the number of active lower
layer switches, upper layer switches may be chosen easily,
as the selection task boils down to powering up an appro-
priate number of such switches. In topologies with more
than two layers, the procedure described should be repeated
recursively, just like in HERO [52] (although authors dis-
cussed only two-layer case).
ElasticTree [53] may serve as another example of such an
approach, where flows are assigned starting from leftmost
switch, based on their declared peak rate. While the algo-
rithm is time efficient, its main drawback consists in the
fact that it needs a correct traffic matrix and allocates flows
based on peak rate, which leads to a relatively low network
utilization level. To achieve higher loads on selected links
and to enable better consolidation, the algorithm must be
aware, in some way, of the traffic level and must act adap-
tively. In [54], Wang et al. proposed CARPO – Correlation-
Aware Power Optimization, based on observations showing
that in the usual cluster operation not only is the network
underutilized, but also many if not most of flows are neg-
atively correlated. This observation implies that a much
higher number of flows may be served by a single link
than when it is computed based solely on the declared peak
rate. Instead, the authors propose to use 90 percentile rates
and to construct a greedy flow consolidation algorithm us-
ing flow correlation to calculate traffic mixing coefficients.
The algorithm is repeated regularly and starts with calcu-
lating the flow correlation matrix. Then, it packs flows on
switches, left to right, and taking into account the computed
coefficients.
The packing flows from left to right may result in (pos-
sibly short-term) overload of the leftmost switches and in
lowering QoS. To prevent this, authors of AgreeFlow [55]
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propose to balance the load of active switches, and pro-
pose another interesting concept known as Flow-set routing
and Lazy rerouting. The former is based on the presence
of many flows which can be routed along the same path.
To simplify the solution and speed-up flow consolidation,
they are assigned to the common flow set based on a hash
function. The algorithm’s calculations are meant to be reg-
ularly repeated to react to flow fluctuations that may lead
to a change in a large number of routing paths. To limit
the stress of the underlying control plane protocols (Open-
Flow), they apply Lazy rerouting, i.e. delay the setting
paths until transmitting the first packet of a new flow.
PowerFCT [56] attempts to deal with QoS by very precise
modeling of transmit queues in the switches. Thanks to the
application of an ECN derived protocol (namely DCTCP),
the queue length may be calculated in a simple manner.
To facilitate the algorithm’s operation, different classes of
service flows are divided into two groups: long lasting non-
critical flows and the ones with a defined completion time.
The flows are routed by a heuristic algorithm which sets the
energy states of network devices to meet QoS requirements.
3.2. Distributed Power Save Network Control
In general networks, the distributed control scheme is pre-
ferred over the centralized one due to its reliability and
scalability. Some solutions of this class may be suitable for
cluster networks as well, especially for larger ones that rely
on IP routing protocols to simplify management, because
distributed energy-aware mechanisms are typically built as
extensions of existing routing protocols – e.g., OSPF [57],
[58], [59] or MPLS. Extension of the signaling infrastruc-
ture with green functions allows to partially overcome the
absence of the traffic matrix [48] – the past state of the net-
work can be used to compute flows [58]. Apart from tra-
ditional traffic engineering, the Software Defined Network
(SDN) concept may be exploited here as well. Although
SDN usually uses a central controller, decisions may be
implemented locally with the help of existing routing pro-
tocols.
In GRiDA [58], Bianzino et al. relied on information in-
ferred from augmented OSPF LSA messages to build the
topology and find out the congested links. With this data,
nodes may decide to reduce their power consumption by
switching links off. The decision is taken based not only
on the current network state, but also on past observations.
The node tries to set the configuration of links minimiz-
ing its cost function being a sum of power consumption
and penalty. Penalty is used to accumulate the knowledge
about the node’s role in the network. If the decision leads
to congestion, penalty is increased additively, while for ben-
eficial decisions, it is decreased multiplicatively. The most
important feature of GRiDA is that it does not need the
traffic matrix. Instead, it learns the network’s topology
and state from LSA. As sending an augmented LSA may
be spawned by topology change or congestion, it allows
to construct a reactive algorithm suitable for networks of
medium dynamics (i.e. measured in seconds). A similar
algorithm was proposed in [60]. The main difference is
the use of a rule-based mechanism for switching the links
leading to the router on and off. Relatively good results
(at least in low-load periods) were obtained for the roll-
back last (RL) activation strategy and the least loaded link
(LLL) deactivation strategy. The former switches on the
link whose deactivation has caused the congestion, the lat-
ter selects the link carrying the least (possibly no) load to
be switched off.
SENATOR [61] may serve as an example of the algorithm
exploiting OSPF and SDN infrastructure, in which the SDN
controller is used to switch off the unnecessary links, while
OSPF is used to propagate topology changes. To ensure
a smooth topology change, temporary tunnels are used to
redirect traffic along the envisaged paths. All this makes
the algorithm is a hybrid solution – the decision to switch
off links is computed globally and is executed using an
SDN controller. The new routing paths are computed in
a distributed manner, however.
4. Power-saving Resource Allocation
As most of energy consumed by any cluster is used by
computing servers, it is crucial to manage resource usage in
a manner allowing to limit their power needs without deteri-
orating QoS significantly. This implies cooperation between
the resource allocation system and low level power moni-
toring and power-saving mechanisms described in Subsec-
tion 2.1. To achieve this, one can formulate a power-aware
resource allocation task similar to the network control task
described in Subsection 3.1. Defining this task requires
the knowledge of power characteristics of the servers. As
the servers are not fully power-proportional, its solution
typically results in some kind of task and server consol-
idation. The solution of this task may be either precise,
determined with the help of mathematic programming, or
approximated, relying on various heuristics, and serves as
a basis for designing many algorithms.
Another group of purely heuristic algorithms is based solely
on the server consolidation postulate – i.e. they are policy-
based mechanisms assuming that assigning tasks to a min-
imum number of servers allowing to maintain the required
QoS level is the optimal or close-to-optimal approach. It
may be easily shown by a computational experiment that
when long term average power consumption and QoS met-
rics are considered and the equipment is homogenic, such
a solution is optimal [62]. In a more dynamic case, how-
ever, especially when task characteristics are uncertain or
varying, a more complicated mechanism should be applied.
Following the classification proposed in [63], it is possi-
ble to distinguish three types of resource allocation mech-
anisms:
• predictive allocation algorithms,
• reactive allocation strategies,
• a hybrid of the above.
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The predictive approach takes into account historical ob-
servations of the load imposed on servers by tasks to fore-
cast its future evolution and to assign resources to meet
power and QoS criteria. On the contrary, the reactive mech-
anism relies on system observations and tries to execute
some previously prepared actions to bring the system close
to the defined working point. Typically, predictive algo-
rithms operate based on longer time frames of hours, while
reactive algorithms need to be much faster, with repetition
occurring every few minutes. The shortcoming of the reac-
tive approach is that large workload changes are managed
with difficulty, while they can be easily handled by predic-
tive mechanisms, provided that forecasts are available. On
the other hand, predictive mechanisms cannot react to small
workload fluctuations between repetitions, which may lead
to unsatisfactory performance.
The proposal of hybrid mechanisms is a simple conse-
quence of these observations. The predictive mechanism
may be applied in the long term to facilitate long calcu-
lations needed to find the solution, while the reactive one
acts between repetitions to accommodate workload fluc-
tuations.
4.1. Predictive Allocation Algorithms
The graph coloring algorithm [64] may serve as an exam-
ple of the predictive approach. It uses graph coloring to
assign, to the servers, resource units demanded by tasks rep-
resented by graph nodes. Links in the graph describe time
dependencies among tasks. The resulting problem may be
solved by mathematic programming. However, a more ef-
ficient heuristic is proposed. The pMapper mechanism de-
scribed in [62] is a type of a predictive algorithm aiming
to migrate virtual machines between servers and, hence,
packing tasks in a power efficient manner. Importantly,
the mechanism takes into account not only current power
consumption and QoS requirements of the individual appli-
cations, but also the migration history to prevent excessive
overheads.
The allocation algorithm proposed in [65] is much more
detailed, as it computes task allocations and fine-grained
energy configuration of servers (namely P-states), simul-
taneously modeling heat generation and air conditioning
costs. Two versions of mathematical programming tasks
are proposed. One tends to minimize the aggregated tasks’
completion time based on the total power consumption
constraint, while the other minimizes power consumption
with limited completion time. The allocations are found
by solving relaxed continuous problems and then applying
a heuristic algorithm to get a feasible integer solution.
4.2. Reactive Allocation Strategies
Most virtual machine migration algorithms may be con-
sidered reactive, they are typically spawned by the loss of
QoS or power efficiency and do not analyze any historical
data (pMapper [62] seems to be a special, very complex
example). One of the typical strategies used to allocate vir-
tual machines to servers is best fit decreasing (BFD) [66],
which starts with VMs sorted in the descending order of
the demanded resources and assigns them to the server hav-
ing the minimum computing capacity. Power and computa-
tion capacity BFD (PCA-BFD) is a mutation of this method,
and it computes the servers’ power consumption to com-
puting capacity ratio to take into account power efficiency
as well. Similarly, low perturbation bin packing (LPBP)
attempts to migrate VMs from the most power consuming
server to the one with the lowest power demand. The vari-
ation of the method proposed in [66] differs in terms of the
sorting order: it starts from the least demanding VM and
allocates it to the server with the lowest power consump-
tion. Similar strategies are described in [67], the most
trivial being first fit (FF), in which the task is assigned to
the first machine with sufficient capacity. Next fit (NF)
tries to assign the task to the last allocated machine, as
the easiest way of consolidation. Max rest on requirements
(MRR) is also called the worst fit method, as it tends to allo-
cate tasks to servers with the maximum remaining capacity.
The idea of delayed allocation is the most important con-
tribution presented in [67]. Task are allocated in groups –
such an approach utilizes server capacity much better than
in the case of allocating single tasks. The authors of [68]
not only allocate tasks to servers based on the best fit strat-
egy, but also control processor frequency to attain best
efficiency.
4.3. Hybrid Allocation Algorithms
The hybrid mechanism proposed in [69] comprises two
complementary tasks. The first one is a predictive algo-
rithm based on Fourier analysis of historic workload traces.
Such an approach makes it possible to find out regular
changes of the workload profile and to prepare base re-
source allocation. On the other hand, it cannot account
for sudden workload surges, which are controlled by the
reactive mechanism adding resources to the tasks violating
QoS thresholds.
The algorithm presented in [70] may be considered of the
hybrid variety, as it uses predictions for the allocation of
virtual machines, while implementing a reactive migra-
tion algorithm as well. Apart from a rather sophisticated
framework incorporating some network monitoring func-
tions, a proposition of novel statistics to estimate thresh-
olds used for host overload and VM selection is another
important contribution of this particular solution. The al-
location mechanism presented in [71] may be considered
a trivial case of a hybrid algorithm. It uses an auto regres-
sive model to predict the future load for the task relied upon
by the machine allocation mechanism, and enters unused
machines into idle state. The reactive mechanism switches
off those machines that have been idle past the declared
time-out. By applying such a delayed power-off strategy,
the authors attempt to refrain from switching off all unused
servers, at least during periods of high load variations.
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5. Hierarchical Control
While network control algorithms may help reduce the
power consumed by network devices, and while task al-
location or scheduling may economize power necessary for
computers, the overall result may be greatly improved by
coordinating operation of both components. It is obvious
that consolidation of tasks on the part of a cluster may
lead to reducing power consumption of both servers and
the network. To build a manageable control structure, it is
usually necessary to divide responsibility between a number
of controllers with task allocation performed on the upper
levels. Then it is possible to predict the traffic matrix and
to identify transmission paths reducing power consumption.
Fig. 5. Hierarchical control system [72].
The control framework proposed in [72] comprises two lev-
els: the global level with separate network and comput-
ing resources controllers, and the local level with resource
managers assigned to subsequent clusters (see Fig. 5). The
global controller is responsible for network configuration
(including selecting power states of links) and for assign-
ment of tasks to the clusters. The allocation of tasks to
processors is carried out by cluster resource controllers.
The proposed mathematical programming task resembles
that of the network control case [46], Eqs. (1)–(9) with
their performance index augmented by the addition of the











where xkf = 1 if the cluster f is in the state k (0 otherwise),
and P¯kf is power consumed by the cluster f in state k. Con-
straints related to network function are defined in a manner
similar to (2)–(9), and are accompanied by a set of inequal-
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where: ϑ f j = 1 is assignment of task j to cluster f , Θ¯
f
k is
the computing capacity of cluster f in energy state k, W j,
M j and Tj are workload (in MIPS), data size (in MB) and
completion time Tj of task j.
The constraint (11) forces the cluster to work in a single
energy-aware state, (12) and (13) are processing and mem-
ory capacity constraints. The most complicated, non-linear
constraint (14) is the makespan limitation. Although the
constraint (14) may be easily linearized, the resulting task
complexity resembles that of the network control case. It
must be also noted that hierarchical decomposition allows
to use a simplified model of the cluster – it is described
by a single processing element of the aggregated capacity
and multilevel energy state. The authors suggest to solve
the problem using a heuristic method based on successive
continuous relaxation.
An example of a relatively complex, hierarchical structure
is presented in [73]. It involves three levels: local con-
trollers find the power-saving paths in their domain (part
of cluster network), resource allocation controllers allocate
tasks to processors, while the global controller coordinates
actions concerning the network and the servers by con-
trolling paths leading to top level switches. In general,
both the task allocation algorithm and the path selection
algorithm tend to consolidate task on servers and paths
on links, respectively. The algorithms used are relatively
simple heuristics (reuse of link/server till capacity limit).
The authors demonstrated some power saving capabilities
of their approach which may be fine-tuned by selecting
a proper version of the algorithm. However, some trade-
offs between efficiency and quality of service (e.g. longer
delay) may be observed. The path selection algorithms
draw heavily on the fat-tree structure of the network. In
fact, it is the adoption of a regular topology that allows to
construct a simple but effective heuristic.
6. Conclusions
This survey shows that many energy aware algorithms have
been worked out for particular purposes: controlling uti-
lization of processors by choosing the operating frequency,
managing networks by routing and traffic engineering meth-
ods, allocating resources of clusters and grids. The need
for this mechanism is obvious: energy should be used care-
fully, as it is one of the major components of costs involved,
and, even more importantly, it is converted into harmful
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heat. The environmental factors should also be considered,
as we all should take care to limit emissions. The last
issue may be to some extent mitigated by the application
of heat recuperation systems (relied upon, for instance, to
heat offices) or by incorporating green energy sources. In
order to take advantage of all these particular solutions,
an integrated hierarchical control system is needed. As
presented in Section 5, designing such a system is pos-
sible, as most necessary interfaces (to control the network
and the computing nodes, to provide power and utilization
measurements, etc.) have been already standardized and
implemented.
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Abstract—This paper presents a systematic survey of the exist-
ing database system performance evaluation models based on
the queueing theory. The continuous evolution of the method-
ologies developed is classified according to the mathematical
modeling language used. This survey covers formal models –
from queueing systems and queueing networks to queueing
Petri nets. Some fundamentals of the queueing system the-
ory are presented and queueing system models are classi-
fied according to service time distribution. The paper intro-
duces queueing networks and considers several classification
criteria applicable to such models. This survey distinguishes
methodologies, which evaluate database performance at the
integrated system level. Finally, queueing Petri nets are intro-
duced, which combine modeling power of queueing networks
and Petri nets. Two performance models within this formal-
ism are investigated. We find that an insufficient amount of
research effort is directed into the area of NoSQL data stores.
Vast majority of models developed focus on traditional rela-
tional models. These models should be adapted to evaluate
performance of non-relational data stores.
Keywords—database systems, NoSQL data stores, performance
evaluation, queueing networks, queueing Petri nets.
1. Introduction
Database servers play a crucial role in information sys-
tem infrastructures. With the rapid expansion of Big Data
analytics, NoSQL data stores keep gaining strategic sig-
nificance and supplement traditional relational databases.
Extensive research has been conducted in the area of per-
formance of relational databases, which has been reviewed
thoroughly [1], [2]. The vast majority of existing models
is based on the queueing theory. Still, the performance of
NoSQL data stores remains unexplored. Therefore, existing
performance models should be revisited to identify their po-
tential in capturing the dynamics of non-relational systems.
This paper presents a survey of the existing database per-
formance models with their underlying queueing networks
and queueing Petri nets.
Several classification criteria may be considered in the
analysis of the performance models constructed. Exist-
ing models may be categorized according to the field of
study, i.e. concurrency control, replication mechanism or
database architecture. Depending on the phenomena inves-
tigated, researchers may choose different performance cri-
teria, such as request response time or transaction through-
put. Finally, analytical and simulation studies may be dis-
tinguished.
In this paper, existing models are classified according to
their mathematical modeling formalism. Firstly, models
which are based on the queueing system are considered,
then a review of the queueing network models is presented.
Lastly, the paper presents queueing Petri nets as a powerful
tool for qualitative and quantitative analysis of the perfor-
mance of database systems. With this approach adopted,
the article demonstrates the evolution of performance eval-
uation models. Section 2 presents fundamentals of the
queueing systems theory and a review of queueing system-
based representation of database dynamics. In Section 3,
queueing network models are considered and various as-
pects of such models, including the open and closed char-
acter of a network or service time distribution, are recorded.
Following Osman and Knottenbelt, we also classify them
according to the granularity of transaction modeling and
describe two performance evaluation models which enable
the mapping of database design specification at the inte-
grated system level to the queueing network structure [2].
Finally, in Section 4, queueing Petri nets are introduced
which combine the expressiveness of modeling of queue-
ing networks and Petri nets.
2. Queueing Systems
This section presents database performance evaluation
models with a single underlying queueing system node.
A queueing system is defined by the following: (i) stochas-
tic process describing the customer arrival stream A(t),
(ii) probability distribution of service time B(t) per cus-
tomer, (iii) number of service channels K and (iv) schedul-
ing discipline in the queue, i.e. first-come-first-serve
(FCFS), last-come-first-serve (LCFS), processor sharing
(PS), round robin (RR), etc. [3]. In this paper, the simple
Kendall’s notation is used: A/B/K [3]. If no other schedul-
ing discipline is denoted, the FCFS variety is adopted. The
queueing theory enables a probabilistic analysis of such
systems considering the average length, probability that the
queue has a given length, or average service time. The rela-
tion between the average number of customers in a system
is given by applying Little’s law. It claims that the aver-
age number of customers in a queueing system is equal to
the average arrival rate of customers to that system, times
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the average time spent in that system. Queueing system
models are capable of system-level workload evaluation for
both centralized and distributed database systems [3]. This
section focuses on Markovian models and classification ac-
cording to the service time distribution.
2.1. Markovian Models with Exponentially Distributed
Service Times
Firstly, we will discuss M/M/m models in which customers
arrive at rate λ , according to the Poisson process, and are
served by m servers. The service time for each customer has
an exponential distribution with parameter µ . The M/M/1
system with one server (Fig. 1) is a special kind of a Marko-
vian model with exponentially distributed service time.
Fig. 1. Queueing system: (a) M/M/1, (b) M/M/m.
Let N(t) denote the number of customers in a system at
time t, then N(t) is a continuous time Markov chain shown
in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. State space diagram for the Markov chain for: (a) M/M/1,
(b) M/M/m systems.
Nicola and Jarke in [1] review the performance mod-
els of distributed and replicated database systems. They
record that first queueing models of distributed databases
were constructed by Coffmann et al. [4], Bacelli and
Coffman [5], as well as Nelson and Iyer [6]. Nelson and
Iyer [6] compare the performance of synchronous and non-
synchronous updating policies in the M/M/m system with
non-preemptive processing of write operations. By con-
trast, Bacelli and Coffmann et al. [5] analyze different repli-
cation policies in a system with preemptive priority for
write requests over read requests. Interruptions dynamics
was captured by the M/M/1 system in the following way:
read transactions could occupy m servers concurrently, un-
til write requests arrived with the rate λ , according to the
Poisson process, and were processed by all of the m servers
with exponentially distributed service time.
2.2. Markovian Models with Generally Distributed
Service Times
In a M/G/1, queueing system customers arrive accord-
ing to the Poisson distribution process and have generally
distributed service times. In contrast to M/M/1 queues,
general models do not a have closed form describing the
number of jobs in the system in a stationary state. However,
according to the Pollaczek-Khinchine formula, the average
M/G/1 queue length is given by Eq. 1 [3]:
L = ρ + ρ
2 +λ 2Var(S)
2(1−ρ) , (1)
where λ is the arrival rate of the Poisson process, 1µ is
the mean of the service time distribution S, ρ = λµ is the
utilization and Var(S) is the variance of the service time
distribution S.
Arzauga and Kaeli [7] construct M/G/1 model of a stor-
age area network (SAN) system that manages multiple ap-
plications stored in the same volume. Their experiments
included various types of workloads running in the same
system.
2.3. Load Dependent Systems M/M/m-LDS
Kihl et al. [8] have shown that the M/M/1 model does
not capture the high load dynamics of a database for the
write operations workload. Paper [9] proposes a model
which adds load dependency to the service time. Its au-
thors construct the M/M/m-LDS model in which service
time depends on the number of concurrent requests.
Let xt(n) be the service time at time t, and n be the number
of concurrent requests in the system. Then:
xt(n) = xbase(1+ f )n−1 , (2)
where xbase is exponentially distributed base service time
for a system containing one job and f ∈ [0,1] is a depen-
dency factor. The model has been validated with experi-
mental data and its accuracy in predicting response time for
a write-heavy workload has been proved. Figure 3 presents
Fig. 3. State space diagram for Markov chain for the M/M/m-
LDS system.
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Markov chain for N(t) process of the number of customers
in the M/M/m-LDS system.
3. Queueing Networks
Database models based on single queueing systems can cap-
ture only particular aspects of database system dynamics.
The authors of [1] have noted disadvantages of this ap-
proach in modeling replicated and distributed database sys-
tems, such as using the same queue by all database sites or
neglecting inter-site communication. Furthermore, in the
case of replicated database systems, full replication must
be assumed. These limitations do not have to apply to
queueing network models [3]. Queueing networks consist
of several queueing nodes. Customers are routed between
the nodes probabilistically. After being serviced at one
queue node, the customer may join another node to receive
additional service or may depart the network [3].
3.1. Open and Closed Queueing Networks
Open queueing networks allow external arrivals of cus-
tomers. The number of customers in the network is variable
and the arrival rate does not depend on the number of cur-
rently processed requests. To the contrary, closed queueing
networks consider s fixed number of customers in the sys-
tem. Once a request has been served, it is replaced with
another one.
Open queueing networks have been widely used in perfor-
mance modeling of database systems [10]–[13]. In [14],
Mei et al. represent a database with an open two-node
queueing network with a central processor-sharing node and
multiple multi-server nodes. Parallel access to the backend
database is modeled as a multi-service FCFS queue with
exponential service times.
Since the number of requests arriving at the database sys-
tem is not fixed, open queueing networks are generally
more adequate. However, in specific problems, closed net-
works simplify performance evaluation. Nicola and Jarke
record their significance in an analysis of concurrency con-
trol mechanisms. Performance of such methods depends
on the multiprogramming level and thus its evaluation be-
comes challenging in networks with a variable number of
jobs [1].
Liang and Tripathi in [15] introduce saga transactions –
a special case of long-lived transactions (LLTs) – which
release their locks as soon as possible. To evaluate the
performance of saga systems, authors define an analyt-
ical model with a closed queueing network underlying.
Carey and Livini [16] deploy a closed queueing network
to analyze the performance of different concurrency con-
trol mechanisms in distributed database systems.
3.2. Service Time Distribution
Exponentially distributed service time. The simplest net-
works consist of M/M/1 queues, thus service time of all
transactions is distributed according to the same exponen-
tial distribution. Ciciani et al. [17], [18] develop an analyt-
ical model to compare concurrency control in a replicated,
distributed environments. In the queueing network, each
database site is represented as an M/M/1 queue.
Generally distributed service time. More general mod-
els use M/G/1 queues. Banerjee et al. [19] use networks
of M/G/1 queue nodes to benchmark the concurrency con-
trol protocol developed in a distributed environment against
existing concurrency control schemes. Hwang et al. [20]
compare the performance of three replication schemes us-
ing a model in which each database site is represented by
an M/G/1/RR node with the round robin scheduling dis-
cipline.
M/Hn/∗ models. The above-mentioned models do not dis-
tinguish transactions according to service time distribution.
As a remedy for this unrealistic assumption, networks with
M/Hn/∗ queue nodes might be used. In such models, ar-
riving requests are divided into n categories with different
service times. Since the service time in each class has
exponential distribution, service time for the combined ar-
rival process follows an n-phase hyper-exponential distribu-
tion. Leung [21] assigns different exponentially distributed
service times for read and update requests. He uses a net-
work with M/H2/1 queueing nodes with 2-phase hyper-
exponentially distributed service times.
Nicola and Jarke [1] introduce an analytical model which
emphasizes the mutual influence between replication and
inter-site communication. Each database site is represented
by an M/Hn/1 queueing node.
Deterministic service time. Born in [22] uses an M/D/1
queueing network to investigate trade-offs of different im-
plementation strategies for distributed lock management.
The algorithms compared differ in the management of the
lock database, in its optimization and in the communication
protocol.
3.3. Granularity of Transaction Modeling
Osman and Knottenbelt [2] classify queueing database per-
formance models according to the granularity of transaction
modeling. In their exhaustive survey, the authors distin-
guish four types of performance evaluation models: black
box, transaction processing, transaction size and transac-
tion phase.
Black box models. Such models categorize transactions
according to their service demands at the system level.
Fig. 4. Black box model: transaction class i is defined by arrival
rate λi and service rate µi.
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Transaction Ti from class i arrives to the database with
the rate λi and a service rate µi (Fig. 4).
Black box models may represent both centralized and dis-
tributed database systems. The former design type is rep-
resented by a queueing system, whereas the latter one can
be modeled both with a queueing system with multiple
servers [5], [6] or as a queueing network with multiple
nodes [17], [18]. Such a model can vary in service time
distribution as discussed in the previous subsection.
Transaction processing models. In transaction processing
models, the queueing network represents hardware archi-
tecture which lies below the database system. Transactions
arriving to the system are classified according to their ser-
vice demands on particular components of the hardware
architecture, for example CPU or disk resources (Fig. 5).
For each transaction class Ti arrival rate λi is defined.
Transactions are routed throughout the network probabil-
istically.
Fig. 5. Transaction processing model. Transaction class i is
defined by arrival rate λi and resource demands: CPU service
rate µ1 and disk service rate µ2. Transactions are routed between
service stations probabilistically.
In the transaction processing approach, the main variables
to be optimized are capacity or quantity of physical re-
sources [2].
Menasce et al. [23] emphasize the impact of consider-
ing both software and hardware contention. Software con-
tention is caused by a limited number of threads that may
process arriving transactions. When all threads in the sys-
tem are busy, requests are placed in a queue. The num-
ber of active threads is defined by a birth-death process.
Hardware contention is captured by a closed queueing net-
work with nodes representing CPU and disk resources.
Authors study both single- and multi-class requests cate-
gorization.
Gijsen et al. [24] study sojourn times in an open queueing
network with a single processor sharing node and an ar-
bitrary number of multi-server FCFS nodes. PS-node rep-
resents the front-end application server, while multi-server
FCFS nodes stand for distributed database sites. The Pois-
son process defines the processor sharing node’s arrival
stream. After being processed by the front-end node, the
request is routed to one of a database site nodes or departs
the system. After customer has been serviced in one of
FCFS nodes, it jumps back to a processor sharing node.
Transaction size model. In this approach, transaction class
Ti is defined by the number ni of data objects it accesses.
Osman and Knottenbelt in [2] mention various object types
including table rows, data pages or locks. Resource de-
mands on hardware resources depend on n (see Fig. 6).
Fig. 6. Transaction size model. Transaction class i is defined
by arrival rate λi and number of objects n it accesses. Resource
demands depends on n: CPU service rate µ1(n) and disk service
rate µ2(n).
Thomasian and Ryu [25] develop a model predicting the
maximum throughput of both locking and optimistic con-
currency control algorithms in a centralized database en-
vironment. Each transaction class accesses a fixed number
of randomly chosen data objects. This set is then used to
determine locking conflict probability. A closed queueing
network represents the hardware architecture of a system
with processor sharing and disks queues. Authors define
the lock scheduling overhead as a function of the num-
ber of idle and active transactions. The same approach has
been used by Morris and Wong [26]. However, the authors
neglected the concurrency overhead.
Transaction phase. In the transaction phase model, trans-
actions are categorized according to execution phases they
consist of. Phases might be parallel or sequential. Queue
nodes in a network represent these phases and transactions
are routed between them probabilistically (see Fig. 7).
Fig. 7. Transaction phase model. Transaction class i is defined
by arrival rate λi and number of phases n (pi – probability of
moving from phase i to phase i+1 and µi service rate in phase i).
Yu et al. [27] distinguish three processing phases: front-
end, application and database request. In their study, the
authors investigate dynamic transaction routing in locally
distributed databases.
3.4. Database System Performance Evaluation Models
Following Osman and Knottenbelt [2], we would like to
describe performance analysis methodologies which do not
focus on particular database management system (DBMS)
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components or constructs, but evaluate DBMS performance
of the integrated system. Such an approach allows mapping
database system specifications onto queueing network mod-
els. In their survey shown in paper [2], the authors present
eight methodologies. In this paper, attention is focused on
the two most recent of them.
Parallel relational database system performance evalu-
ation. Tomov et al. [28] describe an analytical methodol-
ogy for response time estimation. The queries analyzed
execute within a shared-nothing parallel DBMS. The pro-
posed approach consists of three steps: preparation, mean
resource time estimation and mean query response time es-
timation. In the first step, the query is transformed into
a query resource profile. Via an execution plan transaction,
it is reduced to a set of low-level resource usage specifi-
cations which determines its demands for hardware com-
ponents. In the second stage, response time of particular
resources is estimated. Each hardware resource is a M/M/1
or M/M/G node in the queueing network. Synchroniza-
tion between query execution phases, including pipelined
execution or partitioned parallelism, is not taken into con-
sideration during this stage. At the last stage, the mean
time of a query is estimated by accommodating hardware
resource times for the entire query usage profile. In this
stage, intra-operator parallelism, such as pipelined or par-
titioned execution, determines the way usage time is accu-
mulated.
QuePED model. Osman et al. [29] define a database de-
sign as a set of tables and transaction types accessing these
tables. Authors introduce QuePED – a queueing network
performance evaluation model for database designs. Each
table in the database is represented as a system of queues in
a network. It is noted that partitioned or replicated tables
are treated as separate nodes. Each table is characterized
by the following qualities: the attribute data types and se-
lectivity, the expected number of rows and row length, as
well as index type and structure. Customers arriving to
the network correspond to transactions and are categorized
according to their service demands in terms of the number
of I/O pages required to process the transaction. To obtain
this value, a query optimizer is used to return an optimal
execution plan comprising SQL statements. Then, for each
SQL statement, I/O cost is calculated with the approach
described by Ramakrishnan and Gehrke [30]. Thus, the
cost depends on the file structure of the table, for example
heap file with no index, sorted file, cluster B+ tree file, and
the type of SQL operation, such as scan, equality or range
search, insert, update or delete. QuePED was validated
with a TPC-C benchmark. Since the model assumes the
mean time for read/write page requests, the strace utility
was used to measure the time in which the kernel fulfilled
a database page request.
4. Queueing Petri Nets
Queueing Petri Net (QPN) models combine queueing net-
works and Petri nets formalism and were introduced by
Bause [31]. They extend Petri nets with queueing places
which consist of two parts: the queue and the depository.
Tokens arriving to the queueing place are firstly placed in
a queue according to the scheduling strategy of the queue
server. After being serviced, each token is placed in a de-
pository for future transitions. Bause [31] distinguishes two
types of queueing places. In timed queueing, service time
distribution is given, while in immediate queueing places,
the scheduling strategy is implemented without any delay.
The motivation behind QPN is to fuse the modeling power
of quantitative and qualitative analysis provided by queue-
ing networks and Petri nets, respectively. Several other ad-
vantages were listed by Kounev et al. [32], such as ability to
model simultaneous resource possession, synchronization,
asynchronous processing and software contention. These
models may capture hardware- and software-related aspects
of system behavior. Moreover, the graphical representation
of QPN is intuitive.
4.1. Notation and Definitions
Following Kounev et al. [32], we will now provide a formal
definition of QPN.
Definition 1: A queueing Petri net is an 8-tuple QPN =
(P, T, C, I+, I−, M0, Q, W ) where:
1. P = p1, . . . , pn is a finite and non-empty set of places;
2. T = t1, . . . , pm is a finite and non-empty set of tran-
sitions, P∩T = /0;
3. C is a color function that assigns a finite and non-
empty set of colors to each place and a finite and
non-empty set of modes to each transitions;
4. I+ and I− and forward and backward incidence func-
tions defined on P×T , such that I−(p, t), I+(p, t) ∈
[C(t)→C(p)MS], ∀(p, t) ∈ P×T , where C(p)MS de-
notes the set of all finite multisets of C(p);
5. M0 is a function on P describing initial marking such
that M0(p) ∈C(p)MS;
6. Q = (Q1, Q2, (q1, . . . , q|P|)
)
where:
• Q1 ⊆ P is the set of timed queueing places,
• Q2 ⊆P is the set of immediate queueing places,
• Q1∩Q2 = /0,
• qi denotes the description of a queue taking
all colors of C(pi) into consideration if pi is
a queueing place or equals keyword ’null’, if pi
is an ordinary place;
7. W =
(
W1, W2,(w1, . . . , w|T |)
)
where:
• W1 ⊆ T is the set of timed transitions,
• W2 ⊆ T is the set of immediate transitions,
• T = W1∪W2,W1∩W2 = /0 and
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• wi ∈ [C(ti)→R+], ∀ti ∈ T, c∈C(ti) wi(c)∈ R+
is interpreted as a rate of a negative exponential
distribution specifying the firing delay due to
color c, if ti ∈W1 or a firing weight specifying
the relative firing frequency due to color c, if
ti ∈W2.
A more detailed information about QPN may be found
in [31].
4.2. Cassandra Replication Modeling
Osman and Piazzola [33] adapt the queueing Petri nets
formalism to model asynchronous replication in a Cassan-
dra data store. Cassandra is a column-based, scalable data
store which offers following multi-master replication and
data distribution [34]. The key-value space is mapped onto
a ring. The ring is then split into ranges and each of the
cluster members is assigned to one or more key subsets.
Database clients can contact any of the cluster nodes, which
then becomes a coordinator node. Each of the cluster nodes
has the knowledge about the mapping between other nodes
and data ranges. Cassandra allows to configure a repli-
cation factor (RF) variable which determines number of
nodes that store replicated data. The replication process
is asynchronous and thus offers lower response times. It
may result, however, in the lack of data consistency. The
trade-off between those two behaviors is controlled by the
user-defined consistency level (CL), denoting the number
of nodes in which a given operation must succeed before
the coordinator node responds to the client.
Osman and Piazzola [33] point out the significant role of
QPNs in capturing crucial aspects of asynchronous repli-
cation: scheduling, synchronization and blocking request
in a particular node. The model was validated for read
operation workload.
In the QPN (see Fig. 8), the database client is represented
with a queueing place with exponential think time. The
client sends read tokens and enter-cluster immediate tran-
sition fires. This results in random distribution of the in-
coming requests. Let i be the index of the node chosen to
be the coordinator. A read token is placed in the enter-
nodei – a timeless queueing place with the FIFO schedul-
ing strategy. The number of parallel requests which may
be processed by the node is controlled with thread to-
kens. The model was initialized with 32 tokens placed in
threadsi ordinary place. When at least one thread token is
in the threadsi place, at cluster node i is modeled by the
timed queueing place nodei with exponentially distributed
service time, single server and processor sharing disci-
pline. The mechanism caused by process-requesti differs
depending on whether node i stores data for the requested
key or not.
Local and Non-Local Requests Processing. Since each
of the nodes stores only a subset of data, coordinator
nodei might not hold data for the requested key. The QPN
model described differentiates processing local and non-
local requests. For local operations, an immediate tran-
sition process-requesti relocates the read token from the
enter-nodei place to the nodei timed queueing place. It is
noted that the remote request does not affect the nodes’
ability to process local operations, as it does not use thread
tokens. Coordinator node i routes the request and blocks
it until it receives responses from CL other nodes. This is
done by firing the immediate transition distribute-requesti.
As a result, one read token is placed in blockedi ordi-
nary place and each of CL contacted servers receives readi.
Let j be the index of one of the contacted members, the
token of color readi is put in its enter-node j. The replica
nodes contacted are chosen according to the consistency
level and replication factor.
When readi token leaves the node j place, the distribute-
request j immediate transition returns the thread token to
threads j place and deposits response token in the replica-
responsei place of nodei. When the number of tokens in the
replica-responsei place equals CL, the immediate transition
unblocki fires. One read token is passed from the blockedi
place to the the exit-cluster place and CL tokens are re-
moved from the replica-responsei place. The read request
is then transferred back to the client.
In contrast to remote requests, local requests address keys
that are stored by nodei. When the immediate transition
process-requesti fires, it removes both the read token from
the enter-nodei place and the thread token from the threadsi
place. Additionally, it deposits a local-read token in the
timed queueing place nodei. In order to synchronize replies,
a read token is placed in blockedi. After node i pro-
cesses the local request, it fires the distribute-requesti tran-
sition. Thread token is returned and one token is placed
in replica-responsei. If CL > 1, the distribute-requesti tran-
sition will deposit a readi token in the enter-node places
of CL−1 other nodes and the request is processed as
a remote request. When the number of tokens in the replica-
responsei place reaches a consistency level, unblocki tran-
sition fires. One read token is replaced from the blockedi
place to the exit-cluster place and CL tokens are removed
from the replica-responsei place. The read request is then
transferred back to the client.
4.3. MongoDB Replication Modeling
The model described can be adapted to evaluate the per-
formance of other NoSQL data stores which have imple-
mented asynchronous replication. Although MongoDB [35]
is a document-oriented database and uses different high
availability and scalability mechanisms, the request re-
sponse time may be obtained with an analogical QPN. To
avoid a single point of failure and to ensure the balanc-
ing of load among data clusters, MongoDB has developed
replica sets [35]. Replica set is a group of mongod pro-
cesses which hold the same set of data. In the group, one
of the nodes acts as a master node and receives all write
operations. Such a node is called the primary replica set
member. Secondary replica set members are slave nodes
to which all write operations are asynchronously replicated
from the primary member. Read operations may be routed
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Fig. 8. QPN model of replication in a Cassandra cluster.
both to primary or secondary nodes, depending on the
user-defined read preference variable. In the case of failure
of the primary node, one of the running servers is chosen
to be the new primary node. To allow horizontal scalability,
MongoDB introduces sharding [35]. Sharding is automated
data partitioning at the collection level which is based on
the arbitrary shard key values. A shard key has to be an im-
mutable field which exists in every document in the sharded
collection. A shard is a subset of the collection data and
is advised to be deployed as a replica set. Another com-
ponent of a sharded cluster is the config database, storing
meta data of the cluster. In particular, it contains mapping
between data subsets and shards. A client sends a query
to the router process mongos, which contacts the config
server to retrieve information necessary for correct routing
of the query to the shards. Depending on the requested
shard key values, queries might be performed in one shard
or distributed to several shards.
Applying the Osman and Piazzola [33] model for a replica
set of a non-sharded database is straightforward. The
number of the nodes holding the data in the replica set
is equal to the replication factor RF. Similarly to the Cas-
sandra data store, MongoDB allows the user to configure
consistency level CL by setting read and write concerns.
Depending on the read preference, the primary node or one
of the secondary nodes receives the read request. Then, the
read operation is processed similarly to a local request in
the coordinator node, as described in the previous model.
The QPN formalism described sheds a light on the way
future sharded cluster models may be constructed. Once
a request arrives to the mongos process, it might be eval-
uated in a similar manner as remote requests processed by
the coordinator node. However, communication between
the router and the config database should be incorporated.
Based on the knowledge from the config server, the router
distributes the request to one or more shards. The num-
ber of target shards plays a role that is analogical to the
consistency level of the previous model.
The above consideration may lead to the construction
of a QPN model of replication and data distribution in
the MongoDB cluster. However, such a work requires ad-
ditional research. The complexity of QPN for a cluster
composed of shards deployed as replica sets should be
examined.
4.4. Database Contention Performance Modeling
Coulden et al. [36] construct a QPN model of a table-
level database concurrency control through a strict two-
phase locking protocol (Strict 2PL). Write operations hold
exclusive locks on data objects, while read requests hold
Fig. 9. QPN model of table level locking.
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shared locks. A shared lock on a given data object may
be acquired only when the object is not covered with an
exclusive lock. An exclusive lock may be acquired on an
object only when it is not covered with any other lock. This
phenomenon can be captured with an ordinary repository
place containing lock tokens. A shared transaction uses one
lock token, while exclusive request requires the maximum
number of tokens in the system. The database client is
represented as a timed queueing place. The table accessed
is represented as a timed G/M/∞ queueing place with an
infinite server queue. Figure 9 presents QPN of a table-
level contention. The model was validated with the use of
the PostgreSQL database management system [36].
5. Conclusion
In this paper a review of existing database performance
models developed within the queueing theory approach was
presented. The vast majority of conducted studies investi-
gate the performance of relational databases. Only one of
the models presented deals with the replication mechanism
in the NoSQL Cassandra data store. The above-mentioned
approach can be used to model performance of other repli-
cated and distributed non-relational data stores, such as
MongoDB. We claim that future studies should be pursued
to rearrange the presented methodologies in order to evalu-
ate the performance of NoSQL data stores. Moreover, while
extensive research focuses on particular database compo-
nents or constructs, the number of methodologies capable
of mapping database system specifications onto queueing
network models continues to be low. We believe that such
studies should be pursued to develop methodologies for
industrial applications.
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Abstract—In this article, the main parameter of the cor-
relative-interferometric direction finding method with two-
dimensional correlative processing of spatial signal in the
aperture of a linear antenna array (AA) is determined as
the value of spatial shift within the AA aperture. The cor-
responding objective function is also formed. Analytical op-
timization of this parameter is presented and a comparative
analysis of analytical calculations based on simulation results
is conducted. In the simulation, a range of dependencies of
the middle square deviation of estimation of direction on the
value of the spatial shift for a signal-to-noise ratio of 0 dB,
for minimum 3-sample and 4-sample Blackman-Harris win-
dows of the spectral analysis, is received. The value of the
middle square deviation of estimation of direction will be min-
imal and will equal 0.02 degrees using a minimum 3-sample
Blackman-Harris window with the −67 dB level of side lobes.
It offers high noise immunity and high accuracy of direc-
tion finding.
Keywords—antenna array, correlative interferometric, direct
method, radio direction finding.
1. Introduction
Modern radio electronic telecommunications and radio
monitoring systems must function in a difficult and rapidly
changing electromagnetic situation (EMS). The said situ-
ation is characterized by multipath radio propagation, fre-
quency coverage of the desired signal, as well as by in-
trusive noises and an a priori uncertainty. It is to because
of a large number of mobile network devices operating in
dense urban areas. With these conditions taken into consid-
eration, the use of an adaptive digital antenna array (AA)
is a promising area of improvement for telecommunica-
tions and radio monitoring systems. Its application allows
to increase functional efficiency of telecommunications and
radio monitoring systems by significantly optimizing AA
parameters and operating modes. Optimization of the con-
figuration of AA, the number and location of elements
within its aperture, their number, methods for processing
the weight of AA element signals, the form and the rela-
tionship between parameters of the main and the side lobes
of the AA radiation pattern, are widely used methods. Dif-
ferent criteria of optimization are presented in this paper.
Also, at the expense of preliminary estimation of directions
of interference sources, zeros in the radiation pattern (RP)
of a digital adaptive AA can be formed. Optimization of
the means of estimation of EMS allows to reduce the cost
of telecommunications and radio monitoring equipment and
significantly increases the speed of such systems.
The adaptation speed of a digital AA and its interference
immunity depend significantly on the time-intensity and
computational costs of the current EMS estimation meth-
ods, on the correlation interference matrix and on identi-
fication directions towards its source. Therefore, the task
of increasing the speed of EMS analysis and estimating
directions towards the sources of noise in a digital AA is
relevant. The promising direction for the implementation of
direction finding (DF) for these conditions is the use of dig-
ital wide-band correlative-interferometric direction finders
coupled with AA, and the digital synthesis of its radiation
pattern [1], [2].
Correlation-interferometric DF techniques offer a wide fre-
quency range, resistance to interference caused by multi-
path reception, high sensitivity and good accuracy. How-
ever, the most plausible and unbiased assessment of esti-
mation of directions towards radio emission sources (RES)
is based on the search of a sequential correlational analysis
and on the review of space. This greatly limits performance
and requires a lot of hardware-related expenditure for data
processing systems, therefore reducing the effectiveness
of their application in dynamic EMS conditions [1]. An-
other disadvantage of this method is the low DF preci-
sion of RES, with the spectra being completely overlapped
by frequency.
Effectiveness of DF depends on such parameters as speed,
accuracy, noise immunity and hardware quality. Therefore,
research on and optimization of digital direct correlative-
interferometric direction finders, as well as their adapta-
tion to specific EMS conditions, are an important scien-
tific challenge.
In [3], the direct method of DF with two-dimensional cor-
relative processing of a spatial signal reconstructed in the
aperture of a linear antenna array which provides a com-
bination of high speed and precision direction finding, was
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presented. However, this method has not been researched
and optimized under real life conditions yet.
In [4], [5] correlative-interferometric methods of estimating
directions towards RES, using AA, which are effectively
implemented in a digital domain, were studied. However,
they rely on the search compensatory method of DF, which
is slow in wideband DF of RES.
In [6], [7] the results of optimizing radio signal process-
ing algorithms and basic parameters of digital correlation
direction finders that rely on different AA configurations
were obtained. The high level of efficiency in monitoring
noise-like radio signals in a complex EMS was shown.
In [8]–[10] nonlinear spectral methods of DF that provide
a high level of spatial resolution of the received signal were
studied. However, they have a number of significant draw-
backs for radio monitoring systems, such as:
• high computational complexity, being several times
higher than that of the searching correlative DF
method,
• requirement of a priori information on the exact
amount of emission received in the mix,
• biased direction estimates which reduce DF accuracy,
• loss of operational stability at low signal-to-noise lev-
els (about 10 dB).
As a result, the efficiency of spectral DF methods which
is determined, in the first place, by the speed-to-accuracy
ratio, is insufficient in radio monitoring systems. This is
confirmed by the absence of their application in modern
digital DF of radio monitoring systems [1], [2].
In [11]–[14], the effectiveness and optimization of primary
methods used for estimating direction towards RES, using
AA, is researched. The optimal algorithms used for es-
timation of spatial radio emission parameters, as well as
the optimal relationships between radiation pattern (RP)
parameters ensuring effective spatial selection were deter-
mined. However, in these articles, optimization of the di-
rect methods of correlation-interferometric DF, including
the use of two-dimensional reconstructed signal processing,
have not been investigated. Therefore, the results obtained
there cannot be directly used to solve the research problem
in question.
In light of the above, optimization, development and anal-
ysis of digital methods of correlation-interferometric DF to
be applied in automated radio monitoring systems continue
to be task with a high degree of urgency.
The aim of the article is to research and optimize the direct
digital method of correlative-interferometric radio DF with
two-dimensional correlative processing of spatial signal.
2. Analytical Approach
First, optimization of the direct digital method of cor-
relative-interferometric DF with two-dimensional correla-
tive processing of spatial signal reconstructed in the linear
AA aperture [3] to provide a minimum DF variance er-
ror is performed. Let a horizontal linear equidistant AA,
consisting of Z identical DF radio channels, receive a use-
ful random Gaussian stationary signal S(t) from an un-
known direction θ . It has a uniform energy spectrum S2(ω),
the width of which does not exceed the width ∆ fk of the
band of DF radio channels. Radio channels of the AA
have their own additive stationary normal noise nz(t), with
a zero mathematical expectation and an equal two-sided
spectral density N of power, constant within the passband
[ωS.L; ωS,.H ] of the radio direction finder. We assume that
the own noises of radio channels of the AA are not char-
acterized by inter-channel correlation and correlation with
the signal. Also, we assume that the phase fluctuations at
the signal paths are absent. Thus, the initial research condi-
tions are:
Uz(t) = Sz(t− τz)+nz(t) , (1)
where:
• Uz(t) is the mixture taken by the z-th DF channel,
• Sz(t−τz) is the useful signal received by the z-th DF
channel,
• τz is the delay of reception of the desired signal by
the z-th DF channel, relative to the reference channel,
depending on the direction towards RES,
• nz(t) is the own additive Gaussian noise within the
band of the simultaneous analysis of the z-th DF
channel.
DF should be performed within time Ta of the analysis
process, and within one correlation processing cycle, to
ensure that the conditions correspond to the DF method
analyzed, estimation θˆ of direction towards RES is [3]:
θˆ = arccos Ωˆ
ωS,L
, (2)









is the estimation of the spatial frequency of the signal group
for received signal S(t) using dispersion-correlation pro-
cessing:
• c is the propagation speed of electromagnetic emis-
sion in space,
• ∆z is the spatial shift within the AA aperture.
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Uvk(Ωp) is the module of the complex mutual space (ob-
tained by implementing spatial processing) spectrum of the
k-th frequency component of emission S(t) received by the
linear AA with multi-lobe RP. The other designations are:
• Ωp = 2pi pdZ is the value of spatial frequency, which
determines the direction of the p-th lobe of the mul-
tilobe RP, p = 0,1, . . . ,Z−1,
• pL, pH are the numbers of lower and upper spatial
frequencies of the selected signal group,
• d is the distance between AA elements,









is the estimation of the phase shift spatial of analytic
signal in the distance,
• ωS.L, ωS.k are the lower and the k-th frequencies of
spectrum Uz(jωS.k) of the received mixture Uz(t), re-
spectively,
• kL, kH are the numbers of lower and upper frequen-
cies of the spectrum Uz(jωS.k) of the received mix-
ture Uz(t), respectively.
Analysis of Eq. (2) shows that the estimation θˆ of the di-
rection towards RES is determined on the basis of two-
dimensional space-time correlation processing of a com-
plex mutual spatial spectrum Uvk(Ωp) of the emission S(t)
received from the linear AA, with multi-lobe RP within the
time Ta of the analysis. Counts of the mutual spatial spec-
trum Uvk(Ωp) are determined by spatial correlation process-
ing of the selected signal group. Thus, the k-th signal group
is a complex array {Uk(jΩp)}p∈[pL;pH ] of spatial spectrum
components from the AA, with the multi-lobe RP on action
of the k-th time spectral component with frequency ωS.k for
emission, received by overlapping main lobes of adjacent
partial RP.
The use of parallel frequency and spatial analysis with
the following dispersion-correlation estimation of direction
allows to obtain the direct estimation θˆ of direction to-
wards RES.
The variant of the direction finder structure, implementing
the analyzed method is shown in Fig. 1.
The direction finder shown in Fig. 1 is characterized by the
following features. The mixture of Uz(t) of radio emission
is received by the Z-channel linear AA. The first channel of
the AA is constantly connected to the first input of a two-
channel radioreceiver with a common heterodyne. The AA
channels from 2 to Z are connected to the second input of
the radio receiver, using an antenna switch, at the time Ta of
the analysis. From the two intermediate frequency outputs
of the radio receiver, the pairs of signals are formed by
a two-channel analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and are
converted into a digital form with a sampling frequency
Fd = 2∆ fk. As a result, Z−1 pairs of arrays on Ns = TaFd
samples of the received mixture Uz(t) of radio emission
are accumulated and transmitted to the computing unit.
Then, using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm,
Z − 1 pairs of signal spectra are obtained. From the re-
ceived pairs of spectra the reciprocal spectra are formed by
means of a complex conjugation of the spectrum of the first
channel AA and its multiplication with signals from 2 to
Z channel AA that are equivalent to the spectra of signals
obtained by using the Z channel radio receiver.
Fig. 1. Structure scheme of correlative-interferometric DF with
two-dimensional correlative processing of spatial signal.
According to the proposed DF method [3], subsequent pro-
cessing of the received mutual spectra is performed on
a computer, based on Eq. (2). The use of a two-channel ra-
dio receiver, compared to the -channel minimizes hardware
costs, but leads to an increase in the total time of radio
emission analysis by Z−1 times.
The operation of the antenna switch, of the radio receiver
and of the ADC is controlled by a computer.
The main indicator of the accuracy of DF is dispersion σ 2θ
of the direction estimation error. It is determined, in the






(ms−1+KWθ )(∆z)2d2 sin2 θ
, (3)
where:
• KW θ is the noise band coefficient of the weight func-
tion Wθ (z) of the digital spatial spectral analysis,
• ms is the number of spectral-spatial counts of the
signal group,
• µI is the signal to noise ratio at the input of DF
channels of the AA,
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• Kτ (∆z) is the value of the normalized autocorrelation
function for the weight function Wθ (z) of digital RP











• ω0 ∈ [ωS.L;ωS.H ] is the average frequency of pass-
band of radio channels or the carrier frequency of
the emission.
In view of Eq. (3) the general optimization conditions are
defined as follows:
σ2θ → min . (4)
While optimizing the researched DF method we have to de-
fine the type of the objective function and communication
functions [15]. In order to do this based on Eqs. (2) and (3),
we perform an analysis of the implementation of the opti-
mized DF method. The analysis of Eq. (3) has shown that
the dispersion σ 2θ of direction estimation depends on the
procedure of reconstructing the complex analytical signal
within the AA aperture, and on correlation processing. In
addition, the direction finder parameters, such as the num-
ber Z of DF radio channels, the width ∆ fk of the passband
of the radio channels and the sensitivity µBX, have signif-
icant limitations in the optimization process, with the ca-
pabilities of modern technology and implementation of di-
rection finder’s compactness and price-related requirements
taken into consideration.
However, such parameters as KW θ and mS are determined
by the requirements for noise immunity of DF in a difficult
EMS and by the provision of effective spatial selection of
station interference and multipath interference. Therefore,
their variation is also severely limited in order to optimize
the accuracy of DF.
Therefore, the emission parameters of DF RES, such as the
average or the carrier frequency ω0 of the time spectrum
(obtained from the processing time) and the direction θ
of arrival of radio waves are not affected in the algorithm
of DF and have only a global limit concerning the range
operating frequency range and the width of DF sector, re-
spectively. The time Ta during which radio emissions which
are received at the same time within a passband ∆ fk of ra-
dio channels are analyzed, significantly affects interference
immunity and the speed of DF’s operation. However, anal-
ysis of time Ta of the radio emission is not affected in the
case of the general algorithm implementation and also in
the reconstruction of a complex analytic signal.
Therefore, analysis of Eq. (3) shows that a significant im-
pact on the dispersion σ 2θ of direction estimation in con-
stant devices and time expense is exerted by the spa-
tial shift value ∆z, as well as by the correlation coeffi-
cient KW θ (∆z) of the weight function, which depends on
the spatial shift ∆z. Therefore, it is advisable to determine
the objective function F(∆z) for further optimization as
a functional of variables ∆z and KW θ (∆z):
F(∆z) = f [∆z,KW θ (∆z)] = ∆z2K2W θ (∆z) . (5)
We perform a qualitative assessment of the features of
the objective function F(∆z). Analysis of Eq. (3) indi-
cates that the spatial shift ∆z and the correlation coeffi-
cient KW θ (∆z) of the weight function Wθ (z) are antagonistic
parameters. The increase of the shift ∆z defines the essen-
tial decrease in the dispersion σ 2θ of estimation of direction
for back-quadratic dependence. In turn, the correlation co-
efficient KW θ (∆z) decreases by increasing the value of the
spatial shift ∆z. The second variable of the objective func-
tion KW θ (∆z) is the coefficient of correlation KW θ (∆z), that











Analysis of Eq. (6) shows that the maximum value of the
correlation coefficient KW θ (∆z) is achieved at zero spa-
tial shift ∆z = 0: max[KW θ (∆z)] = 1|∆z=0. By increasing
the spatial shift ∆z, the value of the correlation coeffi-
cient KW θ (∆z) is reduced, which, in turn, determines an
increase in the dispersion σ 2θ of estimation of direction.
Therefore, the task consists in finding the global extremum
of the objective function F(∆z). Taking into account the
dependence between the value of the correlation coeffi-
cient KW θ (∆z) and the spatial shift ∆z, it is advisable to per-
form subsequent optimization, based on the scalar method,
with an analysis of the relevant set of communication func-
tions fl(X) [15].
3. Optimization
Considering Eqs. (3)–(6), the optimization equation relying
on the objective function F(∆z) and the optimum criterion,











The solution of Eq. 7 is the optimal value ∆zopt of the
spatial shift ∆z. Hence, the optimization of Eq. (7) takes
the form of:
∆zopt = argmaxF(∆z) . (8)
We define the type of communication functions fl(X), the
number L and the type of the desired extremum of the
objective function F(∆z) for optimization.
At first, general spatial correlation processing must be
carried out for one correlation processing cycle, using
a single-channel correlator. Taking into consideration the
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first f1(NC) and the second f2(Nk) the communication func-
tions take the following form:
f1(NC) = NC = 1 ,
f2(Nk) = Nk = 1 ,
(9)
where NC and Nk are the numbers of cycles and apparatus
channels used in correlation processing respectively.
Secondly, a reconstructed spatial analytic signal Uk.S(jz)
is used as a limited sum of spatial harmonic components.
Its spatial frequencies Ωp are the result of FFT properties.
They are multiples of the base frequency Ω1, whose period






where pH = pL = mS is the dimension of the signal group
and Uk.S(Ωp), Ψp are the module and the argument of the
p-th component of the signal group. Equation 10 deter-
mines the periodicity of distribution of counts of the spatial
analytical signal Uk.S(jz) with a period equal to the value dz
of the AA aperture:
Uk.S((jz)) = Uk.S[j(z±dZm)] , (11)
where m = 1,2, . . . , Z−1.
Let’s also note that the weight function Wθ (z) of the digital
spatial spectral analysis has the mirror-symmetric distribu-
tion of counts within the AA aperture, concerning its center
coordinates dZ2 .
Therefore, an unambiguous value of the correlation coeffi-
cient KW θ (∆z) will be formed by using a spatial shift ∆z,
that does not exceed in terms of value dZ2 , the AA aperture.
The domain of the correlation coefficient KW θ (∆z) and the
objective function F(∆z) will be [−0.5dZ; 1.5dZ]. As a re-
sult, the third f3(∆z) and the fourth f4(z) communication
functions have the form:




f4(z) = d(Z−1) > z ≥ 0 .
(12)
In the third step, as spatial reconstruction of the analytical
signal Uk.S(jz) is realized based on of the FFT algorithm, its
spatial counts will coincide with the spatial counts Uz(tk)
of received mixtures within the AA aperture only at md lo-
cations of the AA antenna elements. In other locations
of AA, the approximation error may be significant [16].
Considering this, it is appropriate to use only the discrete
spatial shift which is a multiple of the AA step d. As a re-
sult, the corresponding value of the fifth communication
function f5(∆z) is as follows:
f5(∆z) = ∆z = md . (13)
Let’s perform a probabilistic analysis of the features of the
spatial distribution of counts of the analytical signal Uk.S(jz)
that should be presented as an additive mixture of sig-
nal SaS(jz) and noise SaN(jz) components within the AA
aperture:
Uk.S(jz) = SaS(jz)+SaN(jz) . (14)
The noise component SaN(jz) is formed as the sum of mS







Every harmonic noise component SaN.m(jz) is a narrowband
random process with a normal distribution of probability
density of counts. As a result, the noise component SaN(jz)
of the spatial analytical signal Uk.S(jz) is also a normal nar-
rowband random process, and its power PaN will be equal






In addition, the noise component SaN(jz) of the spatial ana-
lytical signal Uk.S(jz has a correlation interval ∆zcor, which







The analysis of Eq. (17) shows that it is necessary for the
spatial shift ∆z not to be less than the correlation inter-
val ∆zcor to ensure effective statistical estimation of the dif-
ference ∆ΨˆAk(∆z,Ωp) between the arguments of the signal
component SaS(jz) of the spatial analytical Uk.S(jz) [11].
Taking this into account, the sixth communication func-
tion f6(∆z) takes the form:
f6(∆z) = ∆z≥ dz
mS−1
. (18)
It can be concluded from Eqs. (9)–(18) that optimization
should be carried out taking into account the six L = 6
functions of communication and the search for a global
constrained extremum type maximum.
Considering the optimum value of the spatial shift ∆zopt,




∂∆z = 0 . (19)
We take into account that, in general, the weight func-
tion Wθ (z) is nonlinear. Therefore, it is advisable to use
nonlinear programming methods to solve the optimization
problem [15].
The Mathcad software package was used under the fol-
lowing conditions. The number of DF channels Z = 64,
the types of weight functions are minimum 3-sample
Blackman-Harris and minimum 4-sample Blackman-Harris
– for the solution of Eq. (19).
The advantage of such an approach is that they are opti-
mized by the minimum of the area of all side lobes and have
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a sufficiently low level of maximum side lobes (−67 dB
and −92 dB, accordingly). Additionally, the windows show
a decrease in the level of side lobes −6 dB/oct, as opposed
to the Dolph-Chebyshev window, for which the decrease in
the level of side lobes is −6 dB/oct [17]. Consequently,
Fig. 2. Spatial shift optimization results.
the use of these windows provides an efficient selection of
powerful random interference that has the uniform and the
Gaussian distribution of the probability density in the di-
rection of arrival. Such a version of EMS is typical for
conducting of radio monitoring in the urban conditions in
the presence of networks of comprised of moving sources of
radio emission sources. The minimum 3-sample Blackman-
Harris weight function Wθ (z) has a −67 dB level of side
lobes and is defined by [16]:







The minimum 4-sample Blackman-Harris weight function
has 92 dB level of side lobes and is defined by [16]:










Optimization results for the minimum 3-sample Blackman-
Harris window Wθ (z) (row 1) and for the minimum
4-sample Blackman-Harris window Wθ (z) (row 2) are
shown in Fig. 2.
Analysis of Fig. 2 shows that the objective function F(∆z)
for both types of windows has a bell-shaped form with
one global maximum. The maximum value of the ob-
jective function F(∆z) will be achieved when ∆zopt = 15
for the minimum 3-sample Blackman-Harris window, and
∆zopt = 13 for the minimum 4-sample Blackman-Harris
window.
Therefore, the purpose of this article that is concerned
with the optimization problem of direct digital method of
correlative-interferometric radio DF with two-dimensional
correlative processing of a reconstructed complex spatial
signal and with determination of the optimal spatial shift
has been achieved.
4. Simulation Results
A simulation of the direction finder was conducted [3].
A software model was developed in Mathcad for the fol-
lowing initial conditions:
• signal type – continuous with linear frequency mod-
ulation,
• width of signal ∆ fS = 0.6 MHz,
• passband of DF radio channels ∆ fk = 10 MHz,
• working frequency of the signal fS = 2 GHz,
• sampling frequency fd = 2∆ fk = 20 MHz,
• numbers of signal time counts analyzed NS = 2048,
• duration of analysis Ta = 0.1 ms,
• AA type – linear AA with the number of DF recep-
tion channels Z = 64,
• given direction towards RES θ = 60◦ in relation to
the AA aperture line,
• AA step size d = 0.5 m,
• number of tests to assess the middle square deviation
(MSD) of estimation of direction = 50,
• number of counts of signal groups mS = 6 for the
minimum 3-sample Blackman-Harris window Wθ (z),
• number of counts of signal groups mS = 8 for the
minimum 4-sample Blackman-Harris window Wθ (z).
As a result, the simulations performed for the analyzed
DF method we receive a range of dependencies concerning
MSD of direction estimation, obtained based on the ∆z
spatial shift values (in AA steps of d) for the signal-to-
noise ratio of 0 dB for the minimum 3-sample and 4-sample
Blackman-Harris windows, as shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 3 presents two curves: row 1 – for the minimum
3-sample Blackman-Harris window Wθ (z), and row 2 – for
the minimum 4-sample Blackman-Harris window Wθ (z).
Figure 3 shows that the value of MSD is a smooth line
with one global minimum. The minimum MSD value is
equal to σθ = 0.02, when ∆z = 15, row 1 and σθ = 0.025,
when σθ = 0.025, row 2. The lower value of MSD of
direction estimation is obtained by using the Blackman-
Harris 3-sample window (row 1). This is consistent with
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the theory, as this window has a smaller equivalent noise
bandwidth [17].
Fig. 3. Range of dependencies between MSD of direction esti-
mation and spatial shift values.
Let’s evaluate the effect of optimization on the accuracy of
DF. The experiments have shown that within the range of ∆z
changes from 1 to 32, the value of MSD of direction esti-
mation varies within [0.02; 1] degrees, that is by 50 times.
This proves that a significant impact is exerted on the ac-
curacy of the optimization process. With the use of certain
optimal spatial shift values of ∆z = 13 and ∆z = 15, it is
possible to improve the accuracy of direction estimation of
RES or to increase the speed of the system by significantly
reducing the duration of radio frequency analysis.
The received dependence shown in Fig. 3 can be conven-
tionally divided into three ranges of ∆z values. For ex-
ample, for row 2 in the first range [1; 13], the value of
MSD of direction estimation decreases gradually by al-
most 2 times, from σθ = 0.04 to σθ = 0.025. In the sec-
ond range of ∆z = [14; 22], the value of MSD of direction
estimation increases gradually to σθ = 0.04. In the third
range of values ∆z = [23; 32], the MSD of direction es-
timation increases rapidly with the quadratic dependence.
The obtained results confirm the high level of accuracy of
the DF method investigated, at a low signal-to-noise ratio
of 0 dB.
The comparative analysis of Figs. 2, 3 shows that the ana-
lytical results of optimization and the simulation results are
the same for spatial shift values ∆z for which the MSD of
direction estimation is minimal. Therefore, the aim of the
article is achieved.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this article, the main optimized parameter of the
correlative-interferometric method of direction finding with
two-dimensional correlative processing of spatial signal in
the aperture of a linear antenna array is determined. It is
the ∆z value of the spatial shift within the AA aperture for
which the phase shift and the frequency of spatial analytical
signal are estimated.
Analytical optimization of the parameters of the studied
method has shown that the maximum value of the objec-
tive function F(∆z) with the optimal spatial shift F(∆z)
for the minimum 3-sample Blackman-Harris window Wθ (z)
and Wθ (z) for the minimum 4-sample Blackman-Harris
window Wθ (z) is achieved.
Analysis of the simulation results has shown that the
value of MSD of direction estimation is monotonically de-
pendent on the spatial shift ∆z with one minimum, and
equals σθ = 0.02 for the spatial shift of ∆z = 15 for the
minimum 3-sample Blackman-Harris window Wθ (z), and
equals Wθ (z) for the spatial shift of Wθ (z) for the mini-
mum 4-sample Blackman-Harris window Wθ (z). The lower
value of MSD of direction estimation is obtained by using
the Blackman-Harris 3-sample window. This is consistent
with theory, because this window has a smaller equivalent
noise bandwidth.
The analytical results of optimization and the simulation
results are the same for both windows. The value of MSD
will be minimal and is equal σθ = 0.02 for the spatial shift
of ∆z = 15 while using the minimum 3-sample Blackman-
Harris window the side lobes level of −67 dB, which offers
a high degree of interference immunity of DF.
The results obtained are suitable for application in the op-
eration of radio monitoring, telecommunications and ra-
dio navigation systems which function in a complex dy-
namic EMS.
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Abstract—This article presents the features of an all-weather
radio vision system (RVS) ensuring the safety of movement of
ground, airborne and sea vehicles and automation of vehicle
traffic control under limited or non-existent visibility condi-
tions. New and promising RVS applications in the aviation
and rail transport sectors are presented. The potential use
of RVS based on an interferometric radar with aperture syn-
thesis, capable of estimating the position of ice fields and the
height of icebergs is considered as well.
Keywords—automotive radio vision system, full-scale tests, in-
terferometric radar with aperture synthesis, traffic control au-
tomation, traffic safety.
1. Introduction
One of the urgent problems that needs to be faced in the
development of modern vehicles is to ensure the safety and
automation of controlling the traffic of both manned and
autonomous (unmanned) vehicles under limited or no op-
tical visibility conditions. This problem is equally relevant
for road, air, water (sea and river) and rail transport. How-
ever, the specific nature of each of those modes of transport
is linked with additional requirements that need to be met
by the safety sensors.
In road transport, as evidenced by the results of research
conducted by NTHSA (USA) [1], in addition to vehicle
malfunction, 68% of road accidents are caused by inatten-
tion and inadequate awareness of the driver about the traffic
situation. These are directly dependent on the visibility of
the roadway, on the presence of markings and signs, on the
degree of contamination of the cabin glazing, on the pres-
ence of fog, snow, rain, dust, smoke and other disturbing
factors.
Attempts to solve the driver awareness problem using sen-
sors that operate based on various physical principles (ultra-
sonic, optical and infrared) are known to have been made,
but they failed to provide any major breakthroughs. The
drawback of these solutions is obvious – of all negative
factors that reduce optical visibility are linked to insuffi-
cient illumination. Thus, the main way to solve the actual
problem of improving the safety of road transport, under
limited or non-existent optical visibility conditions, is to
use a radar sensor whose operation does not depend on the
time of the day, on weather conditions (snow, rain, fog),
or on the presence of smoke or dust [2]–[9]. The range of
such a sensor can be a multiple of the expected length of
the stopping distance.
The task of creating a compact radar that can be used in
a car, enabling the driver to continue driving under insuffi-
cient visibility conditions (dense fog) has been successfully
solved by a team of researchers from the Department of
Radio Receivers of the Moscow Aviation Institute (MAI).
In 2001, the first model of the automotive radio vision
system (ARVS), relying on the W band (λ = 4 mm) and
approved for this class of radar by the EU and USA, was
created. The use of a new holographic antenna, digital sig-
nal processors and an LCD indicator made it possible to
reduce the weight and the dimensions of ARVS, so that
it closely resembles infrared (IR) systems with respect to
these parameters. The system can be easily installed on
almost any car [10].
The market of rapidly developing automobile safety systems
is not the only one where demand for small-size radar sen-
sors exists. In order to enter the segment of safety systems
used on small aircraft and/or in rail transport, it is necessary
to significantly increase the operational range of ARVS. To
ensure the safety of sea/river transport in icing conditions,
it is also necessary to ensure that the radar sensor has the
capability to estimate the height of ice formations.
As shown by the results of research focusing on ARVS
[10]–[12], it is possible to increase the system’s operational
range to 1500 m and even to 3000 m without any major
changes involving technology. The increase in operational
range of ARVS will expand the scope of its application.
This version of RVS may be used:
• for ensuring the safety of take-off, landing and cruise
phases of light and ultra-light aircraft, which do not
currently have any radar equipment, in conditions of
limited optical visibility;
• for improving the safety of railway traffic in under
limited or non-existent optical visibility conditions,
including at level crossings with roads;
• for solving ship navigation-related problems:
– berthing, including in automated mode,
– passage under bridges or through other “bottle
necks”,
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– passage through locks,
– high-precision navigation within ports prem-
ises,
– detection of semi-submerged objects,
– solution of the problem of the “blind” zone of
regular navigational radars,
– detection of ice sheets and icebergs.
In this article, we consider the technical specifications of
such a prospective sensor, and present a corresponding
model – created at MAI (NIU) – a technology demonstra-
tor, describing the research and field tests conducted. The
successful creation of a sample radio vision system (RVS)
having the form of a panoramic short-range radar (SRR)
that meets the requirements applicable to road transport
use, has led to the introduction of such RVSs in aviation,
water and rail transport. Further development of radio vi-
sion systems used in water transport is linked to the creation
of an interferometric radar with the synthesis of the antenna
aperture (SAR). This will make it possible to estimate the
height of ice surfaces, and detect dilution and icebergs,
thus solving the problem of safe navigation of vessels in
icing conditions. In this article, estimates of the potential
characteristics of such a system, based on ARVS, are given.
2. Aviation RVS for Flight Safety
One of the actual problems faced while developing modern
small aircraft is to ensure the safety of flight by preventing
mid-air collisions, as well as by enabling to perform safe
low-altitude flights, taxiing, take-offs and landings under
limited optical visibility conditions. However, due to their
low take-off weight, small aircraft are not equipped with
radar. The increase in the working range of radio vision
systems, with the acceptable weight and size characteristics
maintained, has made it possible to propose to develop
a radar sensor suitable for small aircraft.
The result of the project implemented jointly by JSC
“Techaviakompleks” (Zhukovsky, Moscow region) and the
Fig. 1. IKARUS C42 plane with aviation-grade RVS, during
testing.
research team of MAI’s Department of Radio Receiving
Devices in 2016 was a model of an onboard safety sys-
tem that is mounted on small aircraft and used to prevent
mid-air collisions and to ensure safe performance of a low-
altitude flights, with the use of a small-size airborne radar
complex (RVS) [13]–[14].
The RVS solution considered (Fig. 1) is of the navigational
two-coordinate SRR variety, which determines a number
of radar information processing and presentation-related
features.
The key parameters of the experimental RVS model in-
tended for the aviation industry are listed in Table 1.
Table 1
Key specifications of aviation-grade RVS
Instrumental range 20–2000 m
Range resolution 1.5 m
Resolution azimuth ≥ 1◦
Operating frequency 39 GHz
Radiation power 30–50 mW
Antenna waveguide-slot
Antenna-view in the azimuth plane ±60◦ (360◦)
Antenna-view in elevation plane
from +10◦ (up)
to −40◦ (down)
The number of information points 256×1024 for shot
of the radar image
Energy consumption
<100 W (12–24 V
power supply)
Information update speed 5÷10 Hz
Radar weight < 10 kg
Fig. 2. Radar and video images of a location with power trans-
mission lines (highlighted in red) and low-rise buildings. (For
color pictures visit www.nit.eu/publications/journal-jtit)
The technical characteristics and functional capabilities of
the modernized RVS have confirmed, during the test flights,
that the following tasks can be performed undelimited
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Fig. 3. Images of the runway (during take-off): (a) video, (b) radar, and (c) radar with noise filtration.
optical visibility conditions (twilight, fog, drizzle, snow,
smoke, etc.):
• airspace control for the presence of airborne objects
(helicopters, airplanes, gliders, etc.) and high-rise
ground-based objects (relay towers, factory chim-
neys, tall buildings, etc.), creation of the outline of
those objects (Fig. 2);
• formation of highly informative and detailed radar
images of the Earth’s surface (mapping), enabling
the aircraft’s navigation systems to rely on the radar
map, to search for landing sites, to “see” the runway
and taxiways (Fig. 3);
• detection of fixed obstacles and moving vehicles
present on runways and taxiways, while landing and
taxiing.
The aviation-grade RVS that has been developed provides
radar data information that can be presented on the multi-
functional display in real time [13]–[14].
3. Application of RVS in Rail Transport
One of the actual problems faced in modern rail trans-
port is related to the improvement of railway traffic safety
under limited or zero visibility conditions. With quick de-
velopment of high-speed and automated railway transport
systems observed today, the hazards posed by potentially
dangerous situations increase substantially:
• unauthorized and uncontrolled presence on crossing
of tracks by: people, animals, foreign objects,
• emergency situations related to the presence of wag-
ons, locomotives, rail cars and road vehicles on the
tracks, within the area of unguarded level crossings,
• consequences of flooding and blurring the roadway.
One of the most effective methods of improving the safety
of rail transport is the use of a radar-optical complex (ROC)
located on the locomotive and including a short-range RVS
radar and an optical sensor. Both devices use a shared
display and enable remote detection of obstacles on the
tracks:
• under limited zero visibility conditions,
• regardless of weather conditions and of time of day,
• at railway stations – against a background of intense
reflections from buildings, structures and the under-
lying surface,
• in a programmable controlled/monitoring zone,
• in the presence of numerous objects.
IDS-76 – a radar-based range and speed measurement de-
vice used in rail transport and developed by DOC (St. Pe-
tersburg, Russia) [15] is an example of a system relied
upon to improve rail transport safety. The IDS-76 radar
is installed permanently on the railway track, for example,
at the end of the track (dead-end) and measures the move-
ment parameters of the approaching rolling stock (speed,
distance) and transfers this data to the PRISMA-K inte-
grated traffic safety system. It is used at dead-end tracks of
passenger stations and protects high-speed passenger sub-
urban traffic and shunting works. The PRISMA-K system
determines that a given approach is dangerous and trans-
fers the data and relevant commands to the driver, demand-
ing speed reduction or forcing the locomotive or the head
car of the approaching train to perform an automatic stop
(Fig. 4).
The IDS-76 radar is based on a 76 GHz car radar and its
detection range equals 1.5 to 500 m, with the speed range
of 1–100 km/h. Due to the short operating range of this
type of radar, millimeter waves are only slightly attenuated
by fine-dispersed interference in the form of smoke, dust
and precipitation. In other words, the IDS-76 radar suffers
from practically no weather – related distortions under the
range of 500 m.
The diameter of the antenna, including the radio-transparent
cap, is 600 mm. The radar has, with its wavelength con-
sidered, a very narrow beam width of 0.42◦. This makes
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Fig. 4. IDS-76 radar.
it possible to control only those objects that are within the
line of sight on a given track, without reacting trains arriv-
ing on adjacent tracks, or passengers and vehicles present
on the platform.
Obviously, this radar station, positioned on a permanently
fixed barrier, increases safety at braking and stopping stage
of the journey, but not while traveling at speed. However,
positive experience concerning the IDS-76 radar confirms
the relevance of using radar in railway applications.
To ensure a higher level of safety along the route, the fol-
lowing systems should be incorporated into rail transport
ROC solutions:
• panoramic front-end short-range radar,
• optoelectronic system with television and/or infrared
channels,
• sound and visual warning system for the driver,
• channels transmitting information and communica-
tions to traffic supervisors,
• server for data processing, registration and storage,
• optionally – an emergency braking system.
Expert assessment of the Russian Railways (JSC “RZD”)
specialists enabled RVS – MAI designers to formulate
the following requirements related to the main ROC char-
acteristics:
• size of the controlled security zone: person on the
tracks detection range of 400 m, vehicle on the tracks
detection range of 800 m, train detection range of
1000 m,
• size of the scanned area, within the angle of ±30◦,
and with the elevation angle of ±5◦,
• information update rate of 5–10 Hz,
• number of objects to be detected – not less than 3,
• priority of objects according to the criterion of
shortest distance,
• RVS is interfaced with optoelectronic facilities,
• output of information about the object and the pre-
sentation of a visual/audible signal when obstacles
are detected on the railway tracks within the safety
zone,
• RVS positioned on the roof of the locomotive, under
a radio-transparent cover, with an indicator mounted
in the driver’s cab,
• environmental safety.
Obviously, the given technical requirements make it feasible
to design a similar RVS based on automotive-grade RVS
(ARVS), which is discussed in detail in [12].
At the end of 2016, tests demonstrating RVS developed by
MAI (NRU) for railway transport application were carried
out. Standard electric trains made by the Gorky branch of
“RZD” were used. The tests were performed both in sta-
tionary mode (within the depot area), and with the electric
train moving at a purpose-designed pattern.
In static tests, two variants of RVS placement were tested:
on the coupling and on the roof of the electric train’s lo-
comotive. During dynamic tests in motion, the placement
that was possible in such a scenario was used - on the roof
of the electric train’s locomotive. Figure 5 shows a photo-
graph of the control module and the RVS display located in
the driver’s cab. The results of testing the railway version
of RVS are shown in Figs. 6–11.
Figure 6 shows a synchronous optical (OI) and radar image
(RI) of railway tracks, with a person who is near the tracks,
at different distances. In this situation, the radar was placed
on the roof of the locomotive. The mark indicating the
person on the tracks (highlighted) in OI and RI images
proves that the solution is stable at the range of 120 m.
Figures 7 and 8 show OI and RI images of railway tracks,
with a person who is near the tracks (highlighted), as well
as near the locomotive (highlighted).
It has been established, based on the tests results obtained
with the electric train moving (Fig. 9), that the experimental
RVS system:
• generates a highly detailed RI image in real-time,
• enables observation and detection of people walking
along and standing on the tracks,
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Fig. 5. Control and display modules in the driver’s cab, with the radar placed on the roof.
Fig. 6. OI and RI images (vertical coordinate – azimuth, horizontal – range) of railway tracks with a man 120 m away (highlighted).
Fig. 7. OI and RI images of railway tracks with a man and a locomotive (highlighted).
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Fig. 8. OI and RI images of railway tracks with a Diesel locomotive (highlighted).
Fig. 9. OI and RI images of railway tracks, at speed.
• enable detection and observation of obstacles such as
locomotives, wagons and other objects.
The tests carried out with the use of the experimental
RVS model installed on an electric train, both in station-
ary mode and moving modes, confirmed ability to ensure
remote detection of obstacles on the railway tracks.
4. Building Interferometric SAR
based on RVS
The experience obtained while working with highly de-
tailed radar images, with the view to ensure higher level
of safety in transport, enabled us to consider the next step
in the development of the radio vision technology. Further
development of RVS should focus on small-size radars with
antenna aperture synthesis (SAR) capabilities, which will
soon find wide practical use to ensure the safety of ships
in icing conditions prevailing in northern regions of the
planet, due to their low cost and low expenses associated
with the operation of their carriers – small-sized unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) [16].
Expanding the range of applications of such SAR systems
may offer an additional advantage consisting in measuring,
in one pass, the height of the underlying surface, with the
use of interferometry methods [17]. The mostobvious areas
for application of interferometric small-size SAR are:
• all-weather operational monitoring of the ice situa-
tion, to identify dilution and icebergs that threaten
navigation, to boost both the safety of naval navi-
gation and to ensure the safety of oil platforms in
northern oceans,
• round-the-clock, all-weather operational monitoring
of flood zones, ice congestion on rivers, avalanche
zones, landslides and mudflows,
• operational monitoring of oil pipelines to identify fis-
tulas (leaks of oil products) and critical deformations
caused by subsidence of the ground.
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Such an instrument will be especially effective when obtain-
ing periodical, comparative images of the same section of
terrain, in small time intervals, to assess the dynamic char-
acter of any emergency situation. Here, small-size interfer-
ometric SAR will offer some unquestionable advantages,
such as its independence from illumination, meteorological
conditions, and the presence of smoke and dust in the at-
mosphere. The low per-hour cost of the carrier – a small
UAV, is important as well.
To create such SAR, RVS equipment must be supplemented
by a second, identical receiving path and a second antenna.
The receiving path antenna must be vertically spaced in
relation to the base, which ensures unambiguous measure-
ments of altitude at the selected range. The SAR design
should generate radar images of the underlying surface with
a range resolution and azimuth of the order of 1 m within
a 3 km survey strip, from an altitude of about 1 km. In this
case, the angles of incidence of the electromagnetic waves
(EMW) on the surface (in the approximation of a plane
surface) will equal from 15.5 to 60◦. With the antenna’s
elevation plane beam width of about 15◦, the capture band-
width will range from 430 to 1900 m. The width of the
signal spectrum necessary to provide the required range res-
olution (at the near edge of the capture band) is 300 MHz.
The estimation of SAR’s power while mapping the under-
lying surface, performed based on the radiolocation for-
mula [17], shows that at the required signal-to-noise ratio
q = 20 dB, at the maximum operating range, at the gain of
the antenna G = 33.4 dB, at the specific radar cross section
(RCS) of the underlying surface σ = −20 dB, the aver-
age continuous radiation power of SAR with the selected
modulation will be P = 5 W.
The requirements for the SAR antenna system are contra-
dictory. On the one hand, it is necessary to provide suffi-
cient amplification of the useful signal (which requires an
increase in the antenna size) and sufficient suppression of
the side-lobe maxima of the synthesized aperture. On the
other hand, if possible, the real antenna beam must be wide
enough to minimize losses from the random bank angle and
fluctuations of the course angle during the movement of the
air carrier in air streams at low altitude.
Let us define the minimum size of antenna diagram in
azimuthal plane damin:
damin = 4VTm = 0.12 m , (1)
where V – carrier speed (30 m/s), and Tm – probing signals
period (1000 samples per second).
To increase SAR energy, we will choose the azimuth
aperture of 0.5 m. The ray beam azimuth width will be
about 0.9◦. Such a wide azimuth beam allows the use of
non-coherent accumulation of forth radar image frames to
reduce the level of speckle noise. In this case, the require-
ment for the accuracy of maintaining the heading angle will
be less than ±0.5◦. To ensure the required gripping strip,
the antenna beam width in the elevation plane should be
less than 15.2◦, which is provided in the Ka band by the
size of the antenna aperture of approximately 3 cm.
The use of a homodyne receiver (substantially reducing
the bandwidth of received signals) and frequency expan-
sion of the received signals relying on the RVS technology,
as described in [18], can bypass the problem of creating
a broadband amplifier with a wide dynamic range. This
result allows for a significant narrowing of the dynamic
range of signals at the output of the last cascades of the
amplifier.
Let us estimate the band of the beat signal Fσ to be ampli-





where F – the HF signal band providing the necessary delay
resolution (300 MHz), FM – signal modulation frequency
(1 kHz), R – maximum range to the objects being observed
(3740 m), c – speed of light.
In consideration of the above, the necessary bandwidth Fσ
for amplification and processing of the received signals will
be 3.7 MHz, which enables the use of cheap, light and
low-energy demand equipment for amplification, digitiza-
tion and processing of radar signals.
Let us consider the altitude estimation algorithm, assuming
that there are two coupled matrices of the complex ampli-
tudes of the signals received at the antennas A1(i, j) and
A2(i, j), in the on-board computer. Indices i and j corre-
spond to discrete range and azimuth readings, respectively.
The procedure for multiplying the conjugate complex am-
plitudes must be realized in the computer. As a result, we
obtain the following matrix:
A1(i, j) ·A∗(i, j) = |a(i, j)|2 · e j[ϕ1(i, j)−ϕ2(i, j)] , (3)
where |a(i, j)|2 – power multiplier proportional to the in-
tensity of the signals received on two antennas, or the radio
brightness field, and ∆ϕ(i, j) = ϕ1(i, j)−ϕ2(i, j) – field of
phase distribution or phase difference.
Fig. 10. Geometric relationships in the interferometer.
Consider the dependence of the phase difference of the
signals, for a fixed value of the azimuthal coordinate
j=constant, and a variable of the inclined range R= i ·∆R.
The analysis of this dependence is carried out for different
slope angles of the base of the separation of the receiving
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antennas – Θ0, relative to the direction of the local hor-
izontal. The geometrical relationships used are explained
in Fig. 10.
It is easy to show that the phase difference ∆ϕ(i, j = const)
will be determined by the expression:















where: k = 2piλ – wave factor, D – receiving antennas spac-
ing base, H – height of the antenna system phase cen-
ter location over the reflecting surface. The graphs of the
normalized phase difference, for various angles – the in-
clination of the base – Θ0, are shown in Fig. 11. These
graphs are obtained in the absence of unevenness of the
relief (flat horizontal reflecting surface) and the constant
altitude of the flight of the air carrier (H = 1000 m).
Fig. 11. Normalized dependence of the phase difference (in
radians) at a constant altitude H and a variable inclined distance
R in km (for setting angles Θ0 = 0, 23.5, 45, 60 and 90◦).
To identify the relationship between the phase difference
and the height of the unevenness h (discriminating char-
acteristic), we differentiate the phase difference function
with respect to the variable H and write the product of the
derivative with variable h, which will give us the required
characteristic:

















Analysis of the expression shows that the maximum slope
of the discrimination characteristic is realized at Θ0 = 0,
increasing the slope angle to Θ0 = 90◦ leads to a decrease
in the slope and, accordingly, to a decrease in the sensi-
tivity of the interferometer. The slope decreases inversely
with the range at which the estimated elevation of the re-
lief is above the average level. An example of a discrimina-
tory characteristic for the setting angles Θ0 = 0, 23.5, 45,
60 and 90◦, Dλ = 20 for medium range R = 3600 m, and
H = 1000 m, is shown in Fig. 12.
Fig. 12. Discriminatory characteristic (the dependence of the
phase difference in radians from the height of the surface in m)
for the angles 0, 23.5, 45, 60 and 90◦.
Fig. 13. Normalized (to Dλ ) discriminatory characteristics.
Figure 13 shows that normalized discrimination character-
istics are constructed as functions of the inclined distances
for a fixed value hH = 0.1, where the inclination angle of the
interferometer base Θ0 is used as the variable parameter.
The results of discriminatory characteristics analysis show
that with vertical spacing between the receiving anten-
nas, the maximum sensitivity of the interferometer changes
along with the height of irregularities. However, at large
bases Dλ = 20÷30, the ambiguity of estimates of the cur-
rent phases is encountered. The use of the horizontal lo-
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cation Θ0 = 90◦, leads to a significant decrease in the sen-
sitivity of the interferometer, which can be increased by
applying significant separation bases Dλ > 30.
Changing the angle of inclination by Θ0 = 0÷ 60◦ does
not reduce the sensitivity of the interferometer. Hence, we
can consider the angle of Θ0 = 60◦ to be the operating
inclination angle of the antenna base.
5. Conclusion
The article deals with the application of a radio vision sys-
tem (RVS), which is the optimal all-weather sensor improv-
ing the safety of road traffic, aviation, as well as rail and
water transport. An example presenting the use of RVS
to improve the safety of a modern small aircraft is given.
The aircraft-grade RVS will prevent mid-air collisions and
will enable to safely perform low-altitude flights, takeoffs
and landings in difficult weather conditions, with limited
visibility.
Directions in which long-term development of the RVS
technology used in railway transport should be heading
are formulated. The form and the main technical charac-
teristics proposed for the use of RVS in water transport
are presented – enabling all-weather operational monitor-
ing of ice conditions, identifying dilution and icebergs that
threaten navigation, both to increase the safety of mar-
itime navigation and that of oil rigs in the world’s northern
oceans.
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Abstract—Heterogeneous wireless networks is a term refer-
ring to networks combining different radio access technolo-
gies with the aim of establishing the best connection possible.
In this case, users with multi-mode terminals can connect via
different wireless technologies, such as 802.16, 802.11, UMTS,
HSPA and LTE, all at the same time. The problem consists in
the selection of the most suitable from all radio access tech-
nologies available. The decision process is called network se-
lection, and depends on several parameters, such as quality of
service, mobility, cost, energy, battery life, etc. Several meth-
ods and approaches have been proposed in this context, with
their objective being to offer the best QoS to the users, and/or
to maximize re-usability of the networks. This paper repre-
sents a survey of the network selection methods used. Multiple
attribute-dependent decision-making methods are presented.
Furthermore, the game theory concept is illustrated, the use of
the fuzzy logic is presented, and the utility functions defining
the network selection process are discussed.
Keywords—always best connected, fuzzy logic, game theory,
multiple attribute decision making, quality of service, radio ac-
cess technologies.
1. Introduction
Two decades ago, the IEEE dominated the Internet mar-
ket with the IEEE 802.11 standard. It was a big innova-
tion in terms of cost and high data throughputs. At that
time, 3GPP’s cellular technology was the Global System
of Mobile Telecommunication (GSM). It is considered to
be an excellent technology for calling and sending text mes-
sages, but it can’t provide Internet access. This has pushed
3GPP developers to introduce the Global Packet Radio Ser-
vice (GPRS). Unfortunately, Internet access with a higher
data throughput was not possible either. In the next up-
date, 3GPP changed the circuit-switched functionality to
the packet-switched variety, and they called this release the
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) or
the third generation network (3G).
Before 3G networks arrived, radio access networks were
mainly homogeneous. Later, development of network tech-
nologies has led to an impressive growth of Internet ap-
plications and services, as well as to the development of
the mobile user industry. Presently, people are equipped
with smartphones and seek “always the best connectivity”
(ABC). It is obvious that no single Radio Access Technol-
ogy (RAT) can offer the ABC. Therefore, it was necessary
to move from homogeneous systems to their heterogeneous
counterparts. The aim of the fourth generation (4G) net-
works is to satisfy the ABC concept by offering mobile
users the ability to take advantage of those networks which
offer different architectures and performance levels. Nowa-
days, we have a variety of RATs: WLAN, IEEE 802.11,
UMTS, HSPA and LTE. All of them make up a heteroge-
neous environment (Fig. 1). A heterogeneous system allows
mobile users to choose multiple RATs based on several cri-
teria. This choice is known as network selection (NS) and
is the very area this paper is concerned with.
Fig. 1. Heterogeneous wireless environment.
The network selection procedure consists of selecting the
best network from all those that are available. However, due
to many parameters, such as cost, QoS and the amount of
energy consumed, the decision is complex. This allows us
to say that the NS problem may be defined, in basic terms,
as a dynamic and automatic choice of the best wireless ac-
cess network, taking into account a number of parameters.
In the case of older cellular technologies, NS was based
on physical layer parameters, and the mobile terminal was
often assigned to the best received base station. Such a se-
lection policy is obviously not suitable for heterogeneous
wireless access technologies, because the user may favor to
connect to a RAT with a lower load, located at a greater
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distance and offering a lower level of the received signal
strength (RSS), rather than to a more loaded cell with high
RSS.
NS in a heterogeneous environment can be described as
a multiple attribute decision making (MADM) problem,
because of the number of parameters and criteria in-
volved [1]–[4]. Other methods, such as fuzzy logic, game
theory and utility functions have been proposed to solve
the NS problem in [5], [6] and will be surveyed in this pa-
per. Other methods pertaining to multi-criteria optimization
have been used to deal with the NS problem as well. These
include artificial intelligence, neural networks and genetic
algorithms, and will not be in this paper because of their
limited popularity.
This paper is organized as follows. After introduction, Sec-
tion 2 is devoted to the NS procedure, while in Section 3
we focus on the approaches and methods used to solve the
NS problem, as presented in literature. In Section 4, a sum-
mary of the discussed methods and approaches is presented,
along with a recap table.
2. Network Selection Process
The NS process consists of switching between different
RATs, to be always best served. So, when a multi-mode
user discovers the existence of various RATs within its area,
it should be able to select the best network in terms of de-
lay, jitter, throughput and packet loss rate (Fig. 2). The
NS procedure is the general case of the handover process
(HO), which can be either centralized (network-centric) or
decentralized (user-centric).
For the network-centric approach, the operator controls the
whole process and makes decisions. It is a good strategy
to avoid problems, such as selfish behavior of users who
try to get the best RAT at the same time, which results
in congestion. On the other hand, this strategy cannot be
used in the case of multiple operators. For the user-centric
approach, users make decisions by themselves. This ap-
proach is known as decentralized and can easily generate
congestion because of the selfish nature of users. Nowa-
days, almost all operators offer 3G and 4G radio access
and also Wi-Fi connections, so the first approach is more
suitable for regular use.
Many parameters influence the process of selecting the best
RAT: battery level, energy required to get the services re-
quested, RSS received, cost, bandwidth acquired, user pref-
erences, QoS required, etc. These parameters can be cate-
gorized into four groups:
• network conditions parameters – information about
network conditions, such as network load, coverage
area, network connection time, available bandwidth,
• application requirements parameters – information
about the threshold needed by the service applica-
tion to be in the normal state, as well as required
throughput, delay, jitter, packet loss rate, and energy
needed for the application,
• user preference parameters – information relative to
end users, i.e. user acceptable cost, preference be-
tween cost and service quality,
• mobile equipment parameters – information about the
user’s device, i.e. battery level status and mobility.
The parameters may also be dynamic or static, and may
require to be maximized or minimized. For example, the
Fig. 2. Network selection process.
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Table 1
Network selection inputs and classification of parameters
Parameters group Parameters Type Expected as
Network conditions
• network load Dynamic Minimized
• network coverage Static Fixed
• network connection time
Dynamic
Minimized
















delay parameter is related to network conditions, network
load and user’s RSS – it is a dynamic parameter that must
be minimized (Table 1).
The network selection process consists mainly of the fol-
lowing actions:
• Monitoring step. It consists in identifying the avail-
able RAT, collecting the network’s radio parameters
and other RAT characteristics. In this stage, some
of the parameters are estimated and others are calcu-
lated.
• Decision step. It initiates the NS decision. The choice
of the best network is based on the monitoring pro-
cess and on other parameters provided by the mobile
device, such as user’s preferences. In this stage, the
decision process is applied to rank the RATs.
• Execution step. It consists in connecting to the target
RAT.
The NS procedure is started when a new service is re-
quested, such as a video/VoIP call or a data transfer ser-
vice, also when the received RSS drops below the threshold
value and after the user’s radio connection worsens, for in-
stance when the user is mobile. As far as the application
requirements are concerned, NS depends on the type of
service desired. For VoIP, delay and packet loss rate are
important parameters. For a video service – bandwidth
and delay, while for a best effort service – the bandwidth
acquired.
3. Network Selection Solutions
Many authors have modeled the solution of the NS problem,
presenting different propositions in order to find the most
appropriate one. In this section, we present a survey of the
methods used to solve the NS problem.
3.1. MADM Methods
MADM is an analytical approach focusing on preferen-
tial decisions. It treats problems with numerous decision-
related criteria, and is widely used in various areas of exper-
tise, such as economy [7]–[9]. The basics of this approach
are divided into three groups:
• Alternatives – a set of the actors who will be ranked.
In the NS scenario, the alternatives have the form of
RAT lists.
• Set of attributes – it represents the parameters or the
criteria used in the decision-making process. For
the NS scenario, the parameters are the throughput
achieved, jitter, packet loss and delay.
• Weights – the importance of a given parameter or the
criteria relied upon in the decision process.
By using such a taxonomy, we get a decision matrix repre-
senting the system, where the columns are the criteria and
the lines are the alternatives.
Several decision-making methods have been proposed in
MADM context, such as: simple additive weight (SAW),
technique to order preference by similarity to ideal solution
(TOPSIS), weighted product model (WPM) and analytical
hierarchy process (AHP) [8].
SAW, TOPSIS and WPM are also qualified as ranking
methods that need other methods to weigh the criteria,
while AHP relies on a process that generates the weights
for the criteria.
It is important to note that these methods are applicable
only when all data of the input matrix are expressed with
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the use of the same unit. Therefore, data must be normal-
ized, which is an important step in the network selection
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The weight that a given parameter has for the use is another
important point, e.g. QoS-based, cost-based and/or energy-
based. Weights are related to the user profile and can be
subjective or objective. Subjective weights are empirical
values based on experience. For example, in the case of
QoS-based users, while initiating a VoIP session, such pa-
rameters as delay and packet loss ratio have 60 to 70%
of importance and bandwidth is not as important. In the
case of a video session, bandwidth is more important than
other parameters (50% of importance). Objective weights
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Eigenvector w(B−λ I) = 0
The AHP method contains an auto-creative system to gener-
ate the weight vector using the eigenvectors and eigenvalues
of the input matrix.
3.1.1. Simple Additive Weight (SAW)
SAW is a method for the case of multiple-criteria systems
[8], [10], [11]. In SAW, the first data is normalized, then






w j × rij
)
, (1)
where RSAW is the value of each candidate, w j is the weight
value of the parameter j and ri j is the normalized value of
parameter j and network i.
The SAW method has been widely used in the context
of network selection. In [11] and [12], authors have used
the SAW method to get a ranked list of networks, while
in [8], authors made a mix between the game theory and
the SAW method. When the NS problem is approached by
using the SAW method and other variants, the main benefit
of the SAW method resides in its simplicity and low com-
plexity. However, its drawback is that one parameter can
be outweighed by another one.
3.1.2. Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to
Ideal Solution (TOPSIS)
TOPSIS is an aggregating compensatory method based on
the concept that the chosen solution should have the shortest
geometric distance from the positive ideal solution [13] and
the longest geometric distance from the negative ideal solu-
tion. The normalized data for each parameter are weighted
and therefore the geometric distance between each alterna-
tive and the ideal alternative is computed. The TOPSIS
process is carried out as follows.
• First, an evaluation matrix consisting of m alterna-
tives and n criteria is created, with the intersection of
each alternative and criterion given as xi j. It results
in a matrix (xi j)m×n.
• The matrix (xi j)m×n is then normalized to get
(ri j)m×n using one of the methods from Table 2.
• Calculate the weighted normalized decision matrix




and j = 1, . . . , m, i = 1, . . . , n.
• Determine the best and worst alternative Ab and Aw,
respectively.
Ab = bPj = max(ti j) , j ∈ J+ ,
Aw = wPj = min(ti j) , j ∈ J− ,
where J+ and J− contain the criteria with positive
and negative impact respectively.



























TOPSIS has been applied to the network selection prob-
lem in several works, e.g. [9], [11], [14]. In [11], authors
compare the performance of vertical handover using SAW
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and TOPSIS. They concluded that TOPSIS outperforms the
SAW method. In general, TOPSIS and other compensatory
methods managed to avoid the problem that a parameter can
be outperformed by another one by allowing a trade-off be-
tween criteria. This means that a poor value of one criterion
can be neglected by a good value in another. This offers
a huge benefit and is more sensible than non-compensatory
methods, which use a threshold system.
3.1.3. Weighted Product Model (WPM)
WPM, also known as multiplicative exponential weighting
(MEW), is a method similar to SAW [15]. The difference
consists in the replacement of the addition operation used
in the SAW method, with multiplication. Each alternative
decision is compared with the remaining ones by multi-
plying a number of ratios, one for each decision criterion.
Each ratio is raised to the power equivalent to the relative








Authors in [16] made a comparison between SAW and
WPM methods in the context of vertical handover. They
used the relative standard deviation as a metric of compar-
ison and they arrived at a conclusion that WPM is better
than SAW. In [17], the WPM method was used in the con-
text of heterogeneous systems. Their conclusion is that
the WPM method is a more robust approach for dynamic
decision making and it penalizes the attributes with poor
quality.
3.1.4. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Grey Re-
lational Analysis (GRA)
AHP assumes that one complicated problem is decomposed
into a multiple-hierarchy simple sub-problems. AHP steps
are:
• decomposing the problem into a hierarchy of sub-
problems, where the top node is the final goal and
where alternatives are listed for each criterion,
• pair-wise comparison of attributes and translating
them into numerical values from 1 to 9,
• calculating the weights of each level of the hierarchy,
• synthesizing weights and getting overall weights.
As far as the GRA method is concerned, it is used to rank
the candidate networks and it involves the following steps:
• normalization of data is performed considering three
situations: higher is better through lower is better,
and nominal is the desired,
• definition of the ideal sequence in the three situations
considered is set: the ideal sequence contains the
higher bound, lower bound and moderate bound,
• computing the grey relational coefficient (GRC): the
sequence in which GRC is larger is more favorable.
The AHP is usually coupled with the GRA method: AHP
for weighting, and GRA for ranking alternatives. Authors
in [18] used a modified version of AHP and compared it
with normal AHP using the QoE criterion. Their numeri-
cal results show that the proposed scheme outperforms the
conventional AHP scheme, resulting in a good load bal-
ance. In [19], authors relied on AHP to rank various criteria
used to compare the desirability of different Internet adver-
tising networks. The proposed model provides an objective
and effective decision model to be used by advertisers in
selecting an Internet advertising network.
To recapitulate: MADM methods are widely used to solve
the network selection problem, this is due to the fact that
network selection involves the same problems as are solved
by MADM. Moreover, these methods are known for their
ease of use, clarity and low complexity of computation.
The disadvantages of these methods are listed below.
Firstly, these methods do not offer the same level of perfor-
mance with respect to different services (VoIP, video calls
and web browsing) (Table 4). Secondly, they suffer from
the problem of ranking abnormality, i.e. the phenomenon
occurs in the MADM methods when an exact replica or
a copy of an alternative is introduced or eliminated.
Authors in [20] have shown that the rank reversal prob-
lem occurs in the majority of well-known MADM methods.
This problem has been addressed in other works [21], [22],
by introducing specific modifications, but the original ver-
sions of MADM methods suffer from the rank reversal
problem. Additionally, the AHP method is very compli-
cated and requires complex computations when calculating
the vector of weights. Due to all these reasons, we can say
that MADM are a good solution, but the lack of a general
method that would be suitable for all kinds of services is
a problem.
Table 4
MADM method pros and cons
Advantages Disadvantages
Easy to understand Rank reversal phenomena
Easy to implement High complexity such
as AHP
Good results in some cases Good performance with
some services and bad
results for others
3.2. Game Theory
Game theory allows to model competitive situations, which
implies an interaction between rational decision makers and
mutual, and possibly conflicting interests [9], [11], [12]. It
provides an analytical tool to predict the outcome of com-
plicated interactions between rational conflicting entities.
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In this paper, we focus on the use of game theory for mod-
eling the network selection problem [23].
An example of a conflicting scenario in which a game the-
ory solves the problem is described below. As a rule, the
fundamental characteristic of a game is that the gain of
a player depends on his choices and also on the choices
made by the other players. Games of this type are known
as strategic games.
A game is represented mainly by three sets: a set of players
that contains the rational actor competing to get a bigger
pay-off. A set of actions or strategies which depends on the
information available in the system. Obviously, each player
seeks the action which maximizes their revenue. The pay-
off is the objective function representing the player’s rev-
enue when choosing a specific strategy. The pay-off for
each player can be represented as the actual or expected
benefit the player receives by playing the current strategy.
The game is played until the player is capable of obtaining
more gains. When the pay-off cannot be enhanced any fur-
ther with any other strategy combinations, an equilibrium
known as the Nash equilibrium is reached.
The Nash equilibrium occurs basically when no player can
obtain more gain by changing their strategy, with the strate-
gies of the other players remaining unchanged. The Nash
equilibrium is a combination of the best strategies for all
players. A detailed representation of a strategic game is:
• Game = {P, A, G};
• P = {1, n} the set of players;
• A = {a1, an} the set of actions, denoting the set of
strategies available to the player i, 1≤ i≤ n;
• G : {payof f} represents the reward achieved when
choosing a strategy. Here, to simplify things, the
pay-off function is a linear summation of local gains,
with the weights of each parameter applied.
Different types of games are used to model various coop-
erative or competitive situations between rational decision
makers. Some of the most widely used game theory models
are outlined below.
3.2.1. Cooperative and Non-cooperative Games
A cooperative game is a situation in which players claim to
display cooperative behaviors. In this situation, the play-
ers plan, in groups, to choose their actions. In a non-
cooperative game, also known as a competitive game, all
options available to the players are specified, while con-
tracts underlying the coalitions in a cooperative game are
not described. Each player tries to reach his goal without
regarding the other players. Here, the players are called
rational [24]. Generally, non-cooperative games admit a
solution called the Nash equilibrium, while for the cooper-
ative games the solution is a total surplus generated by the
coalition of players.
3.2.2. Games with Complete/Perfect Information
Complete information is a term used in game theory to
describe games in which knowledge about other players is
available to all participants. Every player knows the pay-off
and the strategies available to other players. Games with
complete and perfect information are significantly differ-
ent. In a game with complete information, the structure of
the game and the pay-off functions of the players are com-
monly known, but players may not see all of the moves
made by other players. For the perfect information games,
each player is perfectly informed of all the events that have
previously occurred, but may lack some information about
the pay-off of others players or on the structure of the game.
Inversely, in games with incomplete information, some
players do not know the information of other participants,
like other players’ pay-off. In a game with imperfect infor-
mation, players are simply unaware of the actions chosen by
others. However, they know who the other players are, their
possible strategies and their preferences. Hence, the data
about the other players is imperfect, but complete [23], [24].
3.2.3. Repeated Games
In strategic games, players make their decisions simultane-
ously at the beginning of the game. On the contrary, the
extensive game model defines the possible orders of events.
In this case, players can make decisions during the game
and they can react to others decisions. Extensive games can
be finite or infinite. Repeated games are a variety of exten-
sive games in which a game is played for a number times
and the players can observe the outcome of the previous
game before attending the next iteration [24], [25].
3.2.4. Zero-sum Games
A situation in which one person’s gain is equivalent to
another’s loss, so the net change in wealth or benefit is
zero. A zero-sum game may have two or more players.
They are usually called strictly competitive games in the
game theory discipline, but are less widespread than non-
zero sum games [25].
3.3. Game Theory on Network Selection
In this subsection, we will discuss works that use the game
theory to solve the network selection problem. As we men-
tioned above, a game is defined by three sets: players, ac-
tions and payoff. In the network case, players can be users,
networks or both. A distinction between those categories
will be made below.
3.3.1. Game between Users
In [5], authors modeled a competition between users for
one access point as an evolutionary game. Users represent
players that compete to maximize the transmission rate.
The latter represents the strategy, hence the pay-off is mod-
eled by an objective function. This function takes the delay
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and packet loss rate and determines the mean opinion score
MOS, which is a measure for voice quality. In [5], the no-
tion of free users is used. VoIP is the only service used and
the authors claim that the equilibrium reached is optimal.
In [26], the problem of the least congested access point
selection is emphasized. The set of strategies contains dif-
ferent access points available and the pay-off is a trade-off
between bandwidth gained and the effort generated when
moving to the new access point. The authors demonstrate
that the result of this game is the distribution of users on
the access points.
In [27] authors consider the scenario with a single Wi-
Fi network and multiple access points. In this case study,
users can choose one access point to connect to, the pay-off
function depends on the congestion level of the access point
and cost. The authors affirm that the Nash equilibrium is
reached.
The works mentioned above suggest that a game between
users means that players seek, in general, non-cooperative
behavior and because of the selfish nature of users, these
games lead to the situation of congestion, and also to the
monopolization of resources by certain users.
3.3.2. Game between Networks
When players represent the networks, the latter compete
to get the attention of users and maximize the number of
users connected, to achieve more revenue. In [28], authors
present a non-cooperative game mechanism between net-
works in which the players compete for a service require-
ment and try to gain the maximum of an access point. This
represents user satisfaction. The problem of this scheme
is that the preferences toward players are the same. In
[29] authors have introduced the strategy space and quality
point concepts, the players are the networks and the pay-
off function determines which access network will provide
the service requested by the user, which corresponds to the
distribution of service requests amongst the networks.
In [30] researchers have investigated the admission control
problem by modeling a multi-round game between two Wi-
Fi networks. Here, the players in the game are the two
networks, and the strategy set is the user’s service requests.
The pay-off of the game is the distribution of the service
requests between the competitive networks.
The papers referred to above prove that games between net-
works are characterized by one well-known strategy, i.e. by
seeking the maximum revenue or maximizing the number
of users connected to the network. This approach guides
users to think about their corresponding network selection
schemes under this network in a competitive environment.
3.3.3. Game between Users and Networks
In this case, players act as mobile users and/or networks.
In [31] authors propose a reputation-based network selec-
tion mechanism by modeling the interaction between users
and networks using a repeated prisoner’s dilemma game.
To reinforce the cooperation between users and networks,
authors combine the reputation-based systems and game
theory. The network reputation factor represents the net-
work’s past behavior in the network selection decision. Re-
searchers show that using reputation is essential in the case
of cooperation and that repeated interaction maintains co-
operation.
In [32] the network selection problem having the form of
a non-cooperative auction game is modeled, in which buy-
ers represent users, sellers/bidders are the available net-
work operators and the auction component is the requested
bandwidth with its associated attributes. The auction that
maximizes the user utility is the winning bid.
In [33] a non-cooperative resource allocation based on the
Cournot game between a provider and his customers is pre-
sented, where users are classified into three classes: pre-
mium, gold and silver. The strategies for the provider and
the customer are as follows. The provider seeks customers
who bring high revenue, while if the customers are not sat-
isfied from the received QoS, they can decide to leave the
network. Users are accepted into the network if the new
benefit computed when a new customer arrives is less than
the provider’s benefit value. Finally, the authors identify
the equilibrium for resource distribution. This game type
can be summarized in the following manner: users compete
against networks, each seeking to maximize their own ben-
efits. On the one hand, users try to maximize their benefits
(cost- and/or QoS-related). On the other hand, the networks
try to maximize the profit for the services provided.
3.4. Fuzzy Logic
In fuzzy logic, there are few degrees of satisfaction of
a condition [34]. Unlike in Boolean algebra, where a pro-
posal is considered to be true or false, fuzzy logic adds
a degree of truth to choose from the 0. . .1 range. It is
a tool of artificial intelligence used in various fields [35].
The concept is based on the theory of fuzzy sets with an
extension of the classical theory. Fuzzy logic brings the
concept of partial truth, where the truth value may vary
from completely true to completely false.
3.4.1. Fuzzy Logic in Network Selection
A few studies have addressed the network selection prob-
lem using fuzzy logic as a core of the ranking scheme.
Basically, authors use fuzzy logic in network selection in
two ways: as a combination of MADM and fuzzy logic, or
they use it as the selection scheme.
In [6] authors propose a general scheme to solve the
multi-criteria network selection problem. In the proposed
scheme, the multi-criteria network selection solution is ob-
tained by considering the users’ requirements and QoS. The
proposed scheme is scalable and is capable of handling any
number of RATs with a large set of criteria. The simula-
tion results show that the proposed solution has a better
and more robust performance over the reference solutions.
In [36] researchers describe two novel, fuzzy logic based
ranking schemes. These schemes enable users to evaluate
the correctness of different combinations of P2P-based grid
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networks. A fixed set of commonly used attributes is used,
such as cost, capacity and reliability. The proposed ranking
algorithm is based on an intuitive rule optimization design
applying Boolean logic to capture input combinations.
In [37] authors propose a fusion method-based fuzzy logic
approach for different network schemes. The main advan-
tage is the consideration of the relative importance of differ-
ent networks. The authors show that the proposed scheme
significantly improves the generalization capability.
Most of the recent works using the fuzzy logic are com-
bined with MADM methods [38], [39]. Generally, in the
field of network selection, the use of fuzzy logic as a core
of the ranking scheme is not widely adopted. Instead, fuzzy
logic has always been combined with MADM.
3.5. Utility Functions
Utility is the “satisfaction” we get from using, owning or
doing something. It is what allows us to choose between
options.
A preference function utility assigns values to the ranking
of a set of choices. This is useful in analyzing consumer
behavior in the maximization problem. Faced with a set of
options and a budget constraint, we will choose what satis-
fies them to the highest degree. Utility functions are often
expressed as U(x1, x2, x3), which means that U (utility) is
a function of the quantities of x1, x2 and so on. In the case
of monotonic functions, if A is a set of goods, and A > B,
then U(A) > U(B). That is, if A is preferred to B.
For making a decision, utility refers to the level of sat-
isfaction that goods or a service provide to the decision
maker [40]. Utility function is an associated term which
relates to the utility derived by a consumer from goods or
a service. Different consumers with various user prefer-
ences will have different utility values for the same prod-
uct. Thus, the individual preferences should be taken into
account in the utility evaluation.
In the paper [41] authors show that many of the commonly
used MADM algorithms, such as SAW, WPM and TOP-
SIS, in their standard form, are not best suited because of
their assumptions concerned with a monotonous increase or
decrease of the attributes’ utilities. They affirm that both
monotonic and non-monotonic utilities can be taken into
consideration, and are therefore better suited for achieving
this type of optimization objectives.
In [42] researchers proposed a user-centric RAN selection
strategy based on maximizing consumer surplus, subject to
meeting user-defined constraints in terms of transfer com-
pletion time. An exploration of a number of possible utility
functions based on different user’s attitudes to risk is pre-
sented. They affirm that simulations produced results that
correspond to the user utility descriptions input. The risk
taker ends up paying more, but enjoying less delay.
In [43] researchers proposed a user-centric RAN selection
strategy based on maximizing consumer surplus subject to
meeting user-defined constraints in terms of transfer com-
pletion time. An exploration of a number of possible utility
functions based on different user’s attitudes to risk is pre-
sented. They affirm that simulations produced results that
correspond to the in-putted user utility descriptions. The
risk taker ends up paying more, but enjoying less delay.
In [44] the researchers have proposed a method called SU-
TIL, which is a mechanism for network selection in the
context of next generation networks. It prioritizes networks
with higher relevance to the application and lower energy
consumption, enabling full and seamless connectivity with
mobile devices and applications. They even propose some
future works, such as conducting an investigation to ad-
dress the interaction between multiple instances of SUTIL
and consideration of the highly dynamic nature intrinsic of
the environments where SUTIL operates.
4. Analysis and Discussion
Figure 3 presents the approaches described in this paper.
At the top of the flow chart is the NS problem, in the sec-
ond row different approaches and their categories, namely
MADM, game theory, fuzzy logic and utility functions
are placed. Each category has its own specific methods
Fig. 3. Summary of NS methods used.
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Table 5
Summary of the discussed methods
Type Advantages Disadvantages
Easy to understand and use Rank reversal phenomenon
Ranking methods Relatively good results Lack of a weighting process
Low complexity Different behavior with various applications




Users vs. networks No rank reversal phenomenon Selfish behavior of users lead to the congestion
Networks vs. networks
As a core method
Overcome the MADM’s drawbacks
Few works in the literature
With another approach Time consuming due to coupling two approaches
Without other methods Solving simple problems
With another approach
Powerful and used in many works Few works in the literature
Overcome the MADM’s drawbacks
(if such exist), which are regrouped in the bottom row and
are summarized in Table 5:
• Ranking methods. TOPSIS, SAW, WPM and others –
methods which require another method to obtain the
weight vector. Such methods suffer from a lot of
problems, such as the rank reversal phenomenon, and
the influence of a bad value of a criterion on the good
value of another criterion.
• Ranking/weighting methods. These methods suffer
from high complexity and rank reversal, which can
occur here as well, because it is a problem affecting
the entire MADM approach.
• Game theory. Game theory is a good tool to model
the network selection problem. The main concern
is the computation time, due to the relatively high
complexity degree. This issue may be avoided in the
case of a game between networks.
• Fuzzy logic. It has been adapted to solve the network
selection problem but, generally, it is not used alone,
it needs to be accompanied by MADM methods or
genetic algorithms.
• Utility functions. The utility function is used with
other methods, such as fuzzy logic or MADM, and
it can also be used in a unilateral way.
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Abstract—High order modulation (HOM) presents a key chal-
lenge in increasing spectrum efficiency in 4G and upcoming
5G communication systems. In this paper, two non-linear
adaptive equalizer techniques based on multilayer perceptron
(MLP) and radial basis function (RBF) are designed and ap-
plied on HOM to optimize its performance despite its high sen-
sitivity to noise and channel distortions. The artificial neural
network’s (ANN) adaptive equalizer architectures and learn-
ing methods are simplified to avoid more complexity and to
ensure greater speed in symbol decision making. They will be
compared with the following popular adaptive filters: least
mean square (LMS) and recursive least squares (RLS), in
terms of bit error rate (BER) and minimum square error
(MSE) with 16, 64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024 quadrature am-
plitude modulation (QAM). By that, this work will show the
advantage that the MLP equalizer has, in most cases, over
RBF and traditional linear equalizers.
Keywords—adaptive filter, channel equalization, M-QAM, MLP,
RBF, symbol decision making.
1. Introduction
Many key technologies for enhancing spectrum efficiency
are planned for 5G, such as new non-orthogonal access
scheme, generalized frequency division access, filter bank
multicarrier and universal filtered multicarrier [1], massive
multiple-input multiple-output and high order modulation
(HOM), e.g. 256 QAM [2]. 256 QAM (8 bits/symbol)
increases the maximum peak rate by 33% compared to
64 QAM (6 bits/symbol). Several studies are conducted
that are concerned with employing HOM. In [3], HOM
improves the system’s capacity in small cells. In [4], trans-
mission performance of HOM-based 256 and 1024 QAM
over OFDM is investigated with the impact on error vec-
tor magnitude (EVM). A practical FPGA implementation
of HOM is already done in [5], using the conventional
constant modulus algorithm and LMS equalizers. Even
though linear equalizers are widely used, they have poor
performance regarding HOM complexity and sensitivity to
distortions.
HOM offers better performance than lower order modula-
tion, but still has some external and internal impairments,
such as inter-cell interference (ICI) and sensitivity to mul-
tipath propagation effects (external), or thermal noise and
quality degradation caused by practical manufacturing con-
straints influencing the EVM (internal). Employing HOM
comes with the expense of a higher signal-to-noise (SNR)
requirement.
ANNs, being non-linear equalizers, are gaining importance
in channel equalization for their flexible architecture, opti-
mization and the learning process [6]. In this paper, multi-
layer perception (MLP) and radial basis function (RBF) are
considered for the simplicity of their architecture and for
their ease of use, and especially for their different learning
techniques, namely back-propagation, extended Kalman fil-
ter, genetic algorithm, and particle swarm optimization [7].
In the case of MLP, we will focus on the back-propagation
algorithm. RBF is based on the Euclidian norm. The equal-
ization problem is treated as a classification process that
tells to what sets the received symbol belongs, and makes
a decision. We will show the effectiveness of the devel-
oped MLP and RBF compared to conventional receivers
with HOM, by diminishing MSE and BER criteria.
In literature, many types of channels were presented. Dif-
ferent models and distributions were mathematically de-
veloped under two categories: channel with line of sight
(LOS), and channels with non-line of sight (NLOS). The
modeling of NLOS channels is a calculation of physical
processes (reflection, diffraction, scattering) affecting the
signal during transmission. Nakagami-m represents a gen-
eralized distribution that can be applied as a LOS or NLOS
channel. Rice and Rayleigh distributions are special cases
of Nakagami-m that can be considered as LOS and NLOS
channels, respectively [8]. They are mostly used for mod-
eling those channels. In this work, the Rayleigh fading
channel is used due to its good and fair approximations
of multipath fading in real life. Model generation will be
depicted in Section 4.
The equalizers were designed and trained by M-QAM sym-
bols (M is modulation order) over an Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) wave carrier in a noisy
Rayleigh flat-fading channel. Simulations are carried out
using an Intel Core i5 (2.2 GHz) 8 GB-RAM computer, in
the Matlab 2016 environment.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the
basics of MLP and RBF equalizer designs. Section 3 de-
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scribes the model of the system used for the transmission
with HOM over the Rayleigh fading channel. Section 4
illustrates simulation results and presents the discussion.
The paper is concluded by Section 5.
2. MLP and RBF Equalizers Design
ANN equalizers are working with either real or complex
values. A real ANN has a simpler architecture and its train-
ing is fast and not difficult compared to a complex ANN.
The simplicity and speed we are striving to achieve are
reached by dividing complex modulated symbols into real
and imaginary parts, and treating them separately, one after
another. Then, the symbols are reshaped at the output in
a complex form. The strategy used in the learning process
is that total symbols are split randomly between learning
(70%), validation (15%) and test (15%), where each step
is evaluated with MSE. The architectures are designed to
be simple, in order to avoid computational complexity and
to minimize the decision time factor. In this case, three
layers are fixed: the input layer, the hidden layer and the
output layer. The input layer has one input for both real and
imaginary values. The hidden layer contains only one layer
of neurons (10 for MLP and 20 to 40 for RBF, depending
on M-QAM). The output layer has one output only.
2.1. MLP
MLP learning is assured by the back-propagation algorithm
(simple, fast, and depends on iterative laws). The cost










|yd(t)− y(t)|2 , (1)
where yd(t) is the desired output, y(t) is the output, n is the
number of iterations, and T is the dimension of the training
assembly. Weight adaptation (adjustments and updating) is
based on the iterative formula:




where µ represents the learning step and k is the number
of the hidden layer. The activation function is chosen to be
hyperbolic-tangent. An initial value of µ is fixed respecting
µ < 0.1. Its optimal value is determined gradually through
the evolution of the MSE error of MLP.
2.2. RBF
For RBF, the learning process is divided into two stages:
unsupervised nonlinear, where the parameters update tech-
niques are quite fast, and supervised linear problem solv-
ing at the output, with the advantage of dodging the lo-
cal minima issue, often experienced when employing MLP.
The training of RBF can be partitioned into three phases.
Firstly, one has to find centers Ci of the Gaussian radial
functions (activation function). Secondly, widths σi have
to be fixed. Finally, the network’s weights λ j between the
radial function and the output layers (Fig. 1) are deter-
mined. The simplified function that rules the RBF network,














where ‖(.)‖ represents the Euclidean norm, x is the input
value, M is number of centers C j, d is the length of input
variables, ai are the coefficients of the linear terms, and
e(.) is the exponential function that represents the nonlinear
term.
Fig. 1. Simplified RBF structure for symbol decision making
with one input, one output and a hidden layer with an adequate
number of neurons.
Centers C j are adjusted and fixed utilizing competitive




























where α(t) is the time adaptation factor, with 0 < α(t) < 1,





where dmax is the maximum distance between any couple
of centroids.
When C j and σ j are fixed, Eq. (3) becomes linear, and λ j
is estimated by the pseudoinverse.
Table 1 summarizes the architecture design and all pa-
rameters of MLP and RBF equalizers for all modulation
schemes.
For better performance and fair comparison, filter length of
LMS has 10wn coefficients, and its step µ is fixed for each
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M-QAM separately (Table 2). Similarly, RLS filter length
has 10wn coefficients, and λRLS = 0.9 for all M-QAM.
Table 1
Summary of ANN equalizers parameters
Parameters MLP RBF
Criterion function MSE MSE
Hidden layers 1 1
Hidden layer








Weights w Centroids Ci
Parameters Step µ Widths σi
Iteration n Weights λi













256 4.54 ·10−4 10
512 3 ·10−4 10
1024 9.99 ·10−5 10
3. System Model
In the transmitter part, 300,000 sequences of a random sig-
nal x(n) are generated with zero-mean and unit variance,
and are supposed to be independent and identically dis-
tributed [10]. x(n) is modulated with HOM and shaped
with OFDM carriers. In M-QAM, we will have 300000/K
symbols, where K = log2(M) is the number of bits per
symbol. M = 16, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024. After modula-
tion, the received signal can be expressed by:
y(n) = x(n) ·H +η(n) , (7)
where x(n) is the signal emitted through H (H is the
Rayleigh flat-fading channel transfer function), and η(n)
is a complex additive white Gaussian noise generated with
the energy per bit-to-noise power spectral density ratio
Eb/N0 = 1 : 28 dB, depending on M.
The Rayleigh flat-fading channel H is considered as a mod-
eled finite impulse-response filter that can be obtained from
a random, uncorrelated, complex Gaussian processes.
In the receiver part, y(n) in Eq. (7) is reconstructed by re-
moving the cyclic prefix, applying the fast Fourier transform
and converting parallel stream data to a serial form. After
OFDM demodulation, comes the delicate part of equaliz-
ing with the use of LMS, RLS, MLP and RBF at different
times, and calculating MSE of each of the above for differ-
ent M-QAM and different SNRs. Finally, the symbols are
demodulated to bits to calculate BER. Figure 2 represents
the model for symbol decision making for all equalizers
referred to in this paper.
4. Simulations and Results
All HOM schemes and their MSE values are depicted
in Figs. 3 and 4, where MSE values are expressed in terms
of multiple SNRs. LMS and RLS have excessive MSE
values in the order of 102 to 104. This shows that linear
equalizers have poor performance, particularly on low SNR
values.
MLP and RBF show great resistance to channel effects,
where MSE is in the order of 10−4 to 5 with 16, 64
and 128 QAM, and in the order of 5 to 102 for 256, 512
and 1024 QAM. In 16 and 512 QAM, MSE of MLP and
RBF are almost the same. In 64 and 128 QAM, MSE of
RBF is better, and in 256 and 1024 QAM, MSE of MLP
is better.
In terms of BER, we first lay out the theoretical BER of
every M-QAM. Here, the theoretical BER is considered as
a reference to measure the effectiveness of equalizers cou-
pled with signal degrading factors, such as SNR, channel
Fig. 2. Channel equalization model.
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Fig. 3. Effect of SNR on MSE of equalizers, with 16, 64, and 128 QAM. (For color pictures visit www.nit.eu/publications/
journal-jtit)
Fig. 4. Effect of SNR on MSE of equalizers, with 256, 512, and 1024 QAM.
type, and sensitivity of the modulation scheme used. The






























































where erfc(x) is the complementary error function, which
is accessible in Matlab software.
With 16 QAM (Fig. 5), RLS and LMS are starting to di-
verge from the theoretical curve at 11 dB, at the same
Eb/N0 value a slight improvement is noticed in the case
of MLP and RBF. At Eb/N0 = 12 dB, an improvement
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of 1 dB is observed for both. The two have identical per-
formance in this modulation scheme.
Fig. 5. Equalizer BER performance curves with 16 and 64 QAM.
With 64 QAM (Fig. 5), LMS performance is not good
enough for the theoretical curve, RLS and RBF are better
but start to diverge at 15 dB. MLP is performing as the
theoretical curve, and is the most suited for 64 QAM.
With 128 QAM (Fig. 6), LMS and RLS start to diverge
from 13 dB and 18 dB, respectively. MLP is performing
better than linear equalizers, gaining almost 1 dB, but RBF
is the most suited for this scheme of modulation by im-
proving by almost 2 dB compared to the theoretical curve.
With 256 QAM (Fig. 6), MLP and RBF are performing
Fig. 6. Equalizer BER performance curves with 128 and
256 QAM.
nearly the same as the theoretical curve. A slight improve-
ment is noticed on RBF performance compared to MLP.
RLS is better than LMS but starts to diverge at 18 dB.
With 512 and 1024 QAM, spectral efficiency is really high
(9 and 10 bits per symbol, respectively). As mentioned
before, they are sensitive to excessive noise and need more
SNR to be investigated compared to lower case modula-
tions. Their performance is shown in Fig. 7. At 512 QAM,
the two linear equalizers are diverging, RBF is trailing the
theoretical curve but diverges at 23 dB. MLP is performing
really good to gain 1.5 dB, and is better suited to 512 QAM
than others.
Fig. 7. Equalizer BER performance curves with 512 and
1024 QAM.
With 1024 QAM, MLP is more efficient than RLS, LMS
and RBF (Fig. 7) which are not trailing the theoretical
curve. RBF performance is poorer than that of LMS and
RLS. We tried to train it differently and expand the architec-
ture of RBF by adding more neurons (up to 40 neurons).
Unfortunately, there was no improvement. MLP is most
suited for this high spectral efficiency.
The developed neural equalizers show great resistance and
excellent robustness in terms of adaptation. Symbols are
appropriately equalized from the starting point with a bet-
ter BER, in most cases, than theoretical simulation. When
the channel is in a diminutive SNR state, MLP and RBF
equalizers do not suffer from any performance degradation,
and they are more appropriate for this type of channel cou-
pled with HOM. However, RLS and LMS equalizers offer
better performance for low and moderate levels of noise
with HOM.
Table 3 represents the profiling of equalizer algorithms
during the processing of data (all sequences and all stages
of training). Initialization and MSE calculations are not
considered. The average of 10 measurements is reported
in the table for each algorithm. 256 QAM is chosen be-
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cause – in terms of BER – the equalizers are performing
almost similarly. LMS has the shortest duration because of
its simplicity. RLS is more complex and it requires more
time, which means that it performs similarly to MLP. The
latter, at a much better speed, can have a good result for
both MSE and BER. RBF takes a long time, since its ar-
chitecture design is extended (more neurons) to meet better
BER results.
Table 3
Profiling the equalizer speed performance
with 256 QAM at Eb/N0 = 20 dB
Equalizers LMS RLS MLP RBF
Time [s] 0.239644 0.451853 0.542335 0.972604
wn/neurons 10 10 10 20
5. Conclusion
In this paper, MLP and RBF equalizers are developed in
the simplest form for HOM equalization, serving as a key
for achieving more spectral efficiency. It is shown through
simulation results that MSE values of the two ANN equal-
izers are negligible in comparison with LMS and RLS.
Also the improved BER, in most M-QAM scenarios, offers
great performance in HOM processing, despite its complex-
ity (compared to linear equalizers). These models are more
reliable and efficient in terms of canceling noise (MSE cri-
terion) and error rate performance (BER criterion).
MLP is better suited than RBF with 64, 512 and 1024
QAM, and is performing almost identically to RBF with
16 and 256 QAM. RBF is performing well only with 128
QAM. Through the planning of small cells (cancelation
of ICI), HOM associated with MLP equalizer are an ac-
cessible option for enhancing spectral efficiency and for
increasing data rate peaks. Further investigations are to be
performed to augment the simplification of learning strate-
gies, architectures and complexity levels.
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Abstract—The energy efficient spectrum sensing method is
very important in cognitive radio (CR), since high power drain
may limit its implementation in mobile applications. The spec-
trum sensing feature consumes more energy than other func-
tional blocks, as it depends on continuous detection of the
presence or absence of the primary user (PU). In this paper,
we proposed two methods to reduce energy consumption of the
spectrum sensing feature. The first is of a single stage variety
with a reduced number of sensed samples. The other uses
two stages. The first stage performs coarse sensing for many
subchannels, and the best subchannel is forwarded for fine
sensing in the second stage. The performance of the proposed
methods is evaluated in AWGN channel and compared with
the existing approach. The proposed methods are simulated
using Matlab and ModelSim and are then hardware imple-
mented using the Altera Cyclone II FPGA board. Simulation
results show that the proposed methods offer an improvement
in energy consumption with an acceptable reduction in the
probability of detection. At Eb/N0 of 0 dB, the energy con-
sumption is reduced by 50% and 72% in the first and second
proposed method, respectively, compared to the traditional
method (100% sensing).
Keywords—cognitive radio, energy consumption, energy detec-
tion, FPGA.
1. Introduction
Cognitive radio (CR) is defined as a wireless technology
that changes its operating parameters (e.g., power, carrier
frequency, bandwidth, modulation and coding) based on
the environment conditions. CRs allow unlicensed (sec-
ondary) users (SUs) to access spectrum bands at the time
they are not used by licensed (primary) users (PUs). The
channels that remain unused, on a temporary basis, are
called spectrum holes [1]. Cognitive radio networks suf-
fer from many problems, i.e. the energy efficiency problem
which has received a lot of research attention during recent
years [2], [3].
CR networks consist of a number of units sensing PU ac-
tivity by using a specific sensing technique. All CR units
consume energy, but the sensing stage draws more energy
than others, since the spectrum sensing techniques depend
on detecting the activities of the PU. Many techniques are
used to sense the spectrum (energy detector, cyclostation-
ary, matched filter and others).
A lot of methods have been investigated to improve energy
consumption. Sequential sensing is a method to decrease
the average number of sensors required to make a deci-
sion [4]–[7]. The authors of [8] proposed a fixed size cen-
soring scheme, where each sensor senses fixed size samples
of the spectrum and employs a censoring policy to send
the results of local decisions to the fusion center (FC). In
this method, only energy consumption in the transmission
stage is reduced and there is no improvement in the sens-
ing stage, since it senses a fixed number of samples. The
authors of [9] implemented an algorithm-based energy de-
tection technique in the Xilinx Virtex2pro FPGA board,
but the algorithm did not aim to reduce energy consump-
tion. In [10], a method for improving energy consumption
is proposed based on two stages: coarse and fine, but was
implemented only in the course of a simulation. In this
paper, we have proposed two energy detector-based tech-
niques to reduce energy consumption of the sensing stage.
In the first method, energy savings are achieved in a single
stage, by reducing the number of sensed samples, while the
other method consists of two stages: coarse and fine, with
an algorithm that is modified compared to that from [10].
The main contribution of this paper is that the proposed
methods are simulated using the ZigBee wireless standard
as a case study for cognitive user (CU), and are then im-
plemented using the Altera FPGA Cyclone II board.
2. Energy Detector
Energy detection is one of the most popular spectrum sens-
ing techniques, because of its simplicity and because it does
not need any knowledge about the PU signals. In CR net-
works, CU senses the spectrum and detects the absence of
a PU signal. After finding a hole, CU begins to transmit
data to CU receiver. The samples received at CU are [11]:
X(n) = hθS(n)+No(n) , (1)
where h is channel gain, S(n) is the samples transmitted
by PU, No(n) is the additive white Gaussian noise samples
collected from the channel, θ is the activity indicator, which
can take one out of two values:
θ =
{
0 for H0 hypothesis
1 for H1 hypothesis
. (2)
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The presence and absence of PU is referred to as hypoth-
esis H1 and H0, respectively. The probabilities of a false
alarm and of detection are calculated by comparing the de-
tector decision metric with a pre-defined threshold λ . The
decision metric E j is defined as the accumulated energy of








In the above equation, N is the total number of sensed
samples, N = tFs, where Fs is the sampling frequency. The
probability of a false alarm and the probability of detection
are:
Pf = Pr(E j > λ |H0) , (4)
Pd = Pr(E j > λ |H1) . (5)
3. Design of Spectrum Sensing
3.1. The Single Stage Energy Efficient Spectrum Sensing
In this case the energy consumption improvement is
achieved by decreasing the number of sensed samples to re-
duce the computational resources relied upon by the energy
detector technique before making a decision. It also leads
to a decrease in the sensing time, and it is worthy if the
sensing reliability of the CR network is maintained within
satisfactory limits. The reliability of sensing means that the
maximum probability of detection and the minimum prob-
ability of a false alarm can be obtained. Figure 1 explains
the way of choosing the samples to be sensed. Sensing of
50% of all samples is performed by sensing only even (or
odd) numbered samples. To compute the amount of energy
consumed by the cognitive user C j , we use the procedure
from [12], [13]:
C j = NsCss j +(1−ρi)Ct j , (6)
where Css j and Ct j are the energies consumed by the j-th
cognitive radio in sensing per sample and transmission per
bit, respectively, ρi is the average censoring rate, and Ns
is the total number of sensed samples. As we compute the
Fig. 1. The first method proposed (selecting 50% of the sensing
samples). (For color pictures visit www.nit.eu/publications/
journal-jtit)
amount of energy consumption in the Cs j sensing stage
only, Eq. (6) reduces to [12], [13]:
Cs j = Ns Css j . (7)
Let’s assume that Pd = 1, i.e. Css j|Pd=1 . When Pd is de-
creased, Css j is increased, since the energy detector will
produce a false decision which leads to repeating the sens-
ing sequence. Hence, Css j can be written as:
Css j = Css j|Pd=1 +Css j|Pd=1(1−Pd) . (8)
After substituting Eq. (8) in (7) we have:
Cs j = kNs
[
Css j|Pd=1 +Css j|Pd=1(1−Pd)
]
. (9)
One can note that when Pd = 1 Eq. (9) becomes Cs j =
NsCss j|Pd=1 where k is the sensing ratio, i.e. the number
of selected samples sensed to the total number of sam-
ples in the band. Energy consumption per bit in the trans-
mission stage is computed as described below. According
to [14], the energy consumed in relation to the signal pro-
cessing part of the transmission mode, for a data rate of
250 kbps and a 2.1 V/17.4 mA power supply, is approx-
imately 150 nJ/bit. To transmit one bit over a distance d,
the radio spends:
Ctb j = Ct-elecj + eampj d2 , (10)
where Ct-elecj is the level of energy consumption in the
transmitter’s electronics, and eampj is the amplification
needed to satisfy a given receiver sensitivity level. As-
suming a data rate of 250 kbps and a transmitter power
of 20 mW, Ct-elecj = 80 nJ with a receiver sensitivity of
–90 dBm at SNR of 10 dB eampj is 40.4 pJ/m2. So, the
transmitted energy per bit per for the j-th CU would be:
Ct j = Ctb j +150 nJ/bit . (11)
3.2. Two Stage Energy Efficient Spectrum Sensing
The second method consists of two stages: in the coarse
stage, the CU senses a fixed spectrum length and a con-
stant number of channels using a small number of sensed
samples (e.g. 16%). The energy levels obtained from all
channels during coarse sensing are collected, and then fine
sensing is performed for the channel that has the maximum
energy level. Fine sensing uses all samples in the selected
channel to confirm the existence of PU, as shown in Fig. 2.
To ensure that this signal is truly generated by PU and
is not noise only, the level of energy accumulated in the
channel is compared with threshold λ to produce a final
decision about the presence of a PU signal. While detect-
ing a spectrum hole, the same procedure is repeated, but
fine sensing is employed to the channel with a minimum
energy level. Such a method can be applied to all channels
that may potentially have PUs (or holes), by finding the
maximum (or minimum) energy channels and subtracting
the accumulated energy contained in these channels from
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all other channels. If the difference is small, the particular
channel also has a PU or a hole. The energy consumption







NsCssj +Ctbj +150 nJ/bit , (12)
where k is the sensing ratio Ns, and m is the number of
channels in the spectrum.
Fig. 2. Division of the spectrum using the second method pro-
posed.










where Q−1 is the inverse of the complimentary error func-
tion Q(.), Ns is the total number of sensed samples and P f
is the probability of a false alarm.
4. Matlab Simulation Results
This section shows the results of a simulation of the en-
ergy detector’s performance using the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve, and energy consumption for
a single user CR in AWGN, with the two methods pro-





Bit rate 2 Mbps
Carrier frequency 20 MHz
Modulation type QPSK (PU signal)
Probability of false alarm 10−3
Spectrum band 0–100 MHz
Sampling frequency 200 MHz
Bits per symbol 2
Sample per symbol 100
Cssj 8 nJ [15]
Figure 3 shows the energy consumption performance curves
of CU versus Eb/N0 in AWGN, as a comparison between
known and proposed methods. It can be seen that an im-
Fig. 3. Energy consumption versus Eb/N0 in an AWGN channel.
Fig. 4. Pd versus Eb/N0 in an AWGN channel.
provement in energy consumption is obtained when Eb/N0
is increased since at high values of Eb/N0 a low number of
sensing samples is required by CU to detect the PU signal.
For example, at Eb/N0 0 dB, energy consumption decreases
by 50% and 72% in the first and second method proposed,
respectively (compared to traditional methods). Hence, the
second proposed method is more efficient at low Eb/N0.
Figure 4 shows the detection probability versus Eb/N0. It
can be noted that the detection probability is increased at
higher Eb/N0. Also, it shows that when comparing the
first proposed method and the traditional method, Pd is in-
creased, as the number of sensed samples is increased since
the number of sensed samples in the traditional method is
100% (k = 1), and in the first proposed method it equals
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50% (k = 0.5). The improvement in detection probability
introduced by the second proposed method become more
significant at low Eb/N0, because of the use of two stages
increases detection probability.
5. Hardware Implementation
Figure 5 shows the design procedure relied upon to imple-
ment the spectrum sensing methods using FPGA. It consists
of five subsequent steps. First, the system specifications are
set up, and next the VHDL description language code and
the test benches of the traditional and proposed methods
are written. Functionality of the design is then tested once
again, using ModelSim. After successful verification, the
generated VHDL is synthesized using the Quartus II tool.
The synthesis produces a bit stream file which is down-
loaded into the FPGA board and experimental testing is
performed.
Fig. 5. Spectrum sensing method design flow using FPGA.
Figure 6 shows the design procedure relied upon to im-
plement the traditional and proposed spectrum sensing
methods using FPGA. First, the frequency samples of the
sensed channels are generated. Then, the method rules are
applied according to the selected switch of a special con-
trol circuit. The 8 LEDs available on the board are used
to display the presence or absence of a PU in 8 channels.
Figures 7 and 8 show the block diagrams that explain the
design of the two proposed spectrum sensing methods. It
Fig. 6. Flow chart depicting implementation of spectrum sensing
methods.
can be seen in Fig. 7 that 50% of samples are sensed
(marked green), and then the energy accumulated in each
channel is compared with a predefined threshold to make
a decision about the presence or absence of PU. The tra-
Fig. 7. Block diagram depicting implementation of the first
method proposed on FPGA.
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Fig. 8. Block diagram depicting implementation of the second
method proposed on FPGA.
ditional method design procedure is similar, but with all
samples being sensed.
It can be seen from Fig. 8 that there are two sensing blocks –
one for coarse sensing and the other for fine sensing. In
the coarse sensing block, the samples of each channel are
sensed with a k sensing ratio, and then the index of the
“noch” channel that has the maximum accumulated energy
is selected in order for the fine sensing block to perform the
fine sensing procedure. The final decision about presence
or absence of PU in each channel is produced through the
board’s LED indicators.
5.1. ModelSim and Real Hardware Results
Figures 9–11 show the ModelSim results of the traditional,
the first and the second method proposed, respectively.
In all results, the clock signal (CLK) drives the process
of sensing samples, so that at each positive edge of the
clock, one sample is sensed. Board switches SW1, SW2
and SW3 are responsible for selecting the sensing method.
It can be seen that in Fig. 9 dec3, 4 and 8 equal to 1.
This means that channels 3, 4 and 8 have a PU signal. In
Fig. 10, the PU signal is present in channel 3 only, because
of the reduction in detection performance when decreasing
the number of sensed samples. Figure 11 shows the results
after applying two stage sensing and finding the maximum
energy channel. It can be seen that the index of the channel
that has the maximum level of accumulated energy “noch”
is 3, and dec3 is 1.
The experimental test results obtained with the use of the
FPGA evaluation board are very close to those generated
by ModelSim.
6. Conclusion
This paper has explained the way in which energy con-
sumption in CR may be improved by applying two spec-
trum sensing methods. It has also evaluated the effects of
Fig. 9. ModelSim results for the traditional method.
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Fig. 10. ModelSim results for the first method proposed.
Fig. 11. ModelSim results for the second method proposed.
that improvement on the receiver’s operating characteris-
tics, by comparing them with the traditional method, using
Matlab simulations. The energy consumption improvement
introduced by the two methods proposed has been proved
by simulation results, with no corresponding lack of de-
tection probability observed. The results of tests involving
experimental implementation of the proposed methods, ob-
tained using the Altera FPGA board, have also been con-
firmed by the results of simulations obtained via Matlab
and ModelSim. This work can be further extended to in-
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clude implementation of the fusion center for cooperative
sensing, as well as to include the entire filtering and fre-
quency transformation of the sensed channels using a single
FPGA chip.
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Abstract—Accurate detection of spectrum holes is the most
important and critical task in any cognitive radio (CR) com-
munication system. When a single spectrum sensor is assigned
to detect a specific primary channel, then the detection may
be unreliable because of noise, random multipath fading and
shadowing. Also, even when the primary channel is invisible
at the CR transmitter, it may be visible at the CR receiver (the
hidden primary channel problem). With a single sensor per
channel, a high and consistently uniform level of sensitivity
is required for reliable detection. These problems are solved
by deploying multiple heterogeneous sensors at distributed lo-
cations. The proposed spectrum hole detection method uses
cooperative sensing, where the challenge is to properly assign
sensors to different primary channels in order to achieve the
best reliability, a minimum error rate and high efficiency. Ex-
isting methods use particle swarm optimization, the ant colony
system, the binary firefly algorithm, genetic algorithms and
non-linear mixed integer programming. These methods are
complex and require substantial pre-processing. The aim of
this paper is to provide a simpler solution by using simpler bi-
nary integer programming for optimal assignment. Optimal
assignment minimizes the probability of interference which
is a non-linear function of decision variables. We present
an approach used to linearize the objective function. Since
multiple spectrum sensors are used, the optimal constrained
assignment minimizes the maximum of interferences. While
performing the optimization, the proposed method also takes
care of the topological layout concerned with channel accessi-
bility. The proposed algorithm is easily scalable and flexible
enough to adapt to different practical scenarios.
Keywords—channel accessibility matrix, cognitive radio net-
work, optimal assignment, probability of interference, secondary
users, spectrum sensing.
1. Introduction
Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs) have become attractive
solutions that are suitable for different applications [1]–[4].
At present, with a few exceptions, almost the entire radio
spectrum available is regulated and allocated exclusively
to licensed users who are called primary users (PUs), i.e.
TV broadcasters, mobile communication service providers.
In general, the radio spectrum is not fully utilized by its
PUs. The unused spectrum bands with respect to time,
space and frequency, are called spectrum holes [5]. These
spectrum holes are utilized by secondary users (SUs) for
communication-related purposes.
In a CRN, SUs have to detect the presence or the absence of
a primary radio transmission within a specified channel, in
order to identify spectrum holes. Efficient sensing of spec-
trum holes is an important prerequisite in a CRN. Spectrum
hole sensing by measuring the received energy level over
a certain time interval is a well-known basic method [6].
The received signal strength depends on existing noise lev-
els, which are random and may vary considerably. There-
fore, statistical methods for efficient spectrum sensing are
used here.
When cooperative sensing is used to sense multiple pri-
mary channels, optimal matching of secondary sensors to
primary channels is an optimization problem encountered
in the permutation space. Several articles have already been
published in this regard. In [7], binary particle swarm op-
timization (BPSO) is used. This method provides channel
assignment that maximizes the total bandwidth utilization
by SUs. BPSO is basically an iterative algorithm that may
take relatively more time to achieve convergence. The bi-
nary firefly (BF) algorithm is used in [8]. Here, both band-
width utilization and fairness among SUs are fitness func-
tions that are maximized. In BF, authors use the coding
method to reduce the search space. This is also an iterative
algorithm. The ant colony system is described in [9]. The
genetic algorithm is used in [10]–[11]. Non-linear mixed
integer programming is used in [12]. A survey of various
mathematical programming methods for solving channel
selection in CRNs is given in [13].
2. Basic CRN Model
Consider a multi-channel multi-user CRN, over a certain
geographical area, with M licensed primary transmitters
(PTs) designated as PT(1), PT(2), . . . , PT(M). The non-
overlapping radio frequency channels used by these M PTs
are respectively designated as ch(1), ch(2), . . . , ch(M).
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Each transmitter uses a single primary channel. Each PT
covers a certain spatial region designated as its coverage
area as shown in Fig. 1. When PT( j) covers area( j) using
ch( j), it means that the primary and secondary receivers
within this area can receive the transmitted signal with
a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for successful re-
ception. In this context, when the radio signal from PT( j)
covers area( j), we also say that ch( j) covers area( j) for
j = 1 to M.
Fig. 1. Layout of a primary wireless channel ch( j) with SUs and
SAP( j).
In Fig. 1, the coverage area( j) is indicated by the enclosing
circle designated as ch( j). SUs within coverage area( j) are
su( j, 1), su( j, 2). pu( j, 1), pu( j, 2) and pu( j, 3) are the
PUs. We assume that the SUs within ch( j) are served by
their own secondary access point SAP( j), for j = 1 to M.
Fig. 2. Primary channels covering the SUs. (For color pictures
visit www.nit.eu/publications/journal-jtit)
2.1. Multi-channel Multi-user Layout
A multi-channel multi-user layout is shown in Fig. 2. The
areas covered by individual channels are overlapping, while
their frequency bands are non-overlapping. The SUs (also
called nodes) are globally identified by 1, 2, . . . , N and is
simply the integer set {1 : N}. We use su(k) to denote the
SU whose ID is k. The SUs are assumed to be static. In
Fig. 2, the number of primary wireless channels is M = 4,
and the number of secondary users is N = 6. The secondary
access points are not shown here.
The subset of SUs covered by channel ch( j) is denoted
by SS( j) for j = 1 to M. The subsets of SUs covered by
different channels (subnets) are shown in Table 1. An SU
can belong to more than one channel. Thus, in Fig. 2 SUs 1
and 2 belong to ch(1), ch(2) and ch(4).
Table 1
Channels and their corresponding subsets
2.2. Channel Model
A specific wireless communication channel is a radio fre-
quency band with center frequency fc and a bandwidth BW.
Each wireless transmitter has an isotropic antenna. We as-
sume that the primary transmission power and its antenna
gain are known directly or indirectly, so that the coverage
area of each transmitter is made available to the secondary
network. The propagation delay is neglected. Received
power is calculated using the simplified two-ray ground
propagation loss model [14] as:
Pr(d) = Pr(1) ·d−4 , (1)
where Pr(0) is the received power in watts at a distance
of 1 m from the source, d is the distance from the source
to the receiver in meters, and Pr(d) is the received power
in watts. We assume that the SNR is above the minimum
threshold of the receivers within the coverage area. For
simplicity, we assume that all devices are static and the
parameters of the system do not change with time.
2.3. Secondary Users or Cognitive User Nodes
These nodes are equipped with Software Defined Radio
(SDR) [15], where transceivers can dynamically adjust their
radio communication parameters. Each secondary node is
fitted with special spectrum sensing circuits (spectrum sen-
sors) to detect the presence or the absence of available
primary channels.
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2.4. Channel Accessibility Matrix
At a specified time t, an SU may have access to several
primary channels. This information is represented by the
Channel Accessibility Matrix CA(t) [16], sized M×N. The
rows represent the channels, while the columns represent
the SUs. CA(t) is a binary matrix and its element ca( j, k, t)
at row j and column k at time t is defined as:
ca( j, k, t)=
{
1 if su(k) is within the communication
range of ch( j)
0 otherwise
. (2)
For the configuration shown in Fig. 2, matrix CA(t) is given
by the values as shown in Table 2. The element CA(t) de-
pends on the geographical locations of SUs and on the loca-
tions of primary base stations. For non-mobile SUs, CA(t)
is independent of t. Then, we use the symbol CA instead of
CA(t). Matrix CA represents the topological information.
Table 2
Channel accessibility matrix elements for the topology
shown in Fig. 1
su(1) su(2) su(3) su(4) su(5) su(6)
ch(1) 1 1 1 0 0 0
ch(2) 1 1 0 1 1 0
ch(3) 0 0 1 0 0 1
ch(4) 1 1 0 0 1 1
2.5. Channel Sensing Model
For a given primary channel, we introduce two mutually
exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses H(0) and H(1) as:
• H(0) – the channel is not occupied by the PU and it
is available for SUs,
• H(1) – the channel is being engaged by the PU and
is not available for SUs.





s(i)+η(i) : H(1) . (3)
Here, η(i) is the noise sample, s(i) is the received signal
sample and y(i) is the resultant, for i = 1 ,2, . . . , n, where
n is the number of signal samples. The decision variable












Here, σ is the standard deviation of the noise samples.
Let T be the detection threshold, which is assumed to be
known. If W > T , then the SU declares the presence of
the primary channel, else its absence. Because of the dy-
namic nature of the radio propagation environment and the
ambient noise, W > T is a probabilistic event.
2.6. Probability of Detection and Probability
of Interference




W > T |H(1)
)
. (5)




W ≤ T |H(1)
)
. (6)
PI is the probability that the spectrum sensor at that SU
decides that the primary channel is free while it is actu-
ally occupied. PI is same as the probability of misdetec-
tion [17]. Note that PD +PI = 1. The ideal case is PD = 1
and PI = 0. A large value of PI means more interference
with the PU. The PI value of a specific SU with respect to
a specific PTs depends on the statistical properties of W ,
which depend on several factors, such as distance between
the secondary sensor and the transmitter, transmitter power,
radio environment, etc.
2.7. Probability of Interferences in Multi-channel
Multi-user Layout
Our multi-channel multi-user optimization problem has M
primary channels (transmitters) and N SUs. In general,
N ≥M. The spatial layout is such that multiple SUs can
access signals from multiple PTs, as shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Multi-channel multi-user layout (M = 2, N = 3).
Let PI( j, k) represent the probability of interference with
the PT( j) by SU(k). This occurs when the SU(k) fails to
detect ch( j) under H(1). Therefore, from Eqs. (5) and (6):
PI( j, k) = 1−PD( j, k) . (7)
We assume that the PI( j, k)’s values are known (either by
calculations or estimation) for j = 1 to M and k = 1 to N.
The collection of PI( j, k)’s in a matrix format is denoted
by the PI matrix, where j is the row and k is the column.
Example 1. As an example, PI( j, k) values for M = 2 and
N = 3 are shown in a matrix form in Table 3.
In this example, all sensors can access all primary channels,
and all CA elements are ones.
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Table 3
Example of a PI matrix
( j, k) 1 2 3
1 0.45 0.1 0.2
2 0.35 0.3 0.4
To improve channel detection capability, one or more
sensors can be assigned to detect a single channel [1].
Let SS( j) be a set of sensors simultaneously assigned
to sense ch( j), same as PT( j). Here, SS( j) is a subset
of SUs. Theoretically, all possible simultaneous assign-
ments will form the power set of {1 : N}, that is, P({1 : N}).
The number of subsets in a power set is 2N . Therefore,
SS( j) can be any one of the possible subsets out of 2N ,
except for the empty set. These SS( j) sensors send their
sensed information to a fusion centre (FC). The FC deter-
mines the overall probability of detection of ch( j) based
on hard decision combining. There are several combining
rules, such as AND, OR, the majority rule [1], etc. In the
presented scheme, we use the OR combining rule.
We assume that sensor detection events are statistically in-
dependent. Therefore, the probability that all simultane-
ously assigned sensors fail to detect ch( j), denoted by the
overall probability of interference, represented by OPI( j),
is the joint probability due to the SUs that belong to the
subset SS( j). Hence, OPI( j) can be represented using the
multiplication rule for independent events as:
OPI( j) = PI[ j,u(1)] ·PI[ j,u(2)] · . . . ·PI[ j,u(|SS( j)|)] ,
(8)
where u(1), u(2), . . . , u(|SS( j)|) are the members of set
SS( j), and |SS( j)| is the size of SS( j) or the number of
SUs in SS( j).
Since 0≤ PI( j, k)≤ 1 for all j’s and k’s, the product term
OPI( j) also lies between 0 and 1. Thus, OPI( j) is non-
negative.
Equation (8) can be concisely expressed as:
OPI( j) = ∏
u(i)∈SS( j)
PI
[ j, u(i)] . (9)
3. Basic Objective and Constraints
The objective is to minimize the worst case interference
at PTs due to SUs. The worst case scenario occurs when
OPI( j) is at its maximum, and the optimal assignment is
one that minimizes the maximum of OPI. This is a mini-
max assignment problem [17]–[21].
From Eq. (9) one can see that the OPI( j) value depends
on the composition of SS( j). The objective is to choose
the SS( j) set optimally, so that the maximum of OPI( j)
over j is minimized. Therefore, the objective function to
be minimized can be expressed as:
OF1 = max
j∈{1:M}
OPI( j) . (10)
3.1. Assignment Matrix X
We introduce the assignment matrix X of size M×N with
N > M. Its elements x( j,k) are defined for j = 1 to M and
k = 1 to N as:
x( j, k) =
{
1 if su(k) is assigned to PT( j)
0 otherwise . (11)
The objective is to determine X to minimize the objective
function given by Eq. (10).
3.2. Constraints on X
There are several constraints on x( j,k).
Removal of unassignable SUs: When ca( j,k) = 0, that
assignment is impossible because su(k) is outside the cov-
erage area of PT( j). To take care of this condition, we
make x( j,k) = 0 (no assignment) when ca( j, k) = 0 and
x( j, k) = 0 or 1 (can take any value) when ca( j, k) = 1.
This can be expressed by the constraint as:
[
1− ca( j, k)] · x( j, k) = 0 , (12)
for j = 1 to M and k = 1 to N.
Equation (12) can be expressed in a matrix notation as:
(1−CA).∗X == 0 . (13)
Here “ . *” represents the element-wise multiplication in the
Matlab notation.
Row sum of X: The number of 1s in row j of X represents
the number of SUs assigned to PT( j). We have to assign
at least one SU (sensor) to each j, otherwise we cannot
monitor that channel. Of course, we can assign more than
one to reduce the probability of interference. Therefore,




x( j, k)≥ 1 for j = 1 to M . (14)
This constraint can be expressed, using the matrices, as:
X∗EN×1 ≥ FM×1 , (15)
where EN×1 and FM×1 are column vectors of all 1s of size
N×1 and M×1. The corresponding transposes are:
(EN×1)T = [1, 1, . . . , 1] ,
(FM×1)T = [1, 1, . . . , 1] ,
where N number of 1’s, and M number of 1’s.
Column sum of X: An SU assigned to, say PT( j), has to
monitor PT( j) regularly. It cannot monitor other channels.
Therefore, not more than one ch( j) or PT( j) can be as-
signed to each SU. In addition, when N > M, some SUs
may be left out of assignment because of some other con-
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siderations. Therefore, a sensor may be assigned either to




x( j, k)≤ 1 for k = 1 to N > M . (16)
This means that any column cannot contain more than one
1, i.e. the sum of columns is either 0 or 1. The constraint
represented by inequality (16) can be expressed in the ma-
trix notation as:
(FM×1)T ∗X≥ (EN×1)T . (17)
Linearization of the objective function: The objective
function given by Eq. (10) contains OPI( j) which is a prod-
uct term given by Eq. (8). Therefore, it is non-linear and
its optimization is complex and may not converge. Hence,
we convert the non-linear objective function into an equiv-




OPI( j)] = log[PI( j, u(1))]+ log[PI( j, u(2))]
+ log
[
PI( j, u(|SS( j)|))] . (18)
Since OPI( j) is non-negative, log[OPI( j)] is a monotoni-
cally increasing function of OPI( j). Therefore, maximiza-
tion or minimization of OPI( j) is the same as maximization
or minimization of log
[
OPI( j)], respectively. That is, if V
















OPI( j))] . (19)
In the light of Eq. (10), Eq. (19) can be expressed as,
OF2 = log(OF1) . (20)
Obviously, minimization of OF2 implies the minimization
of OF1.
Objective function in terms of X: Consider row j of ma-
trix X. The ones represent the SUs assigned to that PT( j). If
x( j, k) = 0 for certain k, then that PI( j, k) term is absent on
the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (18). On the other hand,
if x( j, k) = 1, then, PI( j, k) term is present on the RHS.







x( j, k) · log[PI( j, k)] , (21)
for i = 1 to M.
Let us introduce matrix Y of size M×N whose elements
are y( j, k) to represent the product term on the RHS of
Eq. (21) as:
y( j, k) = x( j, k) log[PI( j, k)] , (22)
for j = 1 to M and k = 1 to N. We can see that the RHS
of Eq. (22) is an element by element product of matrices X
and log(PI). Therefore Eq. (22) implies:
Y = X .∗ log(PI) . (23)







y( j, k) , (24)
for j = 1 to M.
The RHS of Eq. (24) is the sum of row j of matrix Y.




y( j, k) = Y ( j, :)∗EN×1 . (25)
In Eq. (24), Y( j, :) represents row j of Y in Matlab
notation.
From Eqs. (25) and (24):
log
(
OPI( j)) = Y ( j, :)∗EN×1 (26)
for j = 1 to M. Let OPI be the column vector made up of
OPI( j)’s for j = 1 to M. Then Eq. (26) can be rewritten
as:





OPI( j))] is the same as the maxi-
mum of the column vector log(OPI). Therefore, Eq. (20)























Now, the optimization problem can be stated.
Minimize the objective function over the binary assignment









subjected to: (1−CA).∗X == 0, as given by Eq. (13),
X∗EN×1 ≥ FM×1 , as given by Eq. (15),
(FM×1)T ∗X≤ (EN×1)T , as given by Eq. (17) .
This mini-max optimization problem can be solved using
different methods mentioned in Section 1. Here, the bi-
nary integer programming is applied using the intlinprog()
function from the optimization tool box in Matlab [22].
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Once the optimal Xopt which minimizes OF2 is obtained,
the best assignment is found based on Eq. (11) as:
su(k) is assigned to PT( j), if xopt( j, k) = 1
No assignment , if xopt( j, k) = 0
}
. (31)
Once Xopt is found, the optimal value of OPI from
Eqs. (27) and (23) can be obtained:













The proposed algorithm called multi assignment is given
as Algorithm 1 and is shown by examples 2 and 3.
Algorithm 1: Multi assignment
Input: CRN layout. Values of M and N with N ≤M, chan-
nel accessibility matrix CA and the probability interference ma-
trix PI.
Output: Optimal assignment matrix Xopt and the minimized
maximum overall probability of interference OPIopt.
1. Formulate the multi-assign problem using Eqs. (30), (13),
(15), and (17).
2. Solve multi-assign problem to get Xopt using binary inte-
ger non-linear programming provided by YALMIP.
3. Get the optimal assignment, using Eq. (31).
4. Get the optimal overall probability of interference, OPIopt
using Eq. (33).
5. Done
In example 2, M = 4 and N = 6. The CA matrix is taken
as all ones. PI matrix of size M×N is taken (assumed to
be given) as shown in Table 4.
Table 4
PI values of example 2
( j, k) 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 0.424 0.209 0.499 0.393 0.103 0.431
2 0.322 0.279 0.309 0.203 0.229 0.235
3 0.045 0.288 0.372 0.228 0.012 0.338
4 0.198 0.364 0.318 0.294 0.372 0.141
Here, (EN×1)T =[1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] and (FM×1)T =[1, 1, 1, 1].
On solving the multi-assign problem for this PI, using
YALMIP we get the optimal assignment matrix Xopt whose




0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

 .
The optimal assignment for ch( j) is given by the loca-


























Here the minimized max value of the objective function
is 0.103. Any other combination would result in a higher
value for the overall interference.
In example 3 the values are same as in example 2, ex-
cept CA, taken as shown in Table 2. Now, Xopt and the




0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0










Here, the minimized max value of objective function
is 0.209.
4. Alternative Objectives and
Constraints
4.1. Minimizing the Total Number of Assigned SUs
Consider a case where the aim is to minimize the total
number of SUs assigned, subjected to the condition that
max(OPI) should be less than a certain given upper bound,
say OPIUB. This condition can be expressed as:
max(OPI)≤ (OPIUB) . (34)





≤ log(OPIUB) . (35)











From Eqs. (36) and (35):
OF2 ≤ log(OPIUB) . (37)







≤ log(OPIUB) , (38)
where constraint (38) represents (34) in terms of X.
Now, the optimization problem is to minimize OF3 where:
OF3 = (FM×1)T ∗X∗ (EN×1) (39)
subjected to: (1−CA) .∗X == 0 , as given by Eq. (13),
X∗EN×1 ≥ FM×1 , as given by Eq. (15),





≤ log(OPIUB) , as given by Eq. (38) .
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In Eq. (39), OF3 simply gives the total number of 1’s in X
which is the total number of SUs assigned to monitor the
primary channels (note that the total number of available
SUs is N). Here, the minimization of OF3 is called the
min OF3 method. Minimization of OF3 also means the
minimization of total energy consumption by the SUs.
In example 4, the M = 4, N = 11, CA = all ones. OPIUB




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

 .
The actual optimized max(OPI) is found to be 0.0192. The
minimum number of SUs assigned is found to be 8. As the
OPIUB value is increased (relaxed), the minimum number
of SUs required to achieve that target decreases.
In example 5, the M = 4, N = 17, CA = all ones. OPIUB
is varied from 0.01 to 0.10 in steps of 0.01. The minimum
number of SUs needed, designated as min SUs, is calcu-
lated using our method min OF3 and the lazy method. In
the lazy method, the SUs are assigned as they are available
in the order su(1), su(2), and so on.
Table 5
Min SUs for different values of OPIUB
OPIUB .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09
Min
Min




16 14 13 13 11 11 9 9 7
method
The relationship between the min SUs needed and the
OPIUB values is shown in Table 5 and the corresponding
bar graph is shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Minimum number of SU’s versus OPIUB.
In the case of min OF3, the decrease in the minimum num-
ber of SUs could not fall below 6 because of other con-
straints (15) and (17). From Table 5, we see that min OF3
is much better compared to the lazy method, in terms of
the min SUs needed to meet the target.
4.2. Minimization of OF2
In the next step, the minimization of OF2 with pre-fixed
number of SU’s for each primary channel is analyzed.
In this case, constraint (15) which fixes the number of SUs
for each channel can be reframed as:
X∗EN×1 =
[
g(1), g(2), . . . , g(M)
]T
.∗FM×1 . (40)
Here, g( j) is the number of SUs assigned to the primary
transmitter PT( j), for j = 1 to M. Obviously, to satisfy
Eq. (39), sum of g(i)’s should be less than or equal to N.
Other conditions and objective functions are same as (13),
(17) and (30).
5. Comparison with other Methods
Minimization OF2, as given by Eq. (30) can be solved
by the greedy method [23], [24]. We compare the greedy
method method with our multi-assign method. Here, M=4
and CA= all ones. The number of available SUs N is var-
ied from 10 to 17. The calculated values of minimized OF2
(minimized max(OPI)) for these N’s are shown in Table 6
and the corresponding values are shown in Fig. 5.
Table 6
Variation of Min OF2 as N varies from 10 to 17
N Min OF2









Fig. 5. Minimum number of SUs versus OPIUB.
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From Fig. 5 we see that our multi-assign method gives
lower interference and is much better than the greedy
method.
Next, the multi-assign algorithm is compared with the par-
ticle swarm optimization (PSO) method and the genetic
algorithm (GA) method with reference to the time taken to
solve the optimization problem. We took M = 4 and N is
varied from 6 to 15. The result is shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6. Optimization process time vs. number of spectrum sensors.
From the result of Fig. 6, we find that the multi-assign
algorithm is substantially faster compared to the PSO and
GA algorithms. For a relatively large number of densely
populated nodes, our method has not much advantage over
other methods, because the complexity of our method de-
pends on finding the best permutation of M sensors out
of N.
6. Conclusion
A new method of optimal assignment, in a co-operative
spectrum sensing CRN where multiple SUs and multiple
primary channels are present, is described. The main con-
tribution of this work is to convert the product term in the
objective function to linear format by using the logarithm
of product terms. Compared to the average of PSO and
GA methods, the proposed method takes, on the average,
70% less time to calculate the optimal assignment when the
number of SUs is relatively small. The minimized maxi-
mum interference value is lower in the presented method
compared to the greedy algorithm or lazy methods.
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Abstract—This article presents a MIMO compact antenna
measuring 45×45×1.6 mm, on the FR4 substrate, proposed
for Ka band and 5G communication applications. The pro-
posed design is suitable to overcome the issues connected with
massive MIMO. It has four-sigma-shaped radiating elements
and a c-shaped ground plane with coplanar waveguide feed-
ing. Its compact dimensions suit it for most existing com-
munications systems. The aerial operates in the 21–30 GHz
range, which covers Ka and 5G communication bands.
The proposed antenna exhibits the average efficiency of more
than 76% within its operating band and gives a mini-
mum signal to noise plus interference ratio. The presented
antenna covers several services, such as Ka band satel-
lite downlink applications and future 5G communication
applications.
Keywords—5G, coplanar waveguide, Ka band, MIMO, satellite
downlink.
1. Introduction
The unsatisfied and unresolved requirements of 4G tech-
nology gave birth to the new 5G standard. In future mo-
bile communications, 5G is going to offer solutions to
common problems, i.e. poor coverage, crowded channels,
poor quality, dropped connections, etc. To achieve flexi-
bility in communication and to fulfil the users’ expecta-
tions, there is a need to move forward with 5G even fur-
ther. A 5G network not only provides high speed, but also
offers the capacity to carry more data with data rates of
over 1 Gbps [1], [2]. Such a big capacity is going to make
significant difference in communications and allows to ex-
pand the range of services offered (Fig. 1) [3], [4]. Low
latency with massive connectivity and large system capac-
ity are needed for the variety of novel applications of 5G
systems [5]. 5G has the latency time on the millisecond
level, and super-dense collections will improve spectral, en-
ergy as well as cost efficiency. Novel multiple access strate-
gies, ultra-dense networking, all spectrum access, MIMO
technology, full/flexible duplex and many other solutions
are still under development [6]. 5G must support multiple
novel applications with different requirements. The require-
ments include higher peaks, reduced latency, high user data
rates, increased number of devices, enhanced indoor cov-
erage and so on. This technology will provide coverage for
high-edge users [7].
The increasing demand for high speed data, together with
rising congestion within the microwave spectrum are push-
ing for higher frequencies, including Ka, Q and V bands.
The operating frequency of the Ka band is nearly 3 times
higher than that of the X band [8]. This is because en-
hancement in satellite communications (SAT) is mainly
concerned with high versatility, compactness, performance,
low cost as well as low weight [9].
A fixed satellite service for wireless multimedia and inter-
net access has generated renewed interest in the Ka band,
using downlink frequencies of 17.72–21.2 GHz and up-
link frequencies of 27.52–30 GHz in order to properly ac-
commodate various future communications systems [10].
Satellite communication for the military (MKa band) of-
fers an even wider bandwidth for high speed Internet ac-
cess (30 GHz for TX and 20 GHz for RX) [11]. Satellite
communication plays a major role in offering access to the
Internet in rural areas. To remove high path losses from
LEO and GEO frequency satellites, high-gain antennas, i.e.
dish antennas of the horn type are needed [12].
2. Related Work
To achieve a high data rate and to improve signal quality
and reliability, MIMO antennas are considered [13], [14].
A MIMO antenna having 2 elements for a 5G network is
mentioned in [15], [16]. The Ka band single polarization
MIMO satellite-earth link channel model is shown in pa-
pers [17] and [18]. A novel single layer substrate integrated
waveguide corrugated technique for two high gain and low
mutual coupling Ka band MIMO antennas are demon-
strated in [19].
3. Massive MIMO Challenges
Massive MIMO has several advantages over conventional
MIMO antennas. The throughput and radiated efficiency of
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Fig. 1. Major 5G technology services.
the antenna can be improved by placing additional antennas
to focus energy in each smaller region. It is an enabler to
future broadband networks, or IoT applications combined
with clouds.
In conventional MIMO systems like LTE, the base station
sends out pilot waveforms. Based on that, channel response
will be estimated and transmitted back. This is not possi-
ble in massive MIMO, at least when operating in a high
mobility environment, for two following reasons:
1. The optimal downlink pilot should be mutually or-
thogonal between the antennas.
2. The number of channel responses each terminal must
estimate should be proportional to the number of base
station antennas.
Some major issues that should be addressed by massive
MIMO, from the research point of view, are:
• fast and distributed coherent signal processing related
downlink issues,
• the challenge of low cost hardware,
• hardware impairments,
• internal power consumption,
• channel characteristics,
• cost of reciprocity calibration,
• pilot contamination,
• non-CSI at TX,
• new deployment sceneries.
To overcome some of those issues, involving a like large
coverage area, for instance, a planar MIMO antenna is de-
signed with a 9 GHz bandwidth for Ka band and 5G appli-
cations (21–30 GHz). In comparison with massive MIMO,
the proposed model is not superior with respect to through-
put and efficiency, but its compact dimensions and suitable
gain levels render it most suitable for the desired appli-
cations. The designed antenna comprises a sigma-shaped
radiator and a c-shaped coupled ground plane with CPW
feeding. Simulated and measured performance shows that
the MIMO antenna plays a vital role in 5G and Ka band
applications.
4. Antenna Design
Such parameters like thickness and dielectric constant of
the substrate affect impedance bandwidth of the antenna.
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Fig. 2. MIMO antenna geometry: (a) HFSSS model, and (b) CST model.
Fig. 3. MIMO antenna with: (a) patch part, and (b) patch with ground.
By increasing the height of the substrate or decreasing
its permittivity, the bandwidth can be widened. The res-
onant frequency and impedance bandwidth will also be
affected by the permittivity. Antennas manufactured on
thin substrates generate more copper losses, while thicker
a permittivity substrate leads to performance degrada-
tion. The configuration of the designed MIMO antenna
is shown in Fig. 2. The size of the antenna proposed is
Lsub×Wsub = 45× 45 mm. A typical FR4 laminate with
εr = 4.3 and tanδ = 0.02 is used. The design is com-
posed of two parts: a sigma-shaped monopole radiator with
coplanar waveguide feeding and a c-shaped ground plane.
CPW feeding is used to achieve the 50 Ω impedance.
When compared to microstrip line, CPW feeding has many
advantages, such as easy fabrication and reduced radia-
tion losses.
The antenna consists of four planar monopole elements
with a CPW feeder through ports 1–4 respectively. The
four emitters are placed perpendicularly to provide good
isolation between four input ports. All sigma-shaped radi-
ators have the same dimensions with length L2. Each of
the radiators is fed by a 50 Ω CPW line with its width
equaling W6 (Fig. 3). Table 1 shows the dimensions of
the design.
The design procedure starts by finding the dimension of
































1− k2 . (6)
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In Eqs. (1)–(6) s is the central conductor, wc is the slot
width of CPW, h is the substrate thickness, εr is the dielec-
tric constant of the substrate laminate.
Table 1
Dimensions of the MIMO antenna design
Parameter Value [mm] Parameter Value [mm]
Lsub 45 w3 8
L1 5 w4 0.5
L2 20 w5 9.2
L3 9 w6 1.3
L4 1 w7 2
L5 2.3 w8 15.5
Wsub 45 w9 9.2
w1 3 w10 3.5
w2 3 — —
The designed MIMO antenna was analyzed and simulated
using FEM-based HFSS software and CST Microwave Stu-
dio software. The comparative analysis performed with the
use of both tools, as well as its results are presented in the
next section.
5. Results and Discussion
This section presents HFSS. The antenna parameter S11
has a significant importance, which defines the impedance
matching characteristics and the bandwidth. The MIMO
antenna covers bandwidth of around 9 GHz (21–30 GHz)
Fig. 4. Simulated reflection coefficient S11 of MIMO antenna.
(For color pictures visit www.nit.eu/publications/journal-jtit)
with a return loss below −10 dB. The bandwidth of the
antenna is satisfactory, as it covers the Ka band and 5G ap-
plications.
Fig. 5. Transmission coefficient result of MIMO.
The design criteria meet the satisfactory antenna return loss
and bandwidth for the desired applications. The MIMO an-
tenna has (1× 4) basic elements, with the dimensions of
45×45 mm. Isolation is provided between each pair of ba-
sic elements to prevent coupling caused by transitions. The
reflection and mutual coupling coefficients are is depicted
in Fig. 4. The transmission coefficient values are below
−15 dB, giving good significance of low mutual coupling
between the elements (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 6. Surface current distribution of a MIMO antenna at 23.5 GHz: (a) port 1 excited and other ports terminated, (b) port 2 excited,
(c) port 3 excited, and (d) port 4 excited.
Fig. 7. Surface current distribution at 28 GHz: (a) port 1 excited and remaining ports terminated, (b) port 2 excited, (c) port 3 excited,
and (d) port 4 excited.
Fig. 8. Impedance response of the proposed MIMO antenna.
The reflection coefficients show that the elements of the
proposed MIMO antenna have the average impedance band-
width of 40%, with the reflection coefficient of less than
−10 dB in 21–30 GHz. The transmission coefficients from
ports 1–4 are shown in Fig. 5. Mutual coupling values are
less than −15 dB over the entire band.
The current distributions at resonant frequencies of 23.5
and 28 GHz are depicted in Figs. 7 and 8. The current
density on the radiating structure shows a low level of mu-
tual coupling. When port 1 is excited and other ports are
terminated, the current density is more focused on the first
antenna element and very low coupling can be observed
in Fig. 6a. Similarly, for other port excitations the current
density on the excited port related to the radiating element
and low coupling on other elements may be observed.
Fig. 9. 3D gain pattern with port 1 excited and remaining ports terminated at: (a) 23.5 GHz, and (b) 28 GHz.
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Fig. 10. Radiation pattern in 3D and polar representation at 23.5 GHz: (a) port 1 excited and remaining ports terminated, (b) port 2
excited, (c) port 3 excited, and (d) port 4 excited.
The aerial impedance at resonant frequencies is depicted in
Fig. 8. The MIMO antenna shows a perfect impedance of
50 Ω at 23.5 and 28 GHz.
The MIMO antenna provides gain of over 7.6 dB within
the operating range and gives minimum losses with the
average efficiency of 78% over the entire band. At 23.5
and 28 GHz, the average efficiency is almost 80%. The
3D gain pattern obtained with the use of the HFSS tool is
shown in Fig. 9.
To show polarization diversity performance, radiation pat-
terns for differential ports 1–4 at 23.5 and 28 GHz are
presented in Figs. 10 and 11. These patterns are almost
identical with 90◦ rotations, which confirms the polariza-
tion diversity problem.
Figure 12 shows the frequency vs. gain and efficiency plot.
The obtained gain peak is 7.3 dB at 23.5 GHz and 7.5 dB
at 28 GHz, while the average efficiency of more than 76%
is achieved.
5.1. Envelope Correlation Coefficient
The envelope correlation coefficient (ECC) describes
diversity-related performance. An ECC of = 0.5 is gen-
erally recognized as acceptable in various conditions. The
proposed aerial provides ECC < 0.03 over its operating fre-
quency band.
6. Parametric Analysis
The aerial dimensions were optimized using a parametric
analysis. First, the antenna performance over the w2 pa-
rameter examined (Fig. 14). With w2 of 2 mm the an-
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Fig. 11. Radiation pattern in 3D and polar representation at 28 GHz: (a) port 1 excited and remaining ports terminated, (b) port 2
excited, (c) port 3 excited, and (d) port 4 excited.
Fig. 12. Radiation efficiency and gain. Fig. 13. Envelope correlation coefficient.
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Fig. 14. Parametric analysis with change in w2.
Fig. 15. Parametric analysis with change in w4.
Fig. 16. Parametric analysis with change in w8.
Fig. 17. Parametric analysis with change in L4.
Fig. 18. MIMO antenna prototype.
Fig. 19. Measured and simulated reflection coefficient parameter.
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tenna shows superior results. Next, w4 was varied between
0.4–0.8 mm, and optimum performance was obtained at
0.5 mm (Fig. 15).
The width of radiating element’s upper strip w8 was also
varied from 12.5 to 15.5 mm. The optimum performance
was obtained at 15.5 mm (Fig. 16). For w8 = 14.5 mm,
the antenna shows a notch band from 28.5 to 29.5 GHz.
Finally, the length of the radiating element’s upper strip was
varied from 0.9 to 1.3 mm. For L4 = 1 mm the antenna
was showing the best impedance bandwidth characteris-
tics (Fig. 17).
The proposed MIMO antenna was prototyped on the FR4
substrate (Fig. 18), using SMA connectors soldered to
all ports. The measured S11 reflection coefficient is com-
pared with simulation results obtained from HFSS and
CST (Fig. 19).
Table 2
Comparison of the designed MIMO













[1] 108×135×0.6 7.2 70 5G
[14] 136×68×1.6 5 75 5G
[15] 140×76×0.8 3 45 5G
[16] 130×170×1.6 6.5 85 5G
[19] 72×17.2×1.6 7 68 Ka




Table 2 shows a comparison between the proposed model
and other antennas proposed by researchers.
7. Conclusion
The proposed antenna model provides excellent perfor-
mance characteristics within the 9 GHz bandwidth, has
a gain peak of 7.5 dB and achieves good polarization. Even
though it is not superior to massive MIMO with respect to
high-speed broadband network and advanced IoT applica-
tions, its compactness, low diversity and adaptability to ad-
vanced communication modules makes this antenna model
more suitable for Ka band and 5G applications.
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